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Welcome!

Congratulations on your purchase of this Sony Handycam. With your Handyram, you ran

capture life's precious moments with superior picture and sound quality. Your Handycam is
loaded with advanced features, but at the same time it is very easy to use. You will soon be

producing home video that you can enjoy for years to come.

To prevent fire or shock hazard, do
not expose the unit to rain or
moisture.

CAUTION: TO REDUCE THE RISK OF ELECTRIC SHOCKr

DO NOT REMOVE COVER (OR BACK}.

NO USER-SERVICEAr_LE PARTS INSIDE.

REFER SERVICING TO QUALIFIED SERVICE PERSONNEL,

This symbol is intended to
alert the user to the presence

of uninsulated "clangerous
voltage" within the product's

enclosure that may be of
sufficient magnitude to
constitute a risk of electric

shock to persons.

This symbol is intended to
alert the user to the presence

of important operating and
maintenance (servicing)
instructions in the literature

accompanying the appliance.

CAUTION
The use of optical instruments with this

product \\,ill increase eye hazard. As the laser
beam used in this Handycam is harmful to

eyes, do not attempt to disassemble the
cabinet.

Refer servicing to qualified personnel only.

CAUTION
TO PREVENT ELECTRIC; SHOCK. MATCH
WIDE BLADE (IF PLUG TO WIDE SLOT,
FULLY INSERT.

RECYCLING LITHIUM-iON BATTERIES

Lithium Ion batteries ale
recyclable.
You cai'_ help preserve our
envJr onrllent by returning

your used rechargeable
batteries to the collection and

recycling location nearest you.

For more information regarding recycling of

rechargeable batteries, call toll flee 1 800 822
8837 or visit http://www.rbr c.org/.

Caution: Do not handle damaged or leaking
Lithium Ion batteries.

"Memory Stick"
This device complies with Part 15 of the ECC
Rules. Operation is subject to the fbllox\,ing
two conditions: (1) This device may not cause
harmhfl interference, and (2) this device must

accept any interference received, including

interference that may cause undesired
operation.

This Class B digital apparatus complies with
Canadian ICES 003.

DCR4P220 only
Countries and areas where you ran use

network timctions are restricted.

For details, refer to the separate Network

Operating Instructions.
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If you have any questions about this product,

you may call:
Sony Customer Information Center 1 800 222
SONY (7669)
Tile number belo\\, is fear tile FCC related

matters only.

Regulatory Information

Declaration of Conformity
Trade Name: SONY
Model No.: DCR IP220

Responsible Party: Sony Electronics Inc.
Address: 680 Kinderkamack

Road. OradelL

NJ07649 U.S.A.

Telephone No.: 201 930 6972

This device complies x_,ith Part 15 of the
FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the

following two conditions: (1) This device
may not cause harmflfl interference, and

(2)this device must accept any interference

received, including interference that may
cause undesired operation.

CAUTION
You are cautioned that any changes cn

modifications not expressly approved in this

manual could void your authority to operate

this equipment.

DCR-IP220 only
iMPORTANT NOTE

To comply with FCC RF exposme compliance

requirements, the following antenna

installation and device operating

configurations must be satisfied: the antenna

has been installed by the nlanufacturer and no

changes can be made.

This device and its antenna (s) nmst not be co

located or operating in conjuctions with any
other antenna or transmitter.

Note:

This equipment has been tested and found to

comply with the limits for a Class B digital

device, pmsuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules.

These limits are designed to provide

reasonable protection against hamfful
inter%rence in a residential installation. This

equipment generates, uses. and can radiate

radio fi'equency energy and, if not installed

and used in accordance \\,ith the instructions,

may cause harmfifl interference to radio

communications. However, there is no

guarantee that interference \_,ill not occur in a

particular installation. If this equipment does
cause harmful interference to radio or

television reception, wldch can be determined

by turning the equipment off and on. the user

is encouraged to tFy' to correct the interference

by one or more of the RHlox_,ing measures:

Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.

Increase the separation between the

equipment and receiver.

Connect the equipment into an outlet on a
circuit different fl'om that to \\,hich the

receiver is connected.

Consult the dealer or an experienced

radio/TV technician %r help.

The supplied interface cable nmst be used with

the equipment in order to comply x_,ith the

limits for a digital device pursuant to Subpart
B of Part 15 of FCC Rules.

DCR-IP220 only
The term "IC:" before the radio reltifiration

number only signifies that Industry Canada

technical specifications were met.



lVlain Features

5'

Recording moving pictures on
tapes (p. 29)

• Playing back tapes (p. 42)

• Recording still images on a
"Memol T Stick" (p. 47. 1111

• Recording moving pictures on a
"Memo1T Stick" (p. I30}

• Viewing still images recorded on a
"Memory Stick" (p. 136)

• Viewing moving pictures recorded
on a "Memory Stick" (p. 139}

not adopt the !_" or the MPEG2

Viewing images recorded on a
'iMemory Stick" using the USB
Cab!e (p: !69, !74)
Mie_ing moving pictures recorded

on tapes { sing the USB cab!e
(p. 164)

_Capturing images 0n youl"
cornputer f_'oln
us!ng the USB cable (p. 166)



Main Features

Z

Z

Z

Accessing the Internet via
a Bluetooth wireless

device (optional) (DCR-
IP220 only)

Accessing the Internet. sending,

receiving yore" e-mail. For details.
re%r ro the Network Function

Operating Instructions supplied

with your camcorder ,DCR-IP220

only} (p. 175_

Other uses

Functions to adjust exposure in the recording mode
• BACK LIGHT (T _7

• NightShot/Super NiglltShot/Color Slow Shutter p. 37
• Recording with the flasll F 49. II
"_Vllite balance (_. 52

• PROGRAM AE (_. 112
• Adjusting the exposure manuauy [p. 65/
• Flexible _ [_ot Meter (_. 66
• HDL©GRAMAF p. ll7
• NightFraming (p. 119

Functions to give images more impact
• Digital ZOOlll (p. 33) Tile default setting iS set to OFF. To zoonl greater than 10x

select tile digital zoonl power ill D ZOOM ill tile menu settings.
" Fader (p. 56)
" Picture effect (p. 58)
• Digital ef%ct (p. 59)
• Title (p. 88.94)
• MEMORY MIX (F 125'

Functions to give a natural appearance to your recordings

• PROGRAM AE (b. G2
Sports lesson
Landscape

• Manual fflcus (_. 67
" Expanded fflcus (F 67
• Spot Focus (p. 69)

Functions to use after recording on a tape
° END SEARCH (_. 41
° DATA CODE (p. 43
• Tape PB ZOOM (F 72)

• MULTI PICTURE SEARCH p. 74

5'
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introduction = Basic operations

This section describes tile basic operations to operate your camcorder.

To supply power fbr yotu camcorder, see "Step 1Pleparing tile powel supply" on page
17.

1,2

(1) Slide the POWER switch in tile direction of tile arrow while pressing the small
green button, then release your fingeF.
Your camcordeF is turned on, and then your camcorder turns to tile CAMERA
mode so that the CAMERA lamp lights up.

(2) Slide the POWER switch in tile direction of the arrow. Each time you slide it
down, tile mode changes as follows and corresponding mode lamp also lights

up.
CAMERA Use this mode when you record Oll a tape.
MEMORY/NETWORK (DCR-IP220) or MEMORY (DCR-IP210)

MEMORY: Use this mode when you record on a "Memory Stick," or play
back or edit an image in a "Memory Stick."

NETWORK (DCR-IP220 only):
Use this mode when you use the network fimction. For details,
reD1"to tile supplied Network Function OpeFating Instructions.

VCR Use this mode when you play back or edit an image recorded on a
tape or "Memory Stick."
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introduction = Basic operations

1 2
180°

%

3

(1) Open tile LCD panel in tile direction of the arrow.

(2) Turn the LCD panel ]80 degrees counter clockwise.

(3) Close the LCD panel with the LCD screen filcing out.

When closing the LCI-) panel, set it vertically, and swing it into your camcorder

body.

Notes

• The LCD panel lotates 180 degrees anticlockwise and 90 degrees clockwise.

• When using the LCD panel except ill tile mirror mode (p. 35), tile viewfinder

automatically turns off

When you set the LCD screen outdoors in direct sunlight
Tile LCD screen may be difficult to see. If this happens, we ]ecommend that you use tile
vJewf_nclel °.

When you adjust the angle of the LCD panel

Make sule if tile LCD panel is openecl ill tile step 2 position.



Quick Start Guide = Recording on a tape

This chaptel introduces you to the basic features to

record pictmes on tapes ofyoul camcolder. See the

page in parentheses "( )" fbl more infbrmation.

Use the battel T pack when using yore camcolder outdoors (p. 17).

Open the

jack covel.

AC power adaptol (supplied)

Slide OPEN/_ EJECT

Connect the plug with its A mark facing clown.

iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii  i!i! 

__ in the direction of

the anow and open
the lid.

OPEN/_ EJECT __4

_Push the middle

portion of the back of
the cassette into the

cassette col_lpartlllent.

Insert the cassette in a

straight line deeply
with the cassette

windox\, fhcing tim
cassette lid.

Cassette vvindo\v

_ Close the cassette

compartment by

pushing down the
cassette lid half\ray.
After the cassette

comparm_ent goes
down completely,
close the lid until it
clicks.



O Set tile POWER switch

to CAMERA. Tile

CAMERA lamp lights
tip.

Viewfindel

When tile LCD panel is closed \\,ith tile

LCD screen f;_cing in\\,ards, use tile
viex_,finder.

Adjust tile viex_,finder lens to you1

eyesight (p. 32).

O Remo,le
the lens cap. J

Press START/STOP. Your

canlcorder starts recordJrlg.

To stop recording, press

START/STOP again.

O Open the LCD panel. The
picture appears on the LCD k_hen yot purchase 3_°ur camcorcler, the clock setting is not
screen, set up yet. Set the clock setting before recoMing (p. 22).

O Set the POWER switch
to VCR.
The VCR lamp lights up.

O Press _ of the touch panel to

rewind the tape.

O Press {_ of the touch panel to start

playback.

Note

When using the touch panel press

operation buttons lightly with your finger
or the supplied stylus (DCR IP220 only).

Do not press the LCD screen x_,ith sharp
olojects other than the stylus supplied
(DCR IP220 only).

Note

Do not pick up your camcorder by

the LCD panel or the jack cover.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill....



Quick Start Guide

- Recording on a "Memory Stick"
This chaptel introduces 3 ou to tile basic featmes to

record on a '_Memory Stick** of your camcorder. See the

page in parentheses "( )** fbl more infbrmation.

Use the battery pack when using your camcordel outdools (p. 17).

Opei'_ the jack

cover.

AC power adaptol (stq_plied)

Connect the plug with its A mark fhcing down.

Insert a "Memol T Stick" in the "Memo] T Stick" slot as far as it can go, as illustlated below.

Stick" slot

Ejecting a "'Memory Stick"

lever

Open the LCD
panel and slide the
MEMORY EJECT
lever in the
dilection of the

arYovv'.



_Set tile

POWER

SVvqtch to _ _,_ POWEaO'I

MEMORY._ ffa_ _ m

Tile !_
MEMORY _
lamp lights

Ell3.

Viewfindel

When the LCD panel is closed

with the LCD screen facing
inwards, use tile viewfinder.

Adjust tile viewfinder lens to

your eyesight (p. 32).

When you purchase your camcorder.

the clock setting is not set up yet. If

you want to record the date and time

for a picture, set the clock setting

befL_re recording (p. 22).

_ Remove the lens cap. 1

_Open the LCD panel. The
picture appears on the
LCD screen.

_Press
PHOTO
lightly.

When the green • mark

stops flashing, then lights up,

you can record a still image.

_Press

PHOTO

deeper.

The image when you pressed

PHOTO deeper will be
recorded on a 'Memol T
Stick."

i/_ _ Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.
The MEMORY or VCR lamp lights up.

_ Press PLAY or _ PB. The last recorded image is

displayed.

or

Note

Do not pick up your camcorder by
the LCD panel or the jack coveL

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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-- Getting Started --

Using this manual

Tile instructions in this manual are fur tile two models listed in tile table belo\\,. Before

you start reading this manual and operating your camcorder, check tile model number

by looking at tile bottom of your camcorder. The DCR IP220 is the model used f_r
illustration purposes. Otherwise. the model name is indicated in the illustrations. Any

diffbrences in operation are clearly indicated in the text, for example, "DCR IP220
only."

As you read through this manual, buttons and settings on yore camcolder are shown in

capital letters.

e.g. Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

When you carry out an opelation, you can hem a beep to indicate that the operation is
being canied out.

Types of differences

DCR IP210 IP220

Mark on the POWER switch MEMORY MEMORY/NETWORK

Network flmction •

@ Provided

Not l)rovided

IIII/Your camcordel is based on the MICROMV f_nmat. You can only use
MICROMV

MICROMV cassettes with your ramrorde].

• Records and plays back for about 60 mii'_utes with equal quality when compmed to
DV (digital video).

• The micro Cassette Memo1T feature is provided with all MICROMV cassettes. Yore
camcorder can access any scene easily using the memory (MULTI PICTURE SEARCH
function).

• Adopts the MPEG2 fEn_mat as a data compression method. This format is the same as
the one fur DVD (digital versatile disc). Recorcl in 12Mbps bit rate to obtain a higher

quality of image.
• Transition between the last scene you recorded and the next scene is the still image.

This is not a malfunction.

The C.{_!mark is indicated on the MICROMV cassette.

TV color systems cliffbr depending on the countly or area. To view your recordings on a
TV, you need an NTSC system based TV.

Television programs, films, video tapes, anti other materials may be COl_ylightecl.

Unauthorized recording of such matelials may be connaly to the provision of the

copyright laws.
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Using this manual

Lens and LCD screen/finder

• The LCD screen and the finder are manufactured using extremely high-precision

technology, so over 99.99% of the pixeis are operational for effective use.

However, there may be some tiny black points and/or bright points (white, red,

blue or green in color) that constantly appear on the LCD screen and the finder.

These points are normal in the manufacturing process and do not affect the

recording in any way.

• Do ]lot let your cameorder get \vet. Keep your camcorder away flora rain and sea

water. Letting your camcorder get wet may cause your camcorder to malfunction.

Sometimes this malfunction cannot be repaired [a].

• Never leave your camcorder exposed to temperatures above 60°C (140°F), such as in a car

parked in the sun or under direct sunlight [hi.

• Be carefid when placing the camera near a vvindox\, or outdoors. Exposing the LCD

screen, the finder or the lens to direct sunlight for long periods may cause

malfunctions [¢].

• Do not directly shoot the sun. Doing so might cause your camcorder to malfimction.

Take pictures of the sun in 1o\\, light conditions such as dusk [d].

[a] [b]

©

[c]
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Checking supplied accessories

Make sine that tile ffHlo\\,ing accessolies ale supplied \\,ith yore camcolcler.

[] [] [] []

[] AC-L20A AC power adaptor (l), Power
cord (1) (p. 18)

[] NP-FF70 battery pack (1) (p. 17, 18)

[] A/V connecting cable (1) (p. 4G)

[] Wireless Remote Commander (1)

(p. 2](;)

[] Size AA (R6) batteries for the Remote

Commander (2) (p. 217)

[] Lens cap (l) (p. 29)

[] Lens hood (1) (p. 32)

[] "Memory Stick" (1) (p. 100)

[] USB cable (l) (p. ]51)

[] CD-ROM (SPVD-O08 USB Driver) (l)

(p. ]54, ]72)

[] CD-ROM (Movie Shaker Ver.3.1 for

MICROMV) (1) (p. 153)

[] Cleaning cloth (1) (p. 202)

[] Stylus (1) (DCR-IP220 only) (p. 17G)

Contents of the recording cannot be compensated if recording or playback is not
made due to a mall\ruction of the camcorder, storage media, etc.

16



Step 1 Preparing the power supply

Your camcorder operates only with the NP-FF70 battery pack.

(1) Slide OPEN --_ in tile direction of the arrow and open tile battery compartment
lid.

(2) Insert the battery pack with its terminal side f_lcing your camcorder.

(3) Close the battery conlpartment lid.

1 2 3

©

7,
o

To take out the battery pack
Open tile battery compartment lid and slide the lever to take out the battery pack.

Level °

Note

Yore can-lcolcler operates only with the NP FF70 battery pack. You cannot use the NP

FF50 battery pack.

17



Step 1 Preparing the power supply

Chalge tile battery pack before using your camcordel.

Yore camcolder operates only with tile "InfoLITHIUM" battery pack (NP-FF70).
See page 196 fbr details of tile "InfoLITHIUM" battery pack.

(1) Open the jack cover and connect the supplied AC power adaptor to the DC IN

jack on your camcorder with the plug's A mark f_/cing down.

(2) Connect the power cord to the AC power adaptor.

(3) Connect the po\ver cord to a wall outlet.

(4) Set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF.

The battery CHG lamp lights up when the charge begins. After charging is

completed, tile battery CHG lamp goes off (full charge).

Battery CHG lamp

2

To wall outleta

After charging the battery pack
Disconnect tile AC power aclaptol flora tile DC IN jack on your camcordel.

18



Step 1 Preparing the power supply

Note

Plevent metallic objects fl'om coming into contact with the metal parts of the DC' plug of

tile AC power adaptor. This may cause a short circuit, damaging the AC po\\,er

adaptor.

©

While charging the battery pack, the battery CHG lamp flashes in the following
cases:

Tile battery park is not inserted con ertly.

Something is wrong with the hattery pack.
The amhient temperature is extremely high or low. _"

When you use the AC power adaptor

Place the AC power adaptor near the wall outlet. If any trouble occurs with this unit,

disconnect the plug from the wall outlet as soon as possible to cut off the power.

Charging time

Battery pack Full charge

NP FF70 (supl)lied) 150

Approximate minutes at 25°C (77°F) to charge an empty battery pack

The charging time may increase if the battery's temperature is extremely high or low
because of the ambient temperature.

Recording time

Recording with the
Battery viewfinder
pack

Continuous Typical*

NP FF70

(supplied) 130 70

Recording with the LCD screen

BackHghting on BackHghting off

Continuous Typical* Continuous Typical*

115 60 130 70

Approximate minutes when you use a fiJlly charged battel y

* Approximate recording time when you repeat lecolding start/stop, zooming and
tmning the power on/off_ The actual battel y life may be shorter.

Playing time

Battery pack Playing time on LCD screen Playing time with LCD closed

NE FF70 (supplied) 140 175

Approximate minutes when you use a fi_lly chalged battel T

19



Step 1 Preparing the power supply

Note

Approximate recording time and playing time at 25°C (77°F). Tile battely life will be

shortel if you use your camcordel ill a cold environn_ent.

if the power goes off although the battery remaining indicator indicates that the
battery pack has enough power to operate
Charge tile battel T pack fully again so that the indication on the battery remaining
indicator is correct.

Recommended charging temperature
We recommend chalging the battery pack in an ambient temperature of between 10°C
to 30°C (50°F to 86°F).

What is "InfoLITHiUM"?

The "InfBLITHIUM" is a lithium ion battery pack which can exchange data such as
barrel T consumption with compatible electronic equil_ment. This unit is compatible
with the "InfbLITHIUM" battery pack (NP FF70). Your camcordel operates only with

the "InfoLITHIUM" battel T. "InfbLITHIUM" F series battel T packs have the

_'10I._urmuMQ malk.

"InfbLITHIUM" is a trademalk of Sony Cou_olation.

2O



Step 1 Preparing the power supply

k_hen ) ot use yot 1 camcorder fur a long nine we recommend that you power it flora a

wall outlet using tile AC powel adaptor.

(1) Open the jack cover and connect the supplied AC power adaptor to the DC IN

jack on your camcorder with the plug's A mark f_cing down.

(2) Connect the power cord to the AC power adaptor•

(3) Connect tile power cord to a wall outlet.

1 2,3

To a wall outlet

©

m

PRECAUTION

The set is not disconnected flora the AC power somce (house cunent) as long as it is
connected to the wall outlet, even if the set itself has been turned off_

Notes

• Tile AC po\\,e] adapto] can supply po\\,er even if tile battery pack is inserted in yot/1
camcorder.

• Tile D C IN jack has "source priority." This means that tile batte W pack cannot supply

any power if the power cord is connected to tile DC IN jack, even when tile power

cord is not plugged into a \\,all outlet.

A car battery
You cannot use a cal ° battery \vith your canlcorder.
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Step 2 Setting the date and time

Set tile date and time when you use your camcorder for the first time. _'CLOCK SET"
will be displayed each time you set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY

unless you set the date and time settings.
If you do not use your camcorder fbr about three months, the date and time settings
may be released (bars may appeal') because the built in rechargeable battery installed in

your camcorder will have been discharged (p. 203). In this case, charge the built in
rechargeable battery', then set your area. the daylight saving time (DST), the year, the

month, the clay, the hour and the minute.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.
The CAMERA or MEMORY lamp lights up.

(2) Press FN (Function) to display PAGE1 (p. 27).
(3) Press MENU to display the menu.
(4) Press _/_ to select [_, then press EXEC.
(5) Press _/_ to select CLOCK SET, then press EXEC.
(6) Press ,L/_ to select your area, then press EXEC.
(7) Press ,L/T to select whether your area is in the daylight saving time or not,

then press EXEC.
(8) Press ,L/_ to select the desired year, then press EXEC.
(9) Set the month, (lay and hour with the same procedure as step 8.

(10) Press ,_/[ to set the minute, then press EXEC [)3' the time signal. The clock

starts to move.
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Step 2 Setting the date and time

I _ II T I_ I-_-I

5
EE_

7
I _ II t I_ I-_-I

8,9 10
I _ II T I_ I-_-I

©

to
_L

The year changes as follows:
2000*-- .... --,2002*-- .... --*2079

T T
To return to FN (Function)
Press EXIT.

When using your camcorder abroad
Set tile clock to tile local time (p. 24).

if you use your camcorder in a region where daylight saving time is used
Set DST SET to ON in tile menu settings.

if you do not set the date and time
" and " : : " are recorded on tile tape or tile "Memory Stick" as tile data

code.

Note on the time indicator
Tile internal clock of your camcorder operates oil a 12 hour cycle.
• 12:00AM stands ff_rmidnight.
• 12:00 PM stancls fearnoon. 23



Step 2 Setting the date and time

24

You can easily set the clock to the local time by setting a time difference. Select AREA

SET and DST SET* in tile menu settings.

See page 185 %1" more information.

* Instead of DST, SUMMERTIME is displayed oil tile screen %r some models.

World time difference

+1i+2i+3 +5+6+7+8 +9 +10i+11+12

1 _2324252627 6810

/

18i

Area Time-zone
code differences Area setting

1 GiV]T Lisbon, London

2 +01:00 Berlin, Paris

3 +02:00 Helsinki. Cailo

4 +03:00 Moscow. Nail obi

5 +03:30 Tehran

6 +04:00 Abu Dhabi, Baku

7 +04:30 Kabul

8 +05:00 Karachi, Islamabad

9 +05:30 Calcutta, New Delhi

10 +06:00 Almaty, Dhaka

11 +06:30 Rangoon

12 +07:00 Bangkok, Jakarta

13 +08:00 HongKong, Singapole

14 +09:00 Seoul. Tokyo

15 +09:30 Adelaide. Dalwin

16 +10:00 iVlelbourne, Sydney

Area Time-zone
code differences Area setting

17 +11:00 Solomon Is

18 +12:00 Fiji, Wellington

19 12:00 Eniw etok. Kw _alein

20 11:00 Midway Is., Samoa

21 10:00 Hawaii

22 09:00 Alaska

23 08:00 LosAngeles, Tijuana

24 07:00 Denver, Arizona

25 06:00 Chicago, MexicoCity

26 05:00 New York. Bogota

27 04:00 Santiago

28 03:30 St. John's

29 03:00 Brasilia, Montevideo

30 02:00 Fernando de Noronha

31 01:00 Azores

To set your local time
Select AREA SET in the menu settings, then press EXEC. Next, select the country or alea

\vhele you stay in, using the table above, then press EXEC.



Step 3 inserting a cassette

(1) Prepare the power source (13. 17).

(2) Slide OPEN/_ EJECT j in tile direction of tile arrow and open tile lid. The

cassette compartment automatically lifts up and opens.

(3) Push the middle portion of the back of the cassette into tile cassette

compartment.
Insert the cassette in a straight line deeply with the cassette window f_cing the ._,'t
cassette lid. _a

(4) Close the cassette compartment by pushing down the cassette lid halfv_'ay. The

cassette compartment automatically goes down. r0

(5) After the cassette compartment goes clown completely, close the lid.

f

2
OPEN/_ EJECT ._t

Cassette lid

Cassette window

Cassette --

con]partn]ent

%

4,5

To eject a cassette
Follow the procedures above, and take out the cassette after the cassette compamnent
opens completely in step 2.

Rote

Do not press the cassette con]partment down. Doing so may cause a n'Ja]ftu'Jctioi'L

To prevent accidental erasure
Slide the \Vlite protect tab on the cassette to expose the recl mark.

25



Step 3 inserting a cassette

Note on the label

Labels may cause a malfimction of your camcorder. Therefk_re, be sure [lot to:
• Stick on any labels other than tile one supplied.

• Stick tile label onto any part of tile cassette other than tile label position [a].

[a]

26



Step 4 Using the touch panel

Your camcorder has operation huttons oil tile LCD screen. Press tile LCD screen x_,ith
your finger or tile supplied stylus (DCR IP220 only) to operate each function. This

section describes how to operate tile touch panel during recording or playing hack
images on a tape.

(1) Prepare tile power source (p. 17 to 21).

(2) Open the LCD panel.

(3) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA to record or VCR to play back.

(4) Press FN to display PAGE1. Tile operation buttons of PAGE1 appear on the
LCD screen.

(5) Press PAGE2 to go to PAGE2. Tile operation buttons of PAGE2 appear on tile
LCD screen.

(6) Press PAGE3 to go to PAGE3. The operation buttons of PAGE3 appear oil the
LCD screen.

(7) Press a desired operation item. See relevant pages of this manual for each
fu nction.

©

t0
12L

(

4-6

_11%°1 _ _ _

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To execute settings
Press EXEC or _ OK. The display returns to PAGEI, 2or 3.

To cancel settings
Press _ OFF. The display rettuns to PAGEI, 2 or 3.
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Step 4 Using the touch panel

Notes

• When using tile touch panel pless tile LCD screen lightly with your finger or tile
supplied stylus (DCR IP220 only).

• Do not press tile LCD screen with sharp objects other than tile supplied stylus (DCR

IP220 only).
• Do not press tile LCD screen too hard.
• Do not touch tile LCD screen with wet hands.

• If FN is not on the LCD screen, touch the LCD screen lightly to make it appear. You
can make the display appear or disappear with DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL on your
canleorder.

• When the operation buttons do not work even if you press them, an adjustment is
required (CALIBRATION) (p. 204).

• When the LCD screen gets dirty, use the supplied cleaning cloth.

When executing each item
The green bar appears above the item.

If an item is not available

The color of the items changes to gray.

Press FNto display the following buttons:
In CAMERA mode

PAGE1 SPOT FOCUS, MENU, SELF TINIER,END SCH, EXPOSURE, SPOT METER

PAGE2 TITLE, DIG EFFT, MEM MIX

PAGE3 LCD BRT, VOL, COUNT RESET

In VCR mode

PAGE1 MENU, VOL, TITLE, MULTI SCH

PAGE2 LCD BRT, DIG EFFT, PB ZOOM, END SCH

PAGE3 DATA CODE, COUNT RESET, _REC CTRL

See page 104 \\,hen you set the POWER switch to MEMORY.
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-- Recording = Basics --

Recording a picture

Yore camcoKlel m_tomatically focuses Rn you.

(1) Remove tile lens cap by pressing both knobs on its sides.

(2) Prepare tile power source and insert a cassette. See "Step 1" to "Step 3" (p. 17
to 26) for more inR}rmation.

(3) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA. The CAMERA lamp lights up and your _

camcorder is set to the recording standby mode.
(4) Open the LCD panel. The picture disappears flom the viewfinder and appears o

on the LCD screen.
=

(5) Press START/STOP. Your camcorder starts recording. The REC indicator

appears. The camera recording lamp located on the front of yOHl" camcorder
lights up. To stop recording, press START/STOP again.

Microphone

1 -- Camera recording
lamp

29



Recording a picture

(1) Set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF.
(2) Close the LCD panel with the LCD screen f_:_cinginwards.
(3) Eject the cassette.
(4) Remove the power source.

Notes

• Fasten tile grip belt filndy.

• Do not toucb tile built in microphone during recording.

To enable transition

, Transition bet\\,een tile last scene you recorded and tile next scene can be perfL_rmed
as long as you do not eject tile cassette even if you turn off your camcorder. You carl
perfbHn tile transition witb tile end searcb fimction (p. 41) even after ejecting tile
cassette.

, When you want to change tile battery pack, he sure to set tile POWER switch to
(CHG) OFF. It does not affbct transition.

Recording data
Tile recording data (date/time or various settings \\,hen recorded) are not displayed
during recording. However, th%_are recorded automatically onto the tape. To display
tile recording data, press DATA CODE during playback. You carl also use tile Remote
Commander for this operation (p. 43).

if you leave your camcorder in the standby mode for five minutes while the
cassette is inserted

Your ramrorder automatically turns off_ This is to save hattery po\\,er and to prevent
battery and tape wear. To resume tile standby mode, set tile POWER switcb to (CHG)

OFF. and to CAMERA during playback again. Hox_,ever, your camcorder does not turn
off automatically \\,hile tile cassette is not inserted.

The battery life when you record using the LCD screen
Tile battery time is s]Jgbtly shol°tel ° tban tile shooting time using the vievcf]nder.
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Recording a picture

(1) Set tile POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY, then press FN and go to
PAGE3.

Set the POWER switch to VCR, then press FN and go to PAGE2.

(2) Press LCD BRT. Tile screen to adjust the hrighmess of tile LCD screen appears.

(3) Adjust tile bcighmess of the LCD screen using /+.
: To dim

+ : To brighten

(4) Press _P OK. The display returns to PAGE2/PAGE3.

2-4

,,,iliY.:....
Bar indicator

;o

O

B

I

To return to Frd

Pless EXITafter step 4.

The color of the LeD screen

You can adjust the colo] of the LCD sc]een.

Select LCD COLOR in the menu settings (p. 180).

Even if you adjust the LCD screen using LCD BRT, LCD COLOR, or the LCD screen
back[ight
The lecorded l_icture will not he aff_ctec].

The setting of the LeD BACKUGHT switch
Normally, set it to ON. Vvhen yot t se yot r camcorclel in bright conditions using the
battely pack, set it to OFF. This position saves battel)z power.
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Recording a picture

If you record pictures with tile LCD panel closed, check tile picture with tile viewfindeL

Adjust tile viewfinder lens to your eyesight so that tile indicators in tile viewfinder
come into sharp fk)cus.

Adjust with the viewfinder lens adjustment lever.

Viewfinder lens

adjustment lever

Viewfinder backlight
You carl change the brighmess of the backlight.
Select VF B.L. in the menu settings when using the battery pack (p. 180).

Even if you adjust the viewfinder backlight
The recorded picture will not be affected.

To record fine pictures trader strong light, we recommend attaching the lens hood. Also

the lens cap can be attached even with the lens hood on.

Note

You cannot attach filters or other objects onto the lens hood.

If you f_)rcibly attach these objects onto the lens hood, you will no longer be able to
remove filters or other objects from the hood.

When you use the filter (optional)

The shadow of the lens hood may appear in the comers of the screen.
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Recording a picture

Move tile zoom lever a little fLn a slower zoom. Move it furthel fLn a faster zoom.

"T" side: fbl telephoto (subject appears closer)

'_W" side: fbl wide angle (subject appeals f\nther away)

WT

;o

0

t

Using tile zoom fkmction spmingly lesults in bettel looking recordings.

To zoom greater than 10×
Zoom greater than 10x is perfbnned digitally. To activate the digital zoom, select the
digital zoom pox_,el in D ZOOM in the menu settings (p. 179). The digital zoom is set to
OFF as the def_mlt setting.

The _ight side of the bm shows the digital ii_,):,,_
zooming zone.

The digital zooming zone appea_s when you
select the digital zoom power in the menu

settings.

When you shoot close to a subject
If you cannot get a sharp fL_cus,move the power zoom lever to the _'W" side until the
focus is sharp. You can shoot a suloject that is at least about 80 cm (about 2 feet 5/8 inch)
away Dora the lens sm f_ce in the telephoto position, or about 1cm (about 1/2 inch)
ax_,ayin the x_,ide angle position.

Notes on digital zoom
• Digital zoom starts to function \\,hen zoom exceeds 10×. Up to 20× or 120×zoom is

performed digitally.
• The picture quality deteriorates as you move the power zoom lever towmd the "T"

side.

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

You cannot use the digital zoom.
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Recording a picture

You can use tile zoom ring to zoom in and out at tile desired speed. You can also use it

to fine adjust.

Set FOCUS to ZOOM.

Tile (O_ indicator appears oil tile LCD screen.

Turn the zoom ring at the desired speed to zoom in or out.

Zoom ring

Wide

FOCUS
AUTOn IMANUAL

I
ZOOM

Telephoto

Notes

• Do not 1otate tile ZOOlll ring too quickly. Rotating it too quickly will pl'event COITeCt

focusing.
• Your camcorder changes to tile autofocus mode when FOCUS is set to ZOOM.
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Recording a picture

This feature allows the camera subject to view him or herself on tile LCD screen.

Tile subject uses this feature to check his or he1 own image oil tile LCD screen while

you look at tile subject in the viewfinder.

Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.

Open the ED panel, then rotate the LCD panel 180 degrees counter-clockwise.

The Q indicatol apl_ears in the viewfindel and on the LCD scleen.

IIO appeals in the standby n-lode, and • appems in the lecolding mode. Some other

indicatols appear minol leversed and othels are not displayed.

_o

O

a

t

Note

You can only 1orate the LCD panel counter clockwise.

Picture in the mirror mode

The picture on the LCD sc]een is a mino] image. Howeve], the lDicture will be no]real
when recorded.

During recording in the mirror mode
FN al_pears rain°or levelsed in the viewfindel.

When you press FN
The _ indicatol does not appeal on the LCD scleen.
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Recording a picture

The indicatols are not recorded oil tile tape.

_ emaining battery time

micro Cassette Memory

STBYIREC

Tape counter

Remaining tape

This appears after you insert a cassette and record or play bark fbr a
while.

FN button

Press this button to display operation buttons on the LCD screen.

Time

The time is displayed about five seconds after the power is turned on.

Date

The date is displayed about five seconds after the power is turned on.

Remaining battery time indicator during recording
The remaining battery time indicator sho\\,s the approximate recording time. The
indicator may not be correct, depending on the conditions in which you are recording.

Vvqlen you close the LCD panel and open it again, it takes about one minute fbr the
correct remaining batte W time in minutes to be displayed.

Tape counter
The tape counter can be reset using COUNT RESET in tim PAGE3 screen.

Recording data
The recording data (date/time or various settings when recorded) are not displayed
during recording. Hox_,eveL they are recorded automatically onto the tape. To display
the recording data. press DATA CODE during playback. You can also use the Remote
Commander fearthis operation (p. 43).
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Recording a picture

7 ....._hen 3 ot shoot a subject vvKh tile hght source behind file st bject or a subject \vitll a

light background, use tile backlight flmction.

BACK LIGHT

;o

O

q:3
t

==

(1) Set tile POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.
(2) Press BACK LIGHT.

Tile [] indicator appears on tile LCD screen.
To cancel, press BACK LIGHT again.

During back light function
Tile backlight function will be canceleci when you press MANUAL in the EXPOSURE
tootle (p. 65) or SPOT NIETER (p. 66).

Using NightShot
NightShot enables you to shoot a subject in a dark place. For example, you can
satist_ctorily lecolcl tlle environment of nocturnal animals for obselvation when you
use tllis function.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.
(2) Set NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to NIGHTSHOT.

The [] and "NIGHTSHOT" indicators flash on the LCD screen.

To cancel NightShot, set NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to the center
position (green @ position).

infrared rays (NightShot Light) emitter

NIGHTFRAMING
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Recording a picture

Using Super NightShot
Super NightShot makes subjects mole than 16 times brightel than those recorded in
NightShot.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to CAMERA.
(2) Set NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to NIGHTSHOT. The [] and

"NIGHTSHOT" indicators flash oil the LCD screen.
(3) Press SUPER NS.

Tile S[] and "SUPER NIGHTSHOT" indicators flash on the LCD screen.

To cancel Super NightShot, press SUPER NS again and then set NIGHTSHOT/
NIGHTFRAMING to the center position (green • position).

Using the NightShot Light
Tile pictule will be clealel with tile NightShot Light on. To activate NightShot Light. set
N.S. LIGHT in {_ to ON ill tile menu settings (Tile clef_mltsetting is ON.).

Using Color Slow Shutter
Color Slo\\, Shutter enables you to lecord color images ill a dmk place.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.
(2) Set NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to the center position (green • position).
(3) Press COLOR SLOW S.

The ['_']and COLOR SLOW SHUTTER indicators flash on the LCD screen.
To cancel Color Slow Shutter. press COLOR SLOW S again.

Notes

" Do not use tile NightShot ill blight places (ex. outdoors ill tile daytime). This may

cause your calllcorder to inalftlnction.
• While using tile NightShot in normal recording, tile picture may be recorded ill

incorrect or unnatural colors.

• If focusing is cliff]cult with tile autofocus mode when using tile NightShot, focus

manually.
• Do i"_otcover tile NightShot Light emitter when using tile NightShot.

• Detach the lens hood vvhei"_you shoot with tile NightShot Light sii"_ce tile lens hood
may block the NightShot Light.
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Recording a picture

While using NightShot, you cannot use the following functions:
White balance
PROGRAM AE

Exposure
Flexible Spot Meter
HOLOGRAM AF

While using Super NightShot, you cannot use the following functions:
Recording still images
Recording with tile flash
White balance
Fade1

Digital eff_ct
PROGRAM AE

Exposure
Flexible Spot Meter

Memory overlap of MEMORY MIX

While using Color Slow Shutter, you cannot use the following functions:
Recording still images
Recording with the flash
Fader

Digital effect
PROGRAM AE

Exposure

Flexible Spot Meter
Memory overlap of MEMORY MIX

While using Super NightShot or Color Slow Shutter
The shuttel speed will be automatically adjusted depending on the brightness of the

backglouncl. The motion of the moving picttue may slow down.

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

You cannot use fiallowing fimctions:
Super NightShot
Color Slow Shutter

NightShot Light
NightShot Light lays are infrared and so are invisible. The maximum shooting distance
using the NightShot Light is about 3 m (10 feet).

in dark places
Color Slow Shuttel may not work property.

About NightFraming
See page 119.

_o

O

_a

I
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Recording a picture

Recording atltomatically starts in about 10 seconds after you set tile self timer. You can

also use tile Remote Commander %1 this opelation.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.
(2) Press FN to display PAGE1 (p. 27).
(3) Press SELFTIMER.

The _ (selftimer) indicator appears on tile LCD screen.
(4) Press EXIT to make PAGE1 disappear.
(5) Press START/STOP.

The self timer starts counting down from about 10 with a beep sound. In the
last two seconds of the countdown, the beep sound gets f_ster, then recording
starts automatically.

START/STOP 2

To stop the countdown
Press START/STOP.
To restart tile countdown, press START/STOP again.

To cancel self-timer recording
Press SELFTIMER so that tile xO (serf timer) indicator disappears flora tile LCD screen
\\,bile your camcorder is in tile standby mode. You cannot cancel self timer recording
using tile Remote Commander.

Not_

Tile self timer recording is automatically canceled when:

Self timer recording is finished.
Tile POWER switch is set to (CHG) OFF or VCR.
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Checking the recording - END SEARCH

You can go to tile end of the recorded section after you record. It is convenient when

you make tile transition between tile last recorcled scene and tile next scene you record
smooth.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1 (p. 27). N_
(3) Press END SCH. ;o

Tile last five seconds of tile recorded section are played back and your

camcorder returns to the standby mode. You can monitor the sound from tile
=

speaker or headphones. E

2,3

To return to FN

Press EXIT after step 3.

To stop searching
Press END SCH again.

Even once you eject the cassette
The end search function works.
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-- Playback = Basics --

Playing back a tape

You can monitor the lecorded tape oil tile LCD screen. If you close tile LCD panel, you
can monitor tile playback picture in tile viewfinder. You can also control playback using
the Remote Commander.

(1) Prepare the power source and insert the recorded tape.

(2) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

The VCR lamp lights up.

(3) Open the LCD panel.

(4) Press _ to rewind the tape.

(5) Press _ to start playback.

(6) Adjust the volume following the steps below.

@ Press FN to display PAGE1 (p. 27).

@ Press VOL. The screen for the volume adjustment appears.

@ Press /+ to adjust the volume.

: To decrease the volume

+ : To increase the volume

(7) Press aP OK. The display returns to PAGE1.

To return to FN

Press EXIT after step 7.

To stop playback
Press [_ on the LCDscleen ol STOPon the RemoteCommandel.

if you leave the power on for a long time

You] camcolcler gets wa]m. This is not a malfimction.
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Playing back a tape

Pless DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL oil your camcorder ol DISPLAY oil tile Remote

Commander. Tile indicators disappear oil tile LCD screen.
To make tile indicators appear, press DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL or DISPLAY again.

Using the data code function
YOljI raITlrOl der automatically rerolds not only images on the tape but also the

recording data (date/time or various settings \\,hen recorded) (data code}.

Follow the steps helo\\, to display the data code using the touch panel or the Remote
Collllllai"_der.

Using the touch panel

(1) In the playback mode, press FN and go to PAGE3.
(2) Press DATA CODE.

(3) Select CAM DATA or [)ATE DATA, then press _ (-)K.
(4) Press EXIT.

Using the Remote Commander
Press DATA CODE on the Remote Commander in the playback mode.
The display changes as follows:
date/time --+ valious settings (SteadyShot off, exposure, white balance, gain, shutter
speed, aperture value) --+ no indicator

To not display various settings
Set DATA CODE in _ to DATE in the menu settings (p. 185).
The display changes as follows when you press DATA CODE on the Remote
Collllllai"_der:

date/time *-+ no indicator

Date/time Various settings

_50rs _ 00023 _,120558 PM [a]
......... _[d]

[el
[q

[a] SteadyShot off
[b] Exposure mode
[c] White balance
[d] Gain
[el Shutter speed
[fJ Aperture value

e_

t
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Playing back a tape

Various settings

Various settings shows your camcorder's lecolcling infL_rmation at tile time of

recording. In tile lecording mode, tile valious settings will not be displayed.

When you use the data code function, bars ( ...... ) appear if:

A blank portion of tile tape is being played bark.

The tape is unreadable due to tape damage or noise.

The tape was recorded by a camcorder vv'ithout the date and time set.

Data code

When you connect your camcorder to a TV, the data code also appears on the TV

screel].

Remaining battery time indicator during playback

The indicator shows the approximate continuous playback time. The indicator ITlaV not

be correct, depending on the conditions in which you are playing back. When you close

the LCD panel and open it again, it takes about one minute for the correct remaining

battery time to be displayed.
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Playing back a tape
r

To operate video control buttons, set tile POWER switch to VCR.

To view a stir image (playback pause)
• Press [_ during playback. To resume playback, press _ again.
• Press PAUSE oil tile Remote Commander during playback. To resume normal

playback, press PAUSE again.

To fast-forward the tape
• Press _ in the stop mode. To resume normal playback, press {_.
• Press FF on the Remote Commander in the stop mode. To resume normal playback,

press PLAY.

To rewind the tape
• Press _ in the stop mode. To resume normal playback, press _.
• Press REW on the Remote Commander in the stop mode. To resume normal playback.

press PLAY.

To locate a scene monitoring the picture (picture search)
• Keep pressing _ or _ during playback. To resume nom_al playback, release the

button.
• Keep pressing REW or FF on the Remote Commander during playback. To resume

normal playback, release the button.

To monitor the high-speed picture whUe fast-forwarding or
rewinding the tape (skip scan)
• Keep pressing _ _,bile re\\,inding or _ \\,bile advancing the tape. To resume

rewinding or advancing, release the button.
• Keep pressing REW on the Remote Commander xx,bile rexx,inding the tape, or keep

pressing FF on the Remote Commander xx,hile advancing the tape. To resume normal
rewinding or advancing, release the button.

To view the picture at slow speed (slow playback)
Press SLOW on the Remote Commander during playback. To pause playback, press
{_ or PAUSE on the Remote Commander. To resume normal playback, press {_ or
PLAY on the Remote Commander again.

To search the last scene recorded (END SEARCH)
Press END SCH on PAGE2 in tim stop mode. The last five seconds orthe recorded
section are played back then your camcorcler stops.

Video control buttons on the LCD screen
To play back or pause a tape
To stop a tape
To rewind a tape
To f_st fbr°,vard a tape

When the playback pause mode lasts for rive minutes
Your ramrorder automatically enters the stop mode. To resume playback, press [_ or
PLAY on the Remote Commander.

e_

t
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Viewing the recording on TV

Connect your camcorder to your TV with tile supplied A/V connecting cable to watch

the playback pictures oil tile TV screen. You can operate the playback control buttons in

tile same _,ay as \\,ben you view playback pictures on the LCD screen. Wben viewing

the playback picture on the TV screen \\,e recommend that you power your camcorder

fi'om a wall outlet using the AC power adaptor (p. 21). Re%r to the operating

instructions of your TV.

Open the jack cover. Connect your camcorder to the TV with the A/V connecting cable.

Tben, set the TV/VCR selector on the TV to VCR.

Tbe supplied A/V connecting cable is equipped with an S video plug and a video plug.

Use either the S video plug or the video plug depending on the TV. Do not connect both

of the plugs to the TV.

White

Yellow

Black

A/V connecting

cable (supplied) Red

VIDEO or VIDEO

IN

@ S VIDEO

® VIDEO

 %uo,o

: Signal flow

Connect your camcorder to the LINE IN input on the VCR with the A/V connecting

cable supplied with your camcorder. Set the input selector on the VCR to LINE.

46

Connect the yellow plug of the A/V connecting cable to the video input jack and the

white or red plug to the audio input jack on the VCR or the TV. If you connect the white
plug, the sound is an L (left) signal. If you connect the red plug, the sound is an R (right)

signal.

If your TV has an S video jack

Connect using the S video plug to fidtbfully obtain original pictures. With this

connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V connecting

cable. Connect the S video plug to the S video jack on the TV or VCR. Tbis connection

produces higher quality MICROMV format pictures.

To display the LCD screen indicators on TV
Set DISPLAY in _ to V OUT/LCD in the menu settings (p. 185).

To mrn offtbe LCD screen indicators, press DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL.



-- Advanced Recording Operations --

Recording still images on a "Memory
Stick" in CAMERA mode

You can lecolcl still images cm a "Memory Stick" in the rerording standby tootle or
while lecolding on tape in CAMERA mode.

Before operation
Inse]t a _'Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) In the recording standby mode, keep pressing PHOTO lightly until a still

image appears.

The CAPTURE indicator appears. The still image will be displayed. Recording

does not start yet. To change the still image, release PHOTO, select a still

image again, and then press and hold PHOTO lightly.

(3) Press PHOTO deeper.
Recording is complete when the bar scroll indicator disappears.

The image when you pressed PHOTO cleeper will be recorded on the

"Memory Stick." ©

3

Notes

• Do not shake or strike your camcorder when you record still images. Mosaic pattern
image may appear.

• You cannot record still images on a _'Memo W Stick" during f_ollowing operations
(_ indicator flashes on the LCD screen.):

Super NightShot
Color Slox_, Shutter

END SEARCH
Wide mode

Fader

Picture effbct

Digital effbct
MEMORY MIX

"Memory Stkk"
See page 100 fbl more infLn°mation.
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick" in CAMERA mode

Image size of still images
Image size is automatically set to 640 × 480.
When you want to record still images in diff)rent sizes, use tile Memo1?/" Photo

recording timction (p. 111).

When the POWER switch is set to CAMERA

You cannot select image quality tootle.
Tile image quality mode you last selected is used. (The clefimlt setting is SUPER FINE.)

See page 105 ti_r more information.

To record still images on a "Memory Stick" during tape recording
• You cannot check an image on the LCD scleen by plessing PHOTO lightly.
• During anti after recorcling still images on a "Memory Stick," your camcorder

continues recording on tape.

When you press PHOTO on the Remote Commander to record still images
The ilTlage when you press PHOTO will be recorcled on the "Memory Stick."

To record images with higher quality

We recommencl you use the Memory Photo lecolcling timction (p. 111).

You cannot record a title.
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Recording stir images on a "Memory Stick" in CAMERA mode

Tile flash pops up automatically. Tile clef_mlt setting is auto (no indicator). To change

the flash mode, press _ (flash) lepeatedly until the flash mode indicator appeals on tile
LCD screen.

Each press of _ (flash) changes the indicator as follows:
-, ®-, AUTO(Noindirato,)7

1 1

zY_hen 3or set RED EYE R in _ to ON in the menu settings (p. 178), the indicator
changes as follows:

Fo--+o _--+® 1

Forced flash: The flash fires regardless of the surrounding
brighmess.

o Auto red eye reduction: The flash fires before lecording to reduce lecl eye.
o ._Forced red eye reduction: The flash fires before recording to reduce red eye

regm dless of the surrounding brightness.
® No flash: The flash does not fire.

The amount of flash is automatically adjusted to the applopriate brightness. You can

also change FLASH LVL to the desiled brighmess in the menu settings (p. 178). Try

recording various images to find the most applopriate setting fen_ FLASH LVL.

Notes
• The recommended shooting distance using the built in flash is 0.3 m to 2.5 m (31/32

feet to 8 1/3 feet).
• Attaching the lens hood (supplied) or a conversion lens (optional) may block the light

from the flash or cause lens shadow to appear.
• Auto red eye reduction (o) and Forced red eye reduction (o 3) may not produce the

desired effect depending on individual diffbrences, the distance to the suloject, the
sul0ject ]'lot looking at the pre recording flash or other conditio]'_s.

• The flash effect cannot be obtained easily when you use ff)rced flash in a bright
location.

• When recording with the flash, it takes longer to prepare fbr image capture. This is
because your camcorder starts to charge power fbr firing after the flash pops up.

• The flash charge lamp flashes while the power ff)r firing is being charged. After
charging is completed, the flash charge lamp lights up.

• If it is not easy to focus on the suloject automatically, ff)r example, when recording in
the clark, use the focal distance inff)nnation (p. 67) ff)r ff)cusing manually.

;o

o
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick" in CAMERA mode

if you leave your camcorder for five or more minutes after removing the power

source

You] eamco]der returns to tile default setting (auto).

You cannot shoot images with the flash during the following operations:
Recording oil the tape
Super NightShot
Colol Slow Shuttel
END SEARCH

Wide mode
Fader

Picture effect

Digital effbct
MEMORY MIX

The flash does not fire even if you select auto (no indicator) and o (auto red-eye
reduction) during the following operations:

NightShot
Spotlight of PROGRAM AE
Sunset &moon of PROGRAM AE
Landscape of PROGRAM AE
Exposure
Flexible Spot Meter
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick" in CAMERA mode

You can lecolcl still images with tile self timer. You carl also use tile Remote

Commander fbr this operation.

Before operation

Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.
(3) Press SELFTIMER. >

The xO (self timer) indicator appears on the LCD screen.

(4) Press EXIT to make PAGE1 disappear.

(5) Press PHOTO deeper.

The self timer starts counting clown from about lO with a beep. In the last two

seconds of the countdown, the beep gets fhster, then the recording starts __.

automatically. _=
©

PHOTO

3

SELF
TIMER

5

2

To cancel self-timer recording
Press SELFTIMER so that the xtY..)(self timer) indicator disappears flora the LCD screen
\\,hile your camcorder is in the stanclby mode. You cannot cancel the self timer

recording using the Remote Commander.

Note
The self timer recording is automatically canceled when:

Self timer recording is finished.
The POWER switch is set to (CHG) OFF or VCR.

During recording on the tape
You cannotuse selftimer recording.
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Adjusting the white balance manually

You can manually adjust and set tile white balance. This adjusmmnt makes white

subjects look white and allows more natural color balance. Normally white balance is

automatically adjusted.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.
(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.
(a) Press MENU, then select WHT BAL in {_ in the menu settings to select a

desired white balance mode (p. 178).

HOLD : Recording a single colored subject or background

OUTDOOR (-:_'.-) :
• Recording a sunset/sunrise just after sunset, just before sunrise, neon signs, or
fireworks

• Under a daylight fluorescent lamp

iNDOOR (:,,&,_):
, When lighting conditions change quickly
• In too bright places such as photography studios

. Under sodium lamps or mercu W lamps

2

3

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To return to the automatic white balance mode

Set WHT BAL to AUTO in the menu settings.
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Adjusting the white balance manually

if the picture is being taken in a studio [it by TV lighting
We recommend that you record in tile INDOOR mode.

When you record under fluorescent lighting
Select AIITO or HOLD.

Yore camcolcler may not adjust tile white balance corlectly in tile INDOOR mode.

In the AUTO mode

Point your camcorder at the white subject for about 10 seconds after setting the POWER

switch to CAMERA to get better adjustment when:
You take out the battelT t_ar replacement.

You bring your camcorder ft'om indoors to outdoors holding the exposure, or vice
versa.

In the HOLD mode

Set the white balance to AUTO and reset to HOLD after a few seconds when:

You change the PROGRAM AE mode.

You bring your camcorder ft'om indoors to outdoors, or vice versa.

>
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Using the wide mode

You can record a 16:9 wide picture to watch on tile 16:9 \vide screen TV (16:9WIDE).

Black bands appear oil tile LCD screen during recording in 16:gWIDE mode [a]. Tile

picture during playing back oil a normal TV [b] or a wide screen TV [c] are compressed

in tile widthwise direction. If you set tile screen mode of tile wide screen TV to tile full

mode. you can watch pictures of normal images [d].

[a]

)
(c)

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU. then set IG:gWIDE in _ to ON in the menu settings (p. 17,9).

2

To return to FN
Pless EXIT.

To cancel the wide mode

Set IG:9WIDE to OFF in tile nlenl/settings.
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Using the wide mode

in the wide mode, you cannot select the following functions:
Recording still images
BOUNCE
OLD MOVIE

During recording

You cannot select or cancel tile wide mode. When you cancel tile wide mode, set your

camcorder to tile recording standby mode and then set 16:gWIDE to OFF in tile menu

settings.

Connection for a TV

Pictures recorded in the 16:gWIDE mode automatically appear on the TV screen at f\fl]
size when:

You connect your camcorder to a TV that is compatible with the video ID (ID 1/ID 2)

system.

You connect your camcorder to the S video jack on the TV.

ID-l system

The ID 1 systen-i sends aspect ratio (screen horizontal/vertical ratio) information (16:9,

4:3, or letter box) with video signals.

ID-2 system

The ID 2 system sends a copyright protection signal with ID 1 signals inserted between
video signals when you connect your camcorder to other equipment using an A/V

connecting cable.

;o
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Using the fader function

You can fade in ol out to give your recording a professional appearance.

[a]

FADER

M. FADER

(mosaic)

BOUNCE_121

[b]

MONOTONE

When fhcling in, tile pictme g]adually changes flora black and white to colo].

When fhcling out, the pictme gradually changes fl_om color to black and white.

1)You can use the BOUNCE ftmction when D ZOOM is set to OFF in the menu settings.
s) Fade in only
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Using the fader function

(1) When fading in [a]

In the recording standby mode, press FADER tmtil the desired f_:_der indicator
flashes.

When fading out [b]

In the recording mode, press FADER until tile desired f_der indicator flashes.

Tile indicator changes as %llows:

r FADER ---+M. FADER ---+BOUNCE ---+MONOTONE ---+(no indicator)

Tile last selected fi-_der is indicated first of all.

(2) Press START/STOP. The f>_der indicator stops flashing, then lights up.

After the fade in/out is carried out, the f_tder indicator goes off and your

camcorder automatically returns to the normal mode.

START/STOP

To cancel the fader function

Beff_le D essing START/STOP, pless FADER until tile indiratol disappears.

>

8
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Note

You cannot use tile f_fllov_ingf_mctions while using tile f)_clelfimction. Also, you cannot
use tile fi_der fknlction while usiIlg tile following fknlctions:

Super NightShot
Color Slow Shutter

Recording still images
Digital eff)ct
Memory overlap of MEMORY MIX

While using the BOUNCE function, you cannot use the following functions:
ZOOIll

Picture eff_ct

PROGRAM AE

Exposure

Flexible Spot Meter
Focus

Note on the BOUNCE function

You cannot select tile BOUNCE f\mction in tile following mode or timctions:

D ZOOM is activated in tile menu settings.
Wide mode

Pictm e effbct

PROGRAM AE

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

You cannot use tile f_clel function. 87



Using special effects - Picture effect

You can digitally plocess images to obtain special effects like those in films or on tile
TV.

NEG. ART [a] : Tile color and brightness of the picture are reversed.

SEPIA : Tile picture appears in sepia.
B&W : Tile picture appears in monochrome (black and x_.hite).

SOLARIZE [b] : Tile picture looks like an illustration x_.ith a strong contrast.

PASTEL [¢1 : The picture looks like a pale pastel drawing.

MOSAIC [d] : The picture appears mosaic patterned.

[a] [b] [c] [d]

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select P EFFECT in _ in the menu settings to select a

desired picture efTect mode (p. 178).

2

3

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To turn the picture effect function off
Select OFF in P EFFECTin the menu settings.

While using the picture effect function, you cannot use following functions:
Recording still images
BOUNCE
OLD MOVIE

When you turn the POWER switch to the other position
The pictme eff_ct is automatically canceled.
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Using special effects - Digital effect

You cem e_cicl species] effects to retch ded pirtmes using tile various c/igite_] functions. Tile

sound is recorded normally.

STILL

You celn lecolcl el still image so thelt it is superimposed on el moving pirtm e.

FLASH (FLASH MOTION)

You ce_n record still images successively at regule_r intel",/e_ls.

LUMI. (LUMINANCE KEY)

You can swap the brighter area in a still image with a moving picture.

TRAIL

You ce_n record e_picture so theft e_n inridente_] image like el tred] is ]ell

SLOW SHTR (SLOW SHUTTER)

You can slow down the shutter speed. The slow shutter mode is good for recording

clark pictures more brightly.

OLD MOVIE

You cem add e_n old movie type atmosphele to pirtmes. Your ramrordel e_utome_tirally

sets the wide mode to ON the picture effect to SEPIA, and the appropriate shutter

speed.

Still image Moving picture

;{J

©

STILL

LUMI.

Still image Moving picture
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Using speciaJ effects = DigitaJ effect

(1) Set tile POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN and go to PAGE2.

(3) Press DIG EFFT. The DIG EFFT screen appears.

(4) Press a desired digital effect mode. In the STILL and LUMI. modes, the still

image is stored in memory.

(5) Press /+ to adjust the effect.

items to adjust

STILL The rate of the still image you \\,ant to superimpose on the moving
picture

FLASH Tile intel",_al of flame by fi'ame playback

LI IMI. The color scheme of the area in the still image which is to be swapped
\\,ith a moving picture

TRAIL The vanishing time of the incidental image

SLOW SHTR Shutter speed. The larger the shutter speed number, the slower the
shutter speed.

OLD MOVIE No adjustment necessary

(6) Press aid OK. The display returns to PAGE2.

2

3-6

I......
[a] The bm appears when setting fbllowing digital

effect modes: STILL, FLASH, LUNII., TRAIL.

To return to FN

Press EXIT after step G.

To cancel the digital effect
Press _ OFF in step 3.The display lettuns to PAGEZ
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Using special effects = Digital effect

Notes

•Tlle fbllowing flmctions do not work during digital effect:

Super NightShot
Color Slox_, Shutter

Recording still images
Fader

• Tile PROGRAM AE fimction does not work in tile slox_, shutter mode.

• The following fimctions do not work in the OLD MOVIE mode:
Wide mode

Picture effect

PROGRAM AE

When you turn the POWER switch to the other position
The digital effect will be m_tomatically canceled.

When recording in the slow shutter mode
Auto fL)cus may not be effective. Focus manually using a t]ipod.

Shutter speed

Shutter speed number Shutter speed
SLOW SHTR 1 1/30
SLOW SHTR 2 1/15

SLOW SHTR 3 1/8

SLOW SHTR 4 1/4

8
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Using the PROGRAM AE

You carl select PROGRAM AE (Auto Exposure) mode to suit your specific shooting

reqt/irerllents.

@ SPOTLIGHT

This mode prevents people's faces, ff_r example, flora appearing excessively \\,hite

when shooting sulojects lit by strong light in tile theater.

_ PORTRAIT(Soft portrait)
This mode brings out the suloject while creating a soft background for sulojects such as
people or flox_,ers.

SPORTS (Sports lesson)
This mode minimizes shake on fhst moving sulojects such as in tennis or golf.

BEACH&SKI

This mode prevents people's faces flora appearing clark in strong light or reflected light,

such as at a beach in midsunm_er or on a ski slope.

SUNSETMOON(Sunset & moon)
This mode allows you to maintain atmosphere when you are recording sunsets, general
night views, fireworks displays and neon signs.

[] LANDSCAPE
This mode is fbr x_,hen you are record distant sulojects such as mountains. Also it

prevents your camcorder fi"om fiocusing on glass or metal mesh in windo\\,s \\,hen you
are recording a subject behind glass or a screen.
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Using the PROGRAM AE

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select PROGRAM AE in _ in tile menu settings to select a

desired mode (p. 178).

2

3

To return to FN
Pless EXIT.

To turn the PROGRAM AE off

Select AUTO in PROGRAM AE in tile menu settings.

Notes

• Because your ramrorde] is set to f_)cus only on subjects in the middle to f_u" distance.

you cannot take close ups in the fbllo\ving modes:

Spotlight

Sports lesson
Beach & ski

• Your camcorder is set to focus only on distant subjects ii'_ the fLHlo\\,ing modes:
Sunset & moon

Landscape

• The fbllowing fimctions do not work in PROGRAM AE:
Color Slow Shutter

BOUNCE

Slo\\, shutter

OLD MOVIE

• The PROGRAM AE does not work in the fkHlowing cases (The indicator flashes):

NightShot

NightFlaming
To record images on a "Memory Stick" using the MEMORY MIX.

• When you set the POWER switch to MEMORY. sports lesson does not work. (The

indicator flashes.)
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Using the PROGRAM AE

While WHT BAL is set to AUTO in the menu settings

Tile white balance is adjusted even if tile PROGRAM AE is selected.

You can adjust the following functions while using the PROGRAM AE:
Exposme
Flexible Spot Meter

if you record under a discharge tube such as a fluorescent lamp, sodium lamp or
mercury lamp
Flickering or rhanges in color may occur in tile fffllowing modes. If this happens, turn
the PROGRAM AE off:

Soft portrait

Sports lesson
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Adjusting the exposure manually

You can adjust and set tile exposure. Normally tile exposure is automatically adjusted.

Adjust tile exposure manually in tile follo\vin E cases:

To make a fine exposure adjustment

To shoot a bright subject against a background

To record clark pictures (e.g. night scenes) fhithfkflly

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press EXPOSURE. The EXPOSURE screen appears.

(4) Press MANUAL.

(5) Adjust the exposure using /+.
: To dim

+ : To brighten

(6) Press _ OK. The display returns to PAGE1.

3 4

;o

o
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To return to FN

Press EXITafter step G.

To return to the automatic exposure mode
Press :_ AUTO in step 5. The display returns to PAGE1.

Note

When you adjust the exposure manually, the following f_mrtions do not work:

Backlight
Color Slow Shutter

Your camcorderautomatically returns to the automatic exposure mode:
NightShot
If you change the PROGRAM AE mode
NightFraming
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Using the spot light.metering mode
= Flexible Spot Meter

You carl take a picture with tile appropriate exposure automatically fZ_rjust tile point
you want to focus on and with its exposure fixed. Use tile Flexible Spot Meter mode in

tile fi)llowing cases:
Tile subject is backlit.

When there is strong contrast between the subject and background such as with a
subject that is on stage and lighted by a spotlight.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.
(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.
(3) Press SPOT METER. The SPOT METER screen appears.
(4) Press the desired area in the frame on the LCD screen.

The SPOT METER indicator flashes on the LCD screen. The exposure of the
point you selected is adjusted.

(5) Press _ OK. The display returns to PAGE1.

2

3

To return to FN

Press EXIT after step 5.

To return to the automatic exposure mode
Press _ AUTO in step 3. The display returns to PAGEI.

Note

The following functions do not work during the Flexible Spot Meter:

Backlight
Color Slow Shutter

Your camcorder automaticaRy returns from the Flexible Spot Meter to the
automatic exposure:

NightShot
If you change the PROGRAM AE mode
NightFraming
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Focusing manually

You can gain better results lay manually adjusting tile (L_cus in tile fbllowing cases.
Normally, %cus is automatically adjusted.

In MEMORY mode you carl adjust tile focus manually with tile image enlarged to t\\,ice
tile size.

•Tile autofbcus mode is not effective when shooting:
Subjects through glass coated with water droplets

Horizontal stripes
Subjects with little contrast with backgrounds such as walls or the sky

•When you want to change the fbcus fl'om a subject in the f_}reground to a subject in the
background

• Shooting a stationm T subject \\,hen using a tripod

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.

(2) Set FOCUS to MANUAL. The @ indicator appears.

(3) Turn the focus ring to sharpen IiJcus.

13.

_0

_oh.

©

FOCUS switch

To return to the autofocus mode
Set FOCUS to AUTO.

About expanded focus
If you set EXPANDED F in _ to ON in the menu settings (p. 179) in MEMORY mode
the @ indicator appears and the image is enlarged to twice the size. The focal distance
infbrmation is also displayed. Adjustment is completed, the image returns to its original
size.
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Focusing manually

To focus precisely

It is easiel to focus on tile subject if you adjust tile zoom to shoot at tile '_Vv" (wide

angle) position af_el focusing at tile "T" (telephoto) position.

When you shoot close to the subject
Focus at tile end of the "Vv" (wide angle) position.

_ changes as follows:
when recording a distant subject

• when the subject is too close to fL_cus on

Focal distance information is displayed for about three seconds on the LCD screen
in the following cases:

When switching the fkocus adjustment mode fl'om autofL_cus to nlanual

When turning the focus ring

Focal distance information

This information aids focusing if it is not easy to focus on the subject, for example,

when recording in the clark. Use this inf_rmation as a rough guide to get a sharp
f_OCLIS.

You cannot get correct infiormation if you have attached a conversion lens (optional)

to yol/r camcorder.
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Using the spot focus mode = Spot Focus

You can take a picture with tile applopriate fL)cus automatically foljust tile point you
\rant to f_)cus on and with its fbcus fixed.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to CAMERA or MEMORY.
(2) Set FOCUS to MANUAL.
(3) Press FN to clisplay PAGE1.
(4) Press SPOT FOCUS. The SPOT FOCUS screen appears.
(5) Press the desired area in tile fi'ame oil the LCD screen.

The SPOT FOCUS indicator flashes on the LCD screen. When the point you
selected is correctly f_)cused, the SPOT FOCUS indicator stops flashing.

(6) Press aP OK to return to PAGE1.

]
SPOT FOCUS_

R
to
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To return to FN

Press EXIT after step 6.

To return to the autofocus mode
SetFOCUSto AUTO.

Note

When adjusting Spot Focus, the fL)l]o\\,ing modes do not work:

Backlight
Fader

Focal distance information
It is not clisplayecl on the screen.
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= Advanced Playback Operations =

Playing back a tape with picture effects

Dining playback, you can plocess a scene using tile picture effect functions: NEG. ART,
SEPIA, B&W and SOLARIZE.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR. In tile playback or playback pause mode, press
FN to display PAGE1.

(2) Press MENU, then select P EFFECT in _ in the menu settings to select a
desired picture effect mode (p. 178).
See page 58 fk_rdetails of each picture eflect function.

1

2

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To canceJ the picture effect function
Set P EFFECT to OFF in tile menu settings.

Notes

• You cannot plocess externally input scenes using tile picture eff_ct f_mction.

• You cannot record images on a tape on your camcorder while you are processing tile

image using tile picture effect fkmction. However you can record images oil a

_'Memory Stick" (p. 121. 133). or oil a VCR using your camcorder as a player.

Pictures processed by the picture effect function
Pictures processed by tile pktule effect function are not outpt/t throt/gh tile i.LINK

(MICROMV Interf_lce).

When you turn the POWER switch to the other position or stop playing back
The pictule effect function is automatically canceled.
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Playing back a tape with digital effects

During playhack, you can process a scene using tile digital effect functions: STILL,
FLASH LUMI. and TRAIL.

(I)Set tile POWER switch to VCR. In the playback or playback pause mode, press
FN and go to PAGE2.

(2) Press DIG EFFT. The DIG EFFT screen appears.
(3) Select a desired digital ettect mode. In the STILL or LUMI. mode, the picture

that you select the mode is stored in memory as a still inmge.
(4) Press /+ to adjust the effect. See page 59 fbr details.
(5) Press _ OK. The display returns to PAGE2.

2-5

DIGEFFT

UE

[Uqillllil ,,......

g

Z
e_
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To return to FN

Press EXIT after step 5.

To cancel the digital effect function
Press _ OFF in step 2. The display returns to PAGE2.

Notes

• You cannot process exte1i]ally input scenes using tile digital efTect ftmctior].

• You cannot record inmges on a tape on your camcorder while you are processing the
image usii"_g the digital effect t_mctioi"L However. you can record inmges on a
"Memory Stick" (p. 121, 133). or on a VCR using your camcorder as a player.

Pictures processed by the digital effect function
Pictures processed by the digital eff_ct fimction are not output through the i.LINK
(MICROMV Interfhce).

When you turn the POWER switch to the other position or stop playing back
The digital effbct _l/nctiorl is atltorllatically canceled. 71



Enlarging images recorded on tapes
= Tape PB ZOOM

You can enlarge playback moving pictures lecolcled oil tapes. Besides tile opelation
desclibed here, your camcordel can enlarge still images recorded oil a '_Memory Stick"
(p. 143).

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR. In tile playback or playback pause mode, press
FN and go to PAGE2.

(2) Press PB ZO{-)M. The PB ZOOM screen appears.
(3) Press the area you want to eolaFge in the fl'ame on the PB Z{-)OM screen.

The area you pressed moves to the center of the LCD screen, and the playback
image is enlarged to twice the size. If you press the otbeF area again, the aFea
moves to the center of the LCD screen.

(4) Adjust the zoom ratio by the zoom lever.
You can enlarge the image fi'om 1.1 times up to five times its size.
"W" side: Decrease the zoom ratio.
"T" side: Increase the zoom ratio.

4

1

To cancel the PB ZOOM function
Pless _ END.
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Enlarging images recorded on tapes = Tape PB ZOOM

Notes

• You cannot process extenlally input scenes using tile PB ZOOM f_mction with yore
camcol def.

• You cannot record images oil a tape oil your camcorder while you are processing the

image using the tape PB ZOOM fimction. However, you can record images on a

"Memoly Stick" (p. 121), or on a VCR using your camcorder as a player.

• You cannot record moving pictures on a "Memo1T Stick" on your camcorder while

you are processing the picture using the tape PB ZOOM fimction.

The PB ZOOM function is automatically canceled when you operate the following

functions:

Turn the POWER switch to the othel position.

Stop playing back.

Insert a "Memory Stick."

Images in the PB ZOOM
Images in the PB ZOOM mode are not output through the i.LINK (MICROMV
Interface) and _J(USB)jack.

In the PB ZOOM mode

If you pless DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL, the fl_ame on the PB ZOOM screen disappears.

You cannot move the pint you plessed to the centel of the LCD scleen.

Edge of the eNarged image
The edge of the enla]ged image cannot be displayed at the center of the LCD screen.

When FOCUS is set to ZOOM
You can change the zoom ratio using the zoom ling.

:>
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Searching for a scene
- MULTI.PICTURE SEARCH

Using the multi picture search fZmction, you can display thumbnails of all the
beginning scenes of moving pictures recorded oil the tape onto the index screen. The

recording date and title of each image or scene are also indicated. The thumbnails
described in this section are the still images of all the beginning scenes of each recorded

moving pictures and still images to help you search ff_r the desired scene easily. When
you select the tlmmbnail you want to play back, your camcorder starts searching for the

image or scene and plays it back automatically.
You can also control this function using the Remote Commander.

(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)

Set the POWER switch to VCR.

Press FN to display PAGE1.

Press MULTI SCH. Tile MULTI SCH screen appears.

Press _/=_ to select the direction to scan. Your camcorder starts scanning in

the selected direction. When you select _l_. the thumbnails are displayed f]om

the upper left window, and when you select _, they are displayed Dora tile

lower right window. When scanning is completed, it stops automatically. Tile

upper left window turns black and the thumbnails will be displayed on tile
index screen.

MULTi SRCH

2

E°J [] [] []/

[a] Tile picture being fhst fi)rwarded or rewound

[bl Tile blue portion indicates the range of tile scan currently being made to

display thumbnails
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Searching for a scene - MULTI-PICTURE SEARCH

(5) Select the thumbnail you want to play back, then press EXEC or press the
thumbi_ail you selected again. Your camcorder starts searching for the image
or scene and plays it back automatically. The blue portion of the bar indicates
tile scanning range and the white portion of the bar inclicates the recorded
portion.

When you want to change the thumbnail
Bless _ RET, and then select the tlmmbnail you want to play back again, then press
EXEC.

buttons

I
[c] [d] [e

[c] The title/date (The title ttnns to the date indication after five seconds.)
[d] The actual point you are trying to search for (yellow A mark)
[el The present point on the tape (yellow bar)

g
t2L

e_
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Searching for a scene - MULTI-PICTURE SEARCH

To return to the MULTi SCH screen from playback
Press _ RET, or press EXEC;LTTEcm tile Remote Conm_andel.

To stop searching
Press STOPoil tile RemoteConmlander.

To end the multi-picture search function
Press _ END. The displ_y letul°ns to PAGEI, or pl°ess MULTI SRCH oil tile Remote
Commandel to lettun to FN.

To end the multi-picture search function from the playback
screen
Press EXIT.

When controlling your camcorder with the Remote
Commander
You can use tile MULTI SRCH and I"/,I,/<-/÷/EXECUTE buttons.

MULTi SRCH
t"/a,/÷/÷/EXECUTE buttons

76

Notes

• Thumbnails may not be displayed depending on the condition of the tape. This is not
a malfunction.

• Noise may appeal on the thumbnails. Hoxx,evel, this has no effbct on the recorded
images.

if the tape has a blank portion in the beginning of the tape or between recorded

portions
The multi pictme sealch f\mction may not work correctly.

The number of thumbnails stored in one cassette
About 400 tlmml)nails c_m be stored.

The number of thumbnails that can be displayed for in one scanning
A maxinmm of l I thun_bn_dls c_ln be clispl_yed f_l in one sc_lnning.

When you press MULTi SRCHon the Remote Commander
The MULTI SCH screen appe_us.

While using the multi-picture search function
The othel f_/nctions of yOU1 canlcol°del ° do not wolk.



Searching for a scene - MULTI-PICTURE SEARCH

The thumbnail images displayed on the MULTI SCH screen
You cannot modif_,_ these thumbnail images.

When you use the multi-picture search function, you cannot use the following
functions:

Pirtme effert

Digital effect

Some of the 11 thumbnails may not be displayedinthe followingcases:

• These are fewer than l I recorded images and scenes on the searched portion of the

tape.
• When scanning a tape recorded midway over previous recordings
• When you have erased all the micro Cassette Memory of the tape (p. 99)

To select the thumbnail with the Remote Commander
Press _-/,b/<-/O on the Remote Commander.

When you press DATE or lEE POS
You can switch to the title/date display or the tape bar display that shows the present

point on the tape.

While your camcorder is searching for the image or scene, the tape bar display appears
even if you select Title/Date.

When you select 4,- or _ during scanning
The next 11 thumbnails will be scanned.

Even if the first thumbnail is not displayed before the scanning is completed
You can play bark the image or scene.

g
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Searching the boundaries of recorded
tape by title - TITLE SEARCH

You can search fin tile boundalies of a leeolclecl tape by selecting tile title. Use tile

Remote Commander f_n_ this ope]ation.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(2) Press SEARCH MODE oil tile Remote Commander repeatedly, until the TITLE

SEARCH indicator appears.

The indicator changes as fbllows:

TITLE SEARCH ---+DATE SEARCH
t_ (no indicator)

(3) Press 't- or 4, on the Remote Commander to select the title for playback, then
press EXECUTE on the Reinote Commander.
Searching the boundaries starts, and playback automatically starts at the scene
with the title selected. Even if you do not press EXECUTE, searching the
boundaries starts autoinatically in two seconds after you select the title.

HELLO!
SEARCH CONGRATULATIONS!

MODE HAPPY NEW YEAR!
PRESENT

GOOD MORNING
WED©FNG

1991 I

SEAROH

HAPPY NEW YEAR!1' _ PRESENT
GOOD MORNING

WEDDFNGN,G.T ]BASESALL

[b] [a]

[a] Actual point you are trying to search for
[b] Present point on the tape

To stop searching
Press STOP on the Remote Commander.

if a tape has a blank portion in the beginning of the tape or between recorded
sections

The title search function 1]lay not \Vol°k eorl ectly.

To superimpose a title
See page 88.
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Searching a recording by date
= DATE SEARCH

Your camcorder automatically searches for the point where tile recording date changes

and starts playback flora that point by selecting tile recording date (Date search}.

Use tile Remote Commander R_r this operation.

Use this function to check _vhere recording dates change or to edit the tape at each

recording date.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.
(2) Press SEARCH MODE on the Remote Commander repeatedly, until the DATE

SEARCH indicator appears.
The indicator changes as IkJllows:

TITLE SEARCH ---+ DATE SEARCH
t_ (no indicator)

(3) Press I" or 4, on the Remote Coinmander to select the date fbr playback, then
press EXECUTE on the Relnote Commander.
Searching the boundaries starts, and playback automatically starts at the scene
with the date selected. Even if you do not press EXECUTE, searching the
boundaries starts autolnatically in two seconds after you select the date.

DATE SEARCH
I SEP/ 5/02

SEARCH 2 SEP/ 6/02
MODE 3 DEC/24/02

4 JAN/ I103

5 FEB/11/03APR/29/03

8

-m

_t

©

[b] [a]

[a] Actual point you are trying to search for
[b] Present point on the tape

To stop searching
Press STOP on the Remote Commandel.

if a tape hasa blank portion in the beginning of the tape or between recorded
portions
The date semch f\mction may not work correctly.

micro Cassette Memory
The tape cassette memory can holc120 rerorcling date data.
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-- Editing --

Dubbing a tape

Using the A/V connecting cable
You can dub o1"edit on tile VCR connected to your camcorder using your camrorder as
a player. Connect your camcorder to the VCR using the A/V connecting cable. The

supplied A/V connecting cable is equipped with an S video plug and a video plug. Use

either the S video plug or the video plug depending on the recorder. Do not connect
both of the plugs to the recorder.

Before operation
• Set DISPLAY in _ to LCD in the menu settings. (The def_mlt setting is LCD.)

• Press the fiallowing buttons to make the indicator disappear so that they will not be
superimposed on the edited tape:

On your camcorder:
DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL

On the Remote Commander:

DISPLAY. DATA CODE, SEARCH MODE, MULTI SRCH

(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into the VCR. and insert

the recorded tape into your camcorder.

(2) Prepare the VCR for recording, then set the input selector to LINE.

Refer to the operating instructions of the VCR.

(3) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(4) Play back the recorded tape on your camcorder.

(S) Start recording on the VCR.

Refer to the operating instructions of your VCR.

Yellow

A/V

: Signal flow

c:::tXx

I
A/V connecting
cable (supplied)

Red

IN

S VIDEO

@ VIDEO

_)UD,O

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Stop lerolcling on the VCR, and stop playback on your ramrolclel.

8O

VCR



Dubbing a tape

You can edit on VCRsthat support the following systems
[] 8 mm I'li[] Hi8, l) Digital8 _ VHS S_ S VHS. _ VHSC S_ S VHSC,
m Betamax, _ ED Betamax, M'_'_I_"mini DV, l)_"DV or =._0gMICROMV

if your VCR is a monaural type
Connect tile yellow plug of tile A/V connecting cable to tile video input jack on tile
VCR and tile white or red plug to tile audio input jack on tile VCR. When tile white

plug is connected, tile left channel audio is output, and when tile red plug is connected,
tile right channel audio is output.

if your VCRhas an S video jack
Connect using tile S video plug to fidthfully obtain original pictures. With this
connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of tile A/V connecting
cable. Connect tile Svideo plug to tile Svideo jack of tile VCR. This connection
produces higher quality MICROMV format pictmes.
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Dubbing a tape

Using the i.LINK cable
Simply connect the i.LINK cable (optional) to the i.LINK (MICROMV Interfhce) of your
camcorder and to the i.LINK (MICROMV Interf_ce) of the MICROMV product. With

digital to digital connection, video and audio signals are transmitted in digital form fur

high quality editing. (You cannot connect your camcorder to a DV product.) You cannot
dub the titles, displayed indicators, the contents of micro Cassette Memoly', or letters on

the "Memory Stick" index screen.

(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into the VCR. and insert

the recorded tape into your camcorder.

(2) Prepare the VCR fi_)rrecording.

(3) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(4) Play back the recorded tape on your camcorder.

(S) Start recording on the VCR. Refer to the operating instructions of the VCR.
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i.LINK (MICROMV interface)

: Signal flow
i.LINK cable (optional)

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Stop lerolcling on the VCR, and stop playback on yore camrolder.

You can connect one VCR only using the i.LiNK cane
See page 198 f_r more information about i.LINK.

Pictures processed by the picture effect, the digital effect or PB ZOOM function

These pictures are not output through the i.LINK (MICROMV Interfhce).

The following functions do not work during digital editing:
Pirtme effert

Digital effect
PB ZOOM

Note on playback pause pictures
When you record a playback pause picture:
• The recorded picture becomes rough when recorded through the i.LINK (MICROMV

Interface).

• The picture may jitter \_,hen you play back the tape on other video equipment. And

there may be a time lag when you play back the tape on other video equipment.



Recording video or TV programs

You can lecolcl a tape fl°omanothel VCR or a TV plogram fl_oma TV that has video/
audio outputs. Use your camcorder as a lecolclel.

L'i Switching the video input jack of the A/V connecting cable
The SUl_plied A/V connecting cable is equipped with _li'lS video phlg anti a video phlg.
You have to select one of tile jacks in tile menu settings. The defhult setting is VIDEO.
If the setup is not necessary, go to "_"_Making a recolcling" on page 84.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.
(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.
(3) Press MENU, then select VIDEOINPUT in _ in the lnenu settings, then press

EXEC.

(4) Select VIDEO (When using a video plug) or S VIDE() (When using an S video m
plug), then press EXEC.

{.Q

2

3,4
VCR SET _1 vcR SET

_ IV_UL/)IIIP_H I_1//IDEO I

,': i"_':
_Tc ETC

To return to FN
Press EXIT.
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Recording video or TV programs

Making a recording

Before operation
Set DISPLAY in _ to LCD in tile menu settings. (The cMhult setting is LCD.)

(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into your camcorder. If

you are recording a tape from tile VCR, insert a recorded tape into the VCR.

(2) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(3) Set your camcorder in tile recording pause mode.

Press FN and go to PAGE3, then press [E_ REC CTRL. Next, press REC
PAUSE.

(4) Start playback on VCR if you record a tape fiom VCR. Select a TV program if

you record from TV. Tile picture from VCR or TV appears on tile LCD screen
or in the viewfinder.

(5) Press REC START at the scene where you want to start recording flom.

VCR

,---N. : Signal flow

3,5

÷
_REC CTRL IIII 71

OUT

S VIDEO

VIDEO

,%°°,o

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Pless [_ on tile LCD scleen to stop recorcling on your camcorder ancl stop l_layback
oil VCR olTV.
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Recording video or TV programs

Using the Remote Commander
You don't need to perf_nm step 3.

In step 5, pless both • REC and tile right button simultaneously to start recording.

if your VCR is a monaural type

Connect the yellow plug of the A/V connecting cable to the video output jack and the

white or the red plug to the audio output jack on the VC'R or the TV. When the white

plug is connected, the left channel audio is output, and when the led plug is connected,

the right channel audio is output.

If your TV or VCR has an S videojack

Connect using the S video plug to f_dthfidly obtain original pictures. With this

connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V connecting

cable. Connect the S video plug to the S video jack of the VCR. This connection

produces higher quality MICROMV format pictures.

K
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Recording video or TV programs

Simply connect tile i.LINK cable (optional) to tile i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) of your
camcorder and to tile i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) of tile MICROMV product. With
digital to digital connection, video and audio signals are transmitted in digital florin ff_r
high quality editing. (You cannot connect your camcorder to a DV product.)

(1) Insert a blank tape (or a tape you want to record over) into your camcorder.
and insert the recorded tape into VCR.

(2) Set the POWER switch to VCR.
(3) Start playback on VCR. The picture fi'om the VCR appears on the LCD screen

of your camcorder.
(4) Set your camcorder in the recording pause mode.

Press FN and go to PAGE3, then press _ REC CTRL. Next, press REC
PAUSE.

(5) Press REC START at the scene where you want to start recording.

4

WNK (
i.UNK (MICROMV interface)
interface)

: Signal flow ,_
i.LINK cable (optional)

When you have finished dubbing a tape
Press [_ on the LCD screen to stop recording on your cameorder and stop playback
on VCR orTV.
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Recording video or TV programs

Using the Remote Commandaer
You don't need to perffnm step 4.

In step 5, _less both • REC and tile right button simultaneously to start recording.

Notes

• When an nlronlpatible pirtme (such as one recorded with the DV fkarmat) is input, the

message _'INPUT ERROR" appears.

• You can connect one VCR only using the i.LINK cable.

• First, start playback or turn to the playback pause mode beff_re your camcorder starts

recording or turns to the recording pause mode. If no signal is input into your

camcorder, the message _'NO INPUT" appears and the camcorder cannot start

recording.

Note on playback pause pictures

When you record a playback pause picture:

• The recorded picture becomes rough when recorded through the i.LINK (MICROMV

Interface).

• The picture may jitter when you play back the tape on other video equipment. And

there may be a time lag when you play back the tape on other video equipment.

Before recording

Make sine if the MPEG IN indicatol appears on the LCD scleen. The MPEG IN

indicatol may appear on both equipment.

E_
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Superimposing a title

You can superinq?ose a title. When you play back tile tape, tile title is displayed ff_l
about five seconds fi°om tile point where you SUl?erimposed it.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN and go to PAGE2.

(3) Press TITLE. The TITLE screen appears.

(4) Select [l_ with ,L/_. The PRESET TITLE screen appears. Press EXEC.

(5) Press _/_ to select a desired title, then press EXEC. The title is displayed on the
LCD screen.

(6) If necessary, change the color, size, or position by pressing COLOR, SIZE,

POS _ or POS _.

(7) Press TITLE {-)K. The screen to save a title appears on the LCD screen.
(8) Press SAVE TITLE.

The TITLE indicator appears. And when you press START/STOP to start

recording, TITLE SAVE appears on the LCD screen for about five seconds and
the title is set.
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Superimposing a title

PAGE2]

3

÷

4

÷

5-7
PRESET TITLE

_4 HELLO_HAPPY BIRTHOAY
'_ HAPPYHOUDAYS

CONGRATULATIONSE

__THEOURE_DSWEETBA_¥

_ _0O0 30

vAOAT,O__ ÷ VAOAT,ON_

,z

if you set the write-protect tab to lock
You cannot superinq3ose or erase tile title. Slide tile write protect tab to lelease tile \vdte

plotection.

To use the custom title

If you want to use tile custonl title, select {_ in step 4.

if the tape hasa blank portion in the beginning of the tape or between recorded
portion
Tile title may not be displayed collectly.

The titles superimposed with your camcorder

• They are displayed only by tile MICROMV fbrmat video equipment with index titler
f\mction.

• The point you superimposed tile title may be detected as an index signal when
sere ching a recording with other video equipment.
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Superimposing a title

To not display title during playback
Set TITLE DSPL to OFF in tile nlenu settings (1> 183).

Title setting

• Tile title color changes as follows:

F WHITE ---+ YELLOW ---+ VIOLET ---+ RED ---+ CYAN ---+ GREEN ---+ BLUE n]

• Tile title size changes as fLHlo\\,s:
SMALL _-+ LARGE

You cannot input 13 characters or more in LARGE size.
• If you select tile title size "SMALL", you have nine choices fbr tile title position.

If you select tile title size '_LARGE", you have eight choices for tile title position.

The number of tries recordable on one cassette

You can record tip to 20 titles when each title consists of 12 chair actel°s.

When 20 titles are already superimposed
The message "_l TITLE FULL" al)pears. Erase unnecessary titles.
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Superimposing a title

You can superimpose a title fur five seconds fl°om tile lecording start point.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press TITLE. The TITLE screen appears.

(4) Press INPUT TITLE. Tile INPUT TITLE screen appears.

(5) Press _"_/='_ to select the direction to scan. Your camcorder starts scanning in

the selected direction. When you select _1_, the thumbnails are displayed flom

the upper left window, and when you select _", they are displayed fl'om the

lower right window. After the scanning is completed, the thumbnails are

displayed on the index screen.

(6) Select the thumbnail on which you want to superimpose a title, then press

EXEC or the thumbnail again. The title menu appears.

(7) Perfk_rm step 4 to 7 in "Superimposing a title on starting a recording" on page
88.

(8) Press SAVE TITLE.

"TITLE SAVE' appears on the LCD screen R)r about five seconds and the title

is set.

E_
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Superimposing a title

Notes

• TImmbnails may not be displayed depending oil tile condition of tile tape. This is not
a malfimction.

• Noise may appear on tile thumbnails. However, this has no effect on the recorded

images.

• You cannot execute TITLE SAVE until the playback picture is displayed in step 8.

To use a custom tiUe

If you want to use a custom title, select {_ in step 7.

On a blank portion of the tape

You cannot supelimpose a title on the tape.
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Superimposing a title

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or VCR.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select TITLEERASE in [_ in the menu setting, then press

EXEC (p. 183).

(4) Press _/_ to select tile title you want to erase, then press EXEC.

"ERASE OK?" appears.

(5) Make sure tile title is the one you want to erase, then press OK.

The message "ERASING" flashes while erasing. AEer tile erasing is completed,

the message "COMPLETE" appears.

I cMSET _1
_ READY I

_ TITLE DSPL I

_ TAPE TITLE
ERASE ALL

• INFODSPL

_rc ]

4,5
TITLE ERASE TITLE ERASE

4 PRESENT

To return to FR
Press EXIT.

To cancel erasing
Pless CANCEL in step 4.
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Making your own titles

You can make up to two titles and store them in the memoly ofyotn camccncler. Each
title can have tip to 20 characters.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN and go to PAGE2.

(3) Press TITLE.

(4) Press ,L/_ to select []. The TITLE SET screen appears. Press EXEC.

(5) Press ,L/_ to select CUSTOM1 SET or CUSTOM2 SET, then press EXEC.

(6) Select the desired character. Repeat pressing a key to select the desired

character on the key.

(']) Press --_ to move the cursor for the next characteF. Repeat the same procedure

as steps (3 and 7 to complete your title.

(8) Press SET. The title is stored in memory.

2

3

4
TrTLE SET _] TITLE SET

{:_ CUSTOM1 SET [_3_ SET

5
T_TLE SET

_ SET

_ CUSTOM2 SET

6,7
TITLE SET _ TITLE SET
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Making your own titles

To return to FN
Pless EXIT.

To change a title you have stored
In step 5, select CUSTOMI SET or CUSTOM2 SET clepending on wldeh title you want

to change, then press EXEC and enter tile new title as desired.

To superimpose your own title on tape
Follow the procedure in "Superinq_osing a title on starting a recording" on page 88.

if you take five minutes or longer to enter characters in the standby mode while a

cassette is in your camcorder

The po\\,er autonmtirally goes off The characters you have entered remain stored in

memory. Set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF and start again fi'om step 1 to complete

your title.

We recommend setting the POWER switch to VCR (p. 96) or removing the cassette so

that your camcorder does not automatically turn off while you are entering title
characteFs.

To erase the character
Press *--. The last character is erased.

To enter a space
Press --_.

To enter the character on the same button in succession

Press --_ to r]'love the CLII%01 _ to the next positioI'l arid ei]teF the chaFa(ter.
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Making your own titles

(1) Set tile POWER switch to VCR.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press TITLE. The TITLE screen appears.

(4) Press TITLE SET. Tile TITLE SET screen appears.

(5) Press _,/_ to select CUSTOM1 SET or CUST(-)M2 SET, then press EXEC.

(6) Perform steps 6 and 7 in "Making a title in CAMERA mode" on page 94.

(7) Press SET. The title is stored in memory.

2

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To superimpose your own title on tape
Follow the pl°oeedure in "SuperimlgOSing a title on starting a recording" on page 88.
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The micro Cassette Memory

Tile MICROMV cassette atltomatically recolcls the recolcling settings and date. When

you inselt a cassette with tile POWER switch set to CAMERA, or when you set tile

POWER switch to VCR, tile cassette infbrmation is displayed fin about five seconds.

[a]
g_IINFO

NOV 15 2002 6:29PK,1 _*
V

-- [b]

[c]

-- [d]

[e]

[a] The unique number of each cassette. Your camcorder automatically assign this
I_m II_bel.

[b] The cassette title set by TAPE TITLE in the menu settings {Cassette label}.

[c] The first recorded date in this cassette.

[d] The last recorded date in this cassette.

[el The recorded area is indicated by the white bar.

Recorded areas

A blank portion between recorded area is also indicatecl as a recorded area.

To not display the cassette information
Set [Z_INFODSPL to OFF in the menu settings.

When" _ " is flashing

Eject the cassette and insert it again. If the message is still displayed, the micro Cassette

Memory may be colrul_ted. Replace the cassette with another cassette.
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The micro Cassette Memory

Tile label can consist of up to 16 charactels and is stored in cassette memory.

(1) Insert the cassette you want to label.

(2) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or VCR.

(3) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(4) Press MENU, then select TAPE TITLE in [] in the menu settings, then press

EXEC (p. 183).

The TAPE TITLE screen appears.

(5) Select a desired chaFacter. Repeat pressing a key to select the desired character

on the key.

(6) Press _ to move the cursor fkar the next characteF. Repeat the same procedure

as steps 5 and 6 to complete the label.

(7) Press SET. The label is stored in memory.

3

4

I,_%#_s_ _1 TAPE TITLE

I

5-7
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The micro Cassette Memory

To return to FN

Pless EXIT.

To erase the label you have made
Select <- in step 4. Tile last character is erased.

To change the label you have made
Insert tile cassette to dmnge the label and operate in tile same way to make a new label.

if you take five minutes or longer to enter characters in the standby mode while a
cassette is in your camcorder
The power autonmtically goes off_ The dmracters you have entered remain stored in
memory. Set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF once and then to CAMERA again. After

that. repeat the procedure flora step 3. The po\\,er does not go off if you enter characters
in VCR mode.

if you set the write-protect tab of the tape to lock
You cannot label the tape. Slide the write protect tall to release the write protection.

To erase the character
Press *--. The last character is erased.

To enter a space
Press --_.

To enter the character on the same button in succession

Press --* to move the cursor to the next position, and enter the character.

K

You can delete all the data in micro Cassette Memory at once.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or VCR.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select ERASE ALL in {_ in the menu settings, then press

EXEC (p. 183).

(4) Press _/_ to select OK, then press EXEC. "OK" changes to "EXECUTE."

(5) Press _./_ to select EXECUTE, then press EXEC. "ERASING" flashes on the

LCD screen. Once deleting is completed, "COMPLETE" is displayed.

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To cancel deleting
Select RETURN in step 4 or 5, then press EXEC.

Note

Once you delete all the data in the sllicr o Cassette Men]or)/, the tol]o\\,ing operations do
not work:

MULTI PICTURE SEARCH
TITLE SEARCH

DATE SEARCH

Note on the ID number
This item cannot be cleleted.
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-- "Memory Stick" Operations --

Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

You can record and play back still images and moving pictures oil a "Memol T Stick"
supplied with your camcorder. You call easily play back, record or delete images. You

call exchange image data with other equipment such as your computer etc., using tile
USB cable and tile "Memoly Stick" supplied with your camcorder.

FUe format

Still image (JPEG)
Tom ramrolder complesses image data ii'_JPEG fiormat (extension .jpg).

Moving picture (MPEG)
Your camcorder compresses picture data ill MPEG tbrmat (extension .mpg).

Typical image data rue name
still image
100 0001: This file name appears oil tile LCD screen of your ramcorder.

Dsc00001.jpg: This file name appears oil tile display of your computer.

Moving picture
MOVIO001: This file name appears oil tile LCD screen of your camcorder.
MovlOOOl.mpg: This file name appears oil tile display of your computer.

Using a "Memory Stick"

Terminal

Write

Labeling position

lO0

• You cannot record or erase images when tile write protect tab on tile "Memol T Stick"
is set to LOCK.

• Tile position and shape of tile write protect tab may be different depending on tile
model.

• We recommend backing up important data on tile hard disk of your computer.

• Image data may be damaged ill tile fbllowing cases:
If you remove tile 'Memol y Stick," turn tile power off or take out tile barrel T for

replacement when tile access lamp is flashing
If you use a "Memory Stick" near magnets or magnetic fields such as those of

speakers and televisions
• Prevent metallic objects or your finger flora coming into contact with tile metal parts

of tile connecting section.
• Stick its label on tile labeling position.

• Do not bend, drop or apply strong shock to a "Memoly Stick."
• Do not disassemble or moclif},za "Memol T Stick."

• Do not let a "Memory Stick" get wet.
• Do not use or keep a "Memory Stick" ill locations that are:

Extremely hot such as ill a car parked in tile sun or under tile scorching sun
Under direct sunlight

Very lmmid or subject to corrosive gases
• When you carl)/" or store a "Memory Stick," put it in its case.



Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

"Memory Stick" formatted by a computer
The "Memory Stick" f_arn-v_ttedby Windows OS ol Macintosh computers do not have a
guaranteed compatibility with your camcolder.

Notes on image data compatibiUty
• Image data files recorded on a "Memoly" Stick" by your camcoldel conf_un with the

Design Rules fear Camera File Systems universal standard established by the JEITA
(Japan Electronics and InfEmnation Technology Industries Association).

On your camcorder, you cannot play back still images recorded on other equipment
(DCR TRV890E/TRVg00/TRVg00E or DSC DT00/D770) that does not conform to this
universal standard. (These models are not sold in some areas.)

• If you cannot use the _'Memoly" Stick" that is used \\,ith other equipment, f_rmat it
with your camcorder (p. 182). Note that tiarmatting erases all information on the

_'Memoly" Stick."

•"Memo1T Stick' and ,_,, are trademarks of Sony Corporation.

• All other ploduct names mentioned helein may be the trademalks or legisteled
trademarks of their respective companies.
Ftuthermore, "_TM" and "(_)" are not mentioned in each case in this manual. O

©
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

Inselt a "Memory Stick" in tile '_Memory Stick" slot as fhr as it can go, as illustlated
below.

"Memory Stick" slot

Open tile LCD panel and confim_ that tile "Memo1T Stick" access lamp is not lit. Then
slide tile MEMORY EJECT level in tile direction of the anow.

MEMORY EJECT lever

"Memory Stick" access lamp

While the "Memory Stick" access lamp is lit or flashing
Do not shake or strike your ramrorcler because your ramcorder is reading the data fi'om
the "Memo W Stick" or recording the data on the "Memory Stick." Do not turn the

power off, eject a "Memory Stick" or take out the batte W pack. Othel_,vise, image data

breakdo\\,n may occur.

if "g::£]MEMORY STICKERROR" is displayed
Reinsert a "Memory Stick" a few times. The "Memo1T Stick" may be damaged if the
indicator is still displayed. If this occurs, use another "Memory Stick."
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

Opelation buttons f_r most functions using a *'Memory Stick" are displayed on tile LCD
screen. Pless tile LCD panel directly with your finger or tile supplied stylus (DCR IP220
only) to operate each fimction.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.
(2) Open the LCD panel. Tile operation buttons appear on the LCD screen. You

carl switch the memory playback/memory camera mode by pressing PLAY/
CAM.

(3) Press FN to display PAGE1. The operation buttons of PAGE1 appear on the
LCD screen.

(4) Press PAGE2 to go to PAGE2. The opet'ation buttons of PAGE2 appear oil tile
LCD screen.

(5) Press PAGE3 to go to PAGE3. Tile operation buttons of PAGE3 appear on the
LCD screen.

(6) Press a desired operation item.
See relevant pages of this manual for each flmction.

Ill tile nlenlol'y camela
tootle

÷

÷

pO_,I,ERC_1

2
Ill tile nlenlol'y camela

lllo(le
In tile memol T playback
mode (still image)

O

g
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To execute settings
Press EXEC o1"_ OK.

To cancel settings
Press _ OFFor _ AUTO.Tile display returns to PAGEI, 2o1"3.

Notes

• When using tile touch panel, press tile LCD screen lightly with your finger or tile
supplied stylus (DCR IP220 only).

• Do not press tile LCD screen with sharp objects other than tile stylus supplied (DCR
IP220 only).

• Do not press tile LCD screen too hard.
• Do not touch tile LCD screen with wet hands.

• If FN is not on tile LCD screen, touch tile LCD scleen lightly to make it appeal You
can control tile display with DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL on your camcorder.

• When opelation buttons do not wolk even if you press them, an adjustment is
required (CALIBRATION) (p. 204).

• When tile LCD screen gets dirty, use tile supplied cleaning cloth.

When executing each item
Tile green bar appeals above tile item.

if the items are not available

Tile color of tile items changes to gray.

PressFNto display the i_ollowingbuttons:
hi tile l_lel_lOl_ (al_lera l_loc]e

PAGEI SPOT FOCUS, MENU. PLAY. INDEX, SPOT METER. EXPOSIIRE

PAGE2 SELFTIMER, PLAY, INDEX, MEM MIX

PAGE3 LCD BRT, PLAY, INDEX. VEIL

In tile memory playback mode

PAGEI MENU, CAM, INDEX. DELETE, lIB, EEE

PAGE2 PB ZOOM, CAM. INDEX, DATA CODE. lIB. EEE

PAGE3 LCD BRT. CAM, INDEX, VEIL, EEE. EEE
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

You can select tile image quality mode in still image recording anti store tile setting in

memory. Tile default setting is SUPER FINE.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU. then select STILL SET in [] in the menu settings, then press

EXEC (p. 181).

(4) Press {/_ to select QUALITY, then press EXEC.

(5) Press {/T to select the desired image quality, then press EXEC.

3-5

I MEMORYSET _I
I_ STILL SET

OFF

÷

I MEMORYSET _I
STILL SET

It_ BURST

REMAIN23? }

0

©

To return to FN
Press EXIT.
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

image quality settings

Setting Meaning

SUPER FINE (SFN) This is tile highest image quality in your ranKorder.
Tile number of still images you carl record is less than in FINE
mode. Super fine images are compressed to about 1/3.

FINE (FINE) Use this mode when you want to recoKI high quality images. Fine

images are con-lpressed to about 1/G.

STANDARD (STD) This is the standard image quality. Standard images compressed to
about 1/10.

Note

In some cases, changing the image quality mode may not affect the image quality.

depending on the type of images you are shooting.

Differences in image quality
Recorded images are compressed in JPEG %treat be%re being stored in memol T. The
memory capacity allocated to each image varies depending on the selected image
quality mode and image size. Details are shown in the table beloxx,.(You can select
1600× 1200 or 640 × 480 image size in the menu settings.)

1600 x 1200 image size

image quality mode Memory capacity

SUPER FINE About 1240KB

FINE About 620 KB

STANDARD About 420 KB

640 × 460 image size

image quality mode Memory capacity
SUPER FINE About 190KB

FINE About 100KB

STANDARD About 60 KB

image quality mode indicator
The image quality mode indicator is not displayed during playback.

When you select image quality
The numbel of images you can shoot in the CUllentlv selected image quality appears on
the LCD screen.
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

There ale SUPER FINE, FINE, STANDARD and LIGHTMODE in the moving picture

quality mode. The defhult setting is SUPER FINE.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.

(2) Select FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU. then select MOVIE SET in [_ in the menu settings, then press

EXEC (p. 181).

(,4) Press _./_ to select MOVIEMOF)E, then pcess EXEC.

(5) Press _[/T to select the desired image quality, then press EXEC.

2

1 _ P0_ERo,

3"5

÷ ÷

O
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

image quality settings
Bit rate (image indicator

Setting Meaning Frame rate and audio) (during
{Approx.) recording)

SUPER FINE Recolds moving pictures
(SFN) at 352 × 240. 30 fps 1200 Kbps _SFN

FINE (FINE) Records moving picttues
at 352 × 240. 30 fps 750 Kbps _FINE

STANDARD Records moving pictures
(STD) at 144 × 96. 10 fps 400 Kbps I:j.._STD

LiGHTMODE Records moving pictul es
{LIGHT) at 144 × 96. 10 fps 200 Kbps L_IOHT

SUPER FINE:You can record moving pictures at tile highest quality. This mode is
suitable when you intend to modify; the pictures using your computer. SUPER FINE is
the default setting of yotu camcolcler.
FINE:You can record moving pictures for a longer time than with the SUPER FINE
mode, the quality, however, declines slightly.
STANDARD: You can record moving pictures ff_ra longer time than with the FINE
mode, the image size, however, is smaller.
LIGHTMODE: Since the file size is small, this mode is suitable for e mail tlansmission.
The image quality, however, declines.

Frame rate

A moving picture consists of continuous still images. Frame rate indicates the number

of images played back in one second. The more the number increases, the more natm al
the moving pictm e becomes. You can play back a nlaximum of 30 still images per

second with your camcorder (30 fps/fiame per second).

Bit rate

The higher the bit rate. the more natural the moving picture becomes.

Maximum recording time for moving pictures
image quality mode Maximum recording time
SUPER FINE 45 s

FINE 1 rain 10 s

STANDARD 2 rain 20 s

LIGHTMODE 4 rain 40 s
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

You can select either of two still image sizes.

1600 × 1200 or 640 × 480. (When tile POWER switch is set to CAMERA or VCR,

tile image size is automatically set to 640 × 480.)

The default setting is 1600 × 1200.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select STILL SET (still image) in _ in the menu setting,

then press EXEC (p. 181).

(4) Press ,L/T to select IMAGESIZE, then press EXEC.

(5) Press j,/T to select the desired image size, then press EXEC.

The indicator changes as follows:

*--,

3-5
PS
I MEMORYSET _1

STILL SET

QUALITY

_ IMA®ESIZE

_rc ÷

I _EMORYSET _1
STILL SET

BURST
QUAUTY

ETC

REMAIN4o _ ]

O

,a
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Note

When still images ]ecorc]ecl on your can]core]el in 1600 x 1200 size are played back on

othel equipment tllat does not suppolt 1600 x 1200 size, the f\dl image may not appear.
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Using a "Memory Stick" = introduction

image size settings

Setting Meaning indicator

1600 × 1200 Rerolcls 1600 × 1200 still images. _1600

640 × 480 Recolds 640 × 480 still images. _61640

Approximate number of stir images you can record on a
"'Memory Stick"
Tile nun_bel of still images you ran lecord vmies depending on the romplexity of tile
suIoject.

image quality

SUPER FINE

FINE

STANDARD

image size

1600 × 1200

640 × 480

1600 × 1200

640 × 480

1600 × 1200

640 x 480

8MB
(supplied)

6 images

40 images

12 images

80 images

18 images

120 images

Capacity of "Memory
16MB 32MB

(optional) (optional)

12 images 25 images

80 images 160 images

25 images 50 images

160 images 325 images

37 images 75 images

240 images 485 images

Stick"s

64MB
(optional)

51 images

325 images

100 images

650 images

150 images

980 images

128MB
(optional)

100 images

650 images

205 images

1310 images

300 images

1970 images

The table above shows approximate number of still images you can record on a

"Memory Stick" fbrmatted by your camcorder.

Approximate time of moving pictures you can record on a
"Memory Stick"
The time of moving pictm es you ran record varies depending on the complexity of the
subject.

Capacity of "Memory Stick"
Picture

quality 8MB 16MB 32MB 64MB 128MB
(supplied) (optional) (optional) (optional) (optional)

SUPER FINE 45 s 1 rain 3 rain 6 rain 13 rain

FINE 1 rain 2 rain 5 rain 10 rain 20 rain

STANDARD 2 min 5 min 10 min 20 min 41 min

LIGHTMODE 5 rain 10 rain 20 rain 41 rain 82 rain

The table above shows approximate times of moving pictures you can record on a

"Memory Stick" formatted by your camcorder.
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Recording still images on a "Memory
Stick" - Memory photo recording

You can lecolcl still images oil a "Memoly Stick."

Before operation

Inselt a _'Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY.

(2) Keep pressing PHOTO lightly. The green • mark stops flashing, then lights

up. The brightness of tile linage and the focus are adjusted and fixed while

your camcorder is targeted at the middle of the image. Recording does not

start yet.

(g) Press PHOTO deeper. The image displayed on the LCD screen will be

recorded on a "Memory Stick."

Io
[a] Nun-ll)er of recolcled images

[b] Al?l?loximate number of images can be

recordecl on the '_Memory Stick"

1

0

g
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You can record still images on a "Memory SticR" in the recording standby
mode or while recording on tape in CAMERA mode
Fen the details, see page 47.
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

Tile f_fllowing timctions do not work:

Digital zoom
Super NightShot
Color Slow Shutter
Wide mode

Fader
Picture effect

Digital eftect
Sports lesson of PROGRAM AE (Tile indicator flashes.)
Title

SteadyShot

While you are recording a still image
You cannot turn offthe powel ol pless PHOTO.

When you press PHOTO on the Remote Commander
Yore camcolder immediately records the image that is on the LCD screen when you
pless the button.

When you press PHOTO lightly in step 2

The image momentarily flickels. This is not a malfimction.

Recording data

The recording data (date/time or various settings when recorded) are not displayed
while recording. However, they are recorded automatically onto the "Memory Stick."

To display the recording data, press DATA CODE during playback. You can also use
the Remote Commander fk_rthis operation (p. 43).

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

The angle of view is slightly lalgel compared with the angle of view in CAMERA
nlode.

The number of still images you can record on a "Memory Stick"
It varies arrolding to the image quality mode and the complexity of the subject.
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

You can lecolcl still images continuously. Befbre recording, select one of tile fbur modes

described below in tile menu settings.

NORMAL [a]
Yore camcolclel shoots up to %m still images in 1600x 1200size or 25 still images in
640 × 480 size at about 0.5 sec intervals. ( _ )

HiGH SPEED [a]

Yore camcolclel shoots up to 32 still images in 640 × 480 size at about 0.07 sec intervals.
(_._)

EXPBRKTG(Exposure Bracketing)
You] camco]cle] automatically shoots three images at about 0.,5 sec inte]vals at diffb]ent
exposures. ( BRK)

MULTi SCRN (Multi Screen) [b]
Your camcorder shoots nine still images at about 0.5 sec intervals and displays the

images on a single page divided into nine boxes. Still images are recorded in 640 × 480
size. ( _ )

[a] [b]

0

g
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select STILL SET in [_B in the menu settings, then press

EXEC (p. 181).

(4) Press ,L/T to select BURST, then press EXEC.

(5) Press _/_ to select the desired settings.

(6) Press EXIT to make the menu settings disappear.

(7) Press PHOTO deeper.

2

3,4

]L
MEMORY SET _
STILL SET
_OFF

_ OUAUTY
[]_ IMAGES_ZE HIGH SPEED

__EXP BRKTG

_ MULTISCRN

7

if the "Memory Stick" becomes full
"_ FLTLL" appeals on the LCD scleen, and you cannot record still images on this

"Memory Stick."

The number of still images in continuous shooting

The nul]lbel of still images you c-_li'lshoot continuously V_ll°ies depending on the image

size and the capacity of the "Memory Stick."

During recording still images continuously
The flash cloes not work.

When shooting with the self-timer function or the Remote Commander

Yore camcoKler automatically recoKIs up to the n]axin]un] recordal_le numl_el ofstill

images.

When selecting HiGH SPEED

Flickering o] changes in colol may occm. Also, you] camcolcler plevents focusing on

near objects.

if the remaining capacity of the "Memory Stick" is less than three images
EXP BRKTG does not work. When you pless PHOTO lightly, "_ FULL" appears on
the scFeeIl.
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

The effect of EXP BRKTG

Tile effect ofEXP BRKTG may not be noticeable oil tile LCD screen.
We recommend viewing images oil a TV or computer to realize tile effect.

When selecting NORMAL or HiGH SPEED
Recording continues up to the n_axinmm numbel of still images cluling plessing

PHOTO deeper. Release PHOTO to stop recording.

O

©
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

Tile flash automatically pops up to strobe. Tile default setting is auto (no indicator). To

change tile flash mode, pless _ (flash) repeatedly until tile flash mode indicator

appeals oil tile LCD screen.

(flash)

116

Each press of _ (flash) changes the indicator as follows:

/ /

When you set RED EYE R in _ to ON in the menu settings (p. 178). the indicator

changes as follows:

Forced flash: The flash fires regardless of the surrounding

brightness.

o Auto red eye reduction: The flash fires bef_are recording to reduce the red eye.

o { Forced red eye reduction: The flash fires bef_are recording to reduce red eye

regardless of the surrounding brightness.
_) No flash: The flash does not fire.

The amount of flash is automatically adjusted to the applopriate brightness. You can

also change FLASH LVL to the desiled brighmess in the nlenu settings (p. 178). Try

recolding various images to find the most applopriate setting fin FLASH LVL.

Notes

• The recommended shooting distance using the built in flash is 0.3 m to 2.5 m (31/32

feet to 8 1/3 feet).

• Attaching the lens hood (supplied) or a conversion lens (optional) may block the light

fl'om the flash or cause lens shadow to appear.

• Auto red eye reduction (o) and Forced red eye reduction (o _) may not produce the

desired effect depending on individual differences, the distance to the subject, the

subject not looking at the pre recording flash or other conditions.

• The flash effect cannot be obtained easily when you use ff)rced flash in a bright
location.

• The flash charge lamp flashes while the power fur firing is being charged. After

charging is completed, the flash charge lamp lights up.

• If it is not easy to focus on a subject automatically, fear example, when recording in the

clark, use HOLOGRAM AF (p. 117) or the ff)cal distance inff)rmation (p. 67) fear

fiacusing manually.

if you leave your camcorder for five or more minutes after removing the power

source

You] camro]der returns to tile default setting (auto).



Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

The flash does not fire even if you select AUTO and Auto red-eye reduction (o)
during the following functions:

NigbtShot
Spotlight of PROGRAM AE
Sunset &moon of PROGRAM AE
Landscape of PROGRAM AE
Exposure
Flexible Spot Meter

During recording images continuously
Tile flash does slot work.

Tile HOLOGRAM AF is an auxilial T light source used %r %cusing oil subjects in clark
places.
Set HOLOGRAM F in _ to AUTO in tile menu settings. (The defi_ult setting is AUTO.)
Wfien _ appears oil tile LCD screen in a clark place, press PHOTO lightly. Then tile
auxiliary ligbt \\,ill automatically emit until tile subject is focused.

HOLOGRAM AF emitter --

O

g
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About HOLOGRAM AF
"HOLOGRAM AF (Auto Focus)," an application of laser bolograms is a new AF
optical system that enables still image sbooting in clark places. Having gentler radiation
than conventional fiigb brightness LEDs or lamps, tile system satisfies Laser Class 1 (*)
specification and thus maintains bigber safety for fiuman eyes.
No safety problems will be caused by directly looking into tile HOLOGRAM AF emitter
at a close range. Hox_,ever, it is slot recommended to do so, because you may experience
such effects like several minutes of image residual and dazzling, that you encounter
after looking into a flasbligbt.

* HOLOGRAM AF satisfies Class 1(time base 30 000 seconds), specified in all of JlS
(lapan), IEC (EU),and FDA(US) industry standards.

Complying with these standalds identifies tile lasel product to be safe, smdel a

condition that a fiuman looks at tile laser light either directly or even tfirougb a lens
fbr 30 000 seconds.
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

Notes

• A conversion lens (optional) may obstruct tile HOLOQRAM AF light and make

fi)cusing difficult.
• If enough light does not reach tile subject even if tile HOLOQRAM AF emitter is

emitted 0"ecommended shooting distance is 2.5 m (8 1/3 fbet)), the subject will not be
focused.

• Focusing may be hampered if the light emitted fi'om the HOLOGRAM AF is blocked
by an obstruction.

• Focus is achieved as long as HOLOGRAM AF light reaches to the subject even if its
light is slightly out of the middle position of the subject.

• If HOLOGRAM AF light is dim, it sometimes becomes difficult to focus. If this
happens, wipe the HOLOQRAM AF emitter with a soft. dry cloth.

The HOLOGRAM AF does not emit when:
The POWER switch is set to CAMERA.

NightShot
Flash is set to @ (No flash).
Sunset & moon of PROGRAM AE

Landscape of PROGRAM AE

Focusing manually
Spot Focus
Continuous photo recording
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

The NightFraming enahles you to check a suhject even at night and then record \\,ith

natural colors using tile flash.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY.

(2) Set NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to NIGHTFRAMING.

The _NF and NIGHTFRAMING indicators flash, then _ and i indicators

light up on the LCD screen.

(3) Press PHOTO lightly.

The auxiliary light (HOLOGRAM AF) (p. 117) emits to adjust the fbcus

automatically.

(4) Press PHOTO deeper.

The flash fires, then recording starts.

To cancel NightFraming, set NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to the center

position (green • position).

O
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While using NightFraming, you cannot use the following functions:
White balance
PROGRAM AE

Exposure
Flexible Spot Meter

Spot Focus

Continuous photo recording

While using NightFraming:

Even if FOCUS is set to MANUAL, %cus is automatically adjusted.

Even if HOLOGRAM F is set to OFF in the menu settings, the auxilialy light emits

light.

Even if you set _ No flash, the flash fires.

You see the subject in incorrect colors, but the recorded picture is in natural colors.
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Recording still images on a "Memory Stick"
- Memory photo recording

You can lecolct images oil a "Memory Stick" with tile self timer. You can also use tile

Remote Commander fbl this opelation.

(I)Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

(2)Press FN and go to PAGE2.

(3) Press SELFTIMER.

The xO (selftimer) indicator appears on tile LCD screen.

(4) Press EXIT to nmke PAGE2 disappear.

(5) Press PHOTO deeper.

The sdf timer starts counting down from 10 with a beep sound. In the last two

seconds of the countdown, tile beep sound gets fhster, then recording starts

autonmtically.

PHOTO 5

3
SELF

TIMER

To cancel self-timer recording
Press SELFTIMER in PAGE2 screen so tilat the xO (self timer) indicator disappears from

tile LCD scleen. You cannot cancel self timer recording using tile Remote Conmmnder.

Note

Tile self timer recording mode is automatically canceled when:

Self timer recording is finished.
You turn NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to tile other position while tile serf timer is

counting down.
The POWER switch is turned to tile other position.
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.Recording an image from a tape as a still
image

Your camcorder can read moving picture data fl'om other equipment recorded on a tape
and record it as a still image oil a "Memoly Stick."

Your camcorder can also take in moving picture data fl'om other equipment through the
input connector and record it as a still image on a "Memory Stick."

Before operation
• Insert a reco]ded tape into you] camco]der.

• Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(2) Press _. The picture recorded on the tape is played back.

(3) Keep pressing PHOTO lightly until the picture from the tape freezes.

CAPTURE appears on the LCD screen. Recording does not start yet.

(4) Press PHOTO deeper. The image displayed on the LCD screen will be

recorded on a "Memory Stick." Recording is complete when the bar scroll

indicator disappears.

4

2
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Recording an image from a tape as a still image

Image size of still images
Image size is automatically set to 640 × 480.

When the "Memory Stick" access lamp is lit or flashing
Do not shake ol strike tile unit. As well clo not turn tile powel off, eject a "Memoly

Stick" or take out tile battery pack. Otherwise, tile image data breakdown may occm.

If "Vfl" appears on the LCD screen
The insertecl "Memory Stick" is incompatible with your camcorclel because its flammt

does not conf)arn-i with your camcorder. Check the f_armat of the "Memory Stick."

If you press PHOTO lightly in the playback mode

You1 canlcOlClel _ stops nlonlental°Jly.

Sound recorded on a tape

You cannot record auclio flora a tape.

Titles which have already been recorded on tapes
You cannot record the titles on the "Memoly Stick." The title does not appear while you

are recording a still image with PHOTO.

Recording date/time
The clate/time when it is recorded on a "Memol)z Stick" is recordecl. Various settings

are not recorded. Data codes recorded on a tape cannot be recorded on a "Memoly
Stick ''"

When you press PHOTO on the Remote Commander

You] camco]cler immecliately recorcls the image that is on the LCD screen when you
Dess the button.
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Recording an image from a tape as a still image

Before operation
Set DISPLAY in _ to LCD in the menu settings. (Tile clef_mlt setting is LCD.)

(1) Set tile POWER switch to VCR.
(2) When using the A/V connecting cable, set VIDEOINPUT to the appropriate

position depending on the player. (p. 83)
(3) Play back tile recorded tape oil the VCR, or turn the TV on to see tile desired

program.
The image of the other equipment is displayed on the LCD screen or in the
viewfinder.

(4) At the point where you want to record, follow the steps 3 and 4 on page 121.

Using the A/V connecting cable

VCR

c::d2x : Signal flow

O

g
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If your TV or VCR has an S video jack
Connect using the S video plug to fhithfiflly obtain original pictures. With this
connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V connecting
cable. Connect the Svideo plug to the Svideo jack of the VCR.
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Recording an image from a tape as a still image

Using the i.LINK cable

: Signal flow

i.UNK (MICROMV
interface) interface)

T
i.LINK cable (optional)

Note

When recording from a tape in poor lerording condition, for example, a tape that is

\vorn oHt fl'om repeated dubbing recording is interrupted, or '__ REC ERROR"

appears and recording cannot be carried out. Record distortion flee images.
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Superimposing a still image in a
"Memory Stick" on an image
- MEMORY MIX

You can superimpose a still image you have recorded oil a '_Memory Stick" oil top of

tile moving picture you are recording.

You can record tile superimposed images oil a tape or a "Memory Stick." (However,

you can record only superimposed still images on the "Memory Stick.")

M. CHROM (Memol T chloma key)

You can swap only the blue alea of a still image such as an ilhlstration or a frame with a

moving picture.

M. LUMI (Memoly luminance key)

You can swap the brighter area of a still image (such as a handwritten illustration or a

title) with a moving picture. To use this fimction. \\,e recommend recording a title on a

'_Memory Stick" heft)re a trip or event.

C. CHROM (Camera chroma key)

You can superimpose a moving picture on top of a still image such as an image \\,hich

can be used as background. Shoot the subject against a blue background. Only the blue

area of the moving picture \\,ill be swapped with a still image.

M. OVERLAP* (Memol3_ overlap)

You can fade fl°on-i a still image recolded on a '_Memory Stick" into a moving picture

being recorded with your camcordel.

M. CHROM Still image

Blue

Still image

N_Y

Moving pictme

÷

Moving pictme

÷

0
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C. CHROM Still image Moving pictme

+ ÷

M. OVERLAP*
Blue

Still image Moving picture

÷ ÷

The supelimposed image using Memol_y overlap function can be lecolclecl on tapes

only.
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Superimposing a stir image in a "Memory Stick" on an image
= MEMORY MIX

126

Before operation

• Insert a tape fbr recording into your camcordel.

• Insert a '_lMemory Stick" recolcled with still images into your camcordel.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

(2) Press FN and go to PAGE2.

(3) Press MEM MIX. The last image recorded oil the "Memol T Stick" appears on

the right lower part of the LCD screen.

(4) Press /+ on the right lower corner of the LCD screen to select the still image

which you want to superinlpose.

: To see the previous image
+ : To see the next image

(g) Press a clesired mode. Tile still image is superinlposed on the moving picture.

(6) Press /+ on the left lower corner of the LCD screen to adjust tile effect, then

press _ OK to return to PAGE2.

M. CHROM: Blue chroma key (only blue background portion) to extract a
still image and superimpose it on a moving picture

M. LUMI: Brighmess level used when extracting a still image and
superimposing it on a moving picture

C. CHROM: Blue chroma key (only blue background portion) to extract a
moving picture and superiml)ose it on a still image

M. OVERLAP: No adjllstment necessary

Tile fewer bars there are on the LCD screen, the stronger the effect.

(7) Press EXIT to return to FN.

(8) Press START/STOP to start recording.

3,4
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Superimposing a still image in a "Memory Stick" on an image
= MEMORY MiX

To change the still image to be superimposed
Pless /+ oll the right lower corner before step 6.

To cancel MEMORY MiX

Bless _ OFF in step 3. Tile clisplay returns to PAGE2.

Notes

" YOU cannot use the MEMORY MIX fL/nrtion fL)r I]loviIlg pirtules lerolded on the

"Memory Stick."

• When the overlapping still image has a large amomlt of \\&ite, the thumbnail image of

the picture may not be clear.

• During recording you cannot reselect the mode setting. Press :_D OFF to return to
PAGE2.

image data modified on your computer or shot with other equipment
You may not be able to play modified images bark with your ramrordeL

When you select M. OVERLAP
You cannot change the still image. Press _ OFF to cancel the M. OVERLAP mode. then
select the image again.

0
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Superimposing a stir image in a "Memory Stick" on an image
= MEMORY MiX
m

Before operation
Inselt a lecorded "iMemolT Stick" into your camcordel.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.
(2) Press FN and go to PAGE2.
(3) Press MEM MIX. The image recorded on tile "Memory Stick" appears on the

right corner of the LCD screen.
(4) Press /+ oil the right lower corner of the LCD screen to select the still image

which you want to superimpose.
: To see the previous image

+ : To see the next image
(5) Press a desired mode. The still image is superimposed on the moving picture.
(6) Press /+ on the left lower corner of the LCD screen to adjust the effect, then

press _ OK. The display returns to PAGE2.

M. CHROM: Blue chron]a key (blue background) to extract a still image and
superilnpose it on a moving picture

M. LUMI: Brightness level used when extracting a still image and
superimposing it on a moving picture

C. CHROM: Blue chroma key (blue background) to extract a moving picture
and superimpose it on a still image

The fewer bars there are on the LCD screen, the stronger the effect.

(7)
(8)

Press EXIT to return to FN.

Press PHOTO deeper to start recording.
The image displayed on the LCD screen will be recorded on a "Memory Stick."
Recording is complete when the bar scroll indicator disappears.
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Superimposing a still image in a "Memory Stick" on an image
= MEMORY MiX

2

5

6

To change the stir image to be superimposed
Pless /+ on tile dght lower comer before step 6.

To cancel MEMORY MiX

Pless _:_ OFF in step 3. Tile display returns to PAGE2.

Notes

• You cannot use h/IEMORY MIX fimrtion for moving pictures recorded on the
"Memo W Stick."

• When the overlapping still image has a large amount of white, the thumbnail image of
the picture may not be clear.

• During recording you cannot reselect the mode setting. Press aP OFF to return to
PAGE2.

Image size of still images
Image size is automatically set to 640 x 480.

Image data modified with your computers or shot with other equipment
You may not be able to play them bark with yore ramcolcler.

When recording imageson a "Memory Stick" using MEMORY MIX
The PROGRAM AE does not \york.

The "Memory Stick" supplied with your camcorderstores 20 images:
For M. CHROM: 18 images (such as a fi°ame) 100 0001 to 100 0018
For C. CHROM: two images (such as a background) 100 0019 to 100 0020

Sample images
Sample images stored in the "Memory Stick" supplied with your camcorder are
protected (p. 146).

O
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Recording moving pictures on a "Memory
Stick" - IViPEG MOVIE recording

You can leco]cl moving pictm es with sound oil tile "Memory Stick."

Before operation

Inse]t a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY.

(2) Press START/ST()P. Your camcorder starts recording. The camera recording

lamp located on the front of yore camcorder lights up.

Quality mode Maximum recordabie time

SUPER FINE 45 s

FINE 1 rain 10 s

STANDARD 2 rain 20 s

LIGHTMODE 4 rain 40 s

To stop recording
Press START/STOP.

[a] Recording time indicator can be recorded

on the "Memo1 T Stick."
[b] This indicator is displayed for five seconds

after pressing START/STOP. This
indicator is not recorded.
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Recording moving pictures on a "Memory Stick"
= MPEG MOVIE recording

Note

Sound is recorded in monaural

MPEG MOVIE recorded with your camcorder:
• Is MPEG MOVIE AD

• Cannot be played back on a digital still camera o1"a ramcordel that has no MPEG
MOVIE AD f\mction.

• Cannot be output from the i.LINK (MICROMV Interface).

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

The fffllowing fimctions do not work:

Digital zoom

Super NightShot
Color Slow Shutter

Wide mode

Fader

Picture effect

Digital effect

Sports lesson of PROGRAM AE (The indicator flashes.)
Title

SteadyShot

When using an external flash (optional)

Turn the po\\,er of the external flash off \\,hen recording moving pictures on a "Memoly"
Stick."

Other\\,ise, the charging sound of the flash may be recorded.

Recording date/time
The date/time are not displayed \\,bile recording. However, they are automatically

recorded onto the "Memory Stick." To display the recording date/time, press DATA

CODE during playback. Various settings cannot be recorded. You cai'_ also use the
Remote Commander %r this operation (p. 43).

During recording on a "Memory Stick"
Do not eject the cassette flora yore camcolder. While ejecting the tape, sound is not

recorded on "Men-lol T Stick."

When the POWER switch is set to MEMORY

The angle of view is slightly lalgel compared with the angle of view in CAMERA mode.

O
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Recording moving pictures on a "Memory Stick"
- MPEG MOVIE recording

You can lecolct pictures oil tlle "Memory Stick" with tlle self timer. You carl also use tlle
Remote Commander fbr this operation.

(I)Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.
(2)Press FN and go to PAGE2.
(3) Press SELFTIMER.

Tile _ (self tinmr) indicator appears on tile LCD screen.
(4) Press EXIT to make PAGE2 disappear.
(5) Press START/STOP.

Self timer starts counting down from about 10 with a beep. In tile last two
seconds of tile countdown, tile beep gets I_:_ster,then recording starts
automatically.

STARTISTOP
5

3
SELF

TMER I $

To stop the countdown
Press START/STOP.
To restart tile countdown, press START/STOP again.

To cancel the self-timer recording
Press SELFTIMER in PAGE2 screen so that tile xO (self timer) inclicator disappears on
tile LCD screen. You cannot cancel the self timer recoKling using tile Remote
ComrTlarlder.

Not_

Tile self timer recording mode is automatically canceled when:

Self timer recording is finished.
You mm NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING to tile other position while tile selftimer is

counting down.
Tile POWER switch is turned to the other position.
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Recording. a picture from a tape as a
moving picture

Your camcorder can read moving picture data recorded on a tape and record it as a
moving picture on a "Memor T Stick." Your camcorder carl also take in moving picture

data through tile input connector and record it as a moving picture oil a _'Memor T
Stick."

Before operation

• Insert a recorded tape into your camcorder.
• Insert a '_Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(2) Press [_. The picture recorded on the tape is played back.

(3) Press START/STOP at the scene where you want to start recording from.

Quality mode Maximum recordable time

SUPER FINE 45 s

FINE 1 rain 10 s

STANDARD 2 rain 20 s

LIGHTMODE 4 rain 40 s

[a] Recording time indicator can be recorded
on the '*Memol T Stick."

[b] This indicator is displayed tot five
seconds after pressing START/STOP.
This indicator is not recorded.

To stop recording
Press START/STOP.

Note

Sound r ecol°ded in stereo is ronver ted to monaural sound when reror cling flora a tape.

When the "Memory Stick" access lamp is lit or flashing
Do not shake or strike the unit. As well clo not ttun the power off, eject a "Memory

Stick" or take out the battel°y pack. Othel°wise. the image data bl°eakdown may occur.

Titles which have already been recorded on tapes

You cannot record the titles on the "Memory Stick." The title does not appeal ° while
you are recol°ding a moving picture with START/STOP.

Recording date/time

The date/time when it is recorded on a "Memory Stick" is recorded. Various settings

are not recorded. Data codes recorded on a tape cannot be recorded on a "Memor T
Stick".
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Recording a picture from a tape as a moving picture

Before operation
Set DISPLAY in {_ to LCD in the menu settings. (Tile defauB setting is LCD.)

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.

(2) Wtlen using the A/V connecting cable, set VIDE(-)INPUT to tile appropriate

position depending on tile player. (p. 83)

(3) Play back tile recorded tape on the VCR, or turn the TV on to see tile desired

program.

Tile image of the ottler equipment is displayed on tile LCD screen or in tile
viewfinder.

(4) Press START/STOP at the scene where you want to start recording flom.

Using the A/V connecting cable

Black

Yellow

OUT

@ S VIDEO
lite

_:"_ A/V connecting cable (SUl_plied)
Red

if your TV or VCR has an S video jack

Connect using the S video plug to faithfully obtain original pictures. With this

connection, you do not need to connect the yellow (video) plug of the A/V connecting

cable. Connect the S video plug to the S video jack of the VCR.
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Recording a picture from a tape as a moving picture

Using the i.LINK cable

: Signal flow

i.LiNK (MICROMV
interface) interface)

i.LINK cable (optional)

Note

When recording from a tape in poor ]erording condition, f(3r example, a tape that is

worn out fl'om repeated dubbing recording is interrupted, or "_ REC ERROR"

appears and recording cannot be carried out. Record distortion flee images.

O
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Viewing a still image
- Memory photo playback

You can play back still images recorded on a "Memory Stick." You carl also play back

six images including moving pictures on single screen arranged in the same order as a

"Memory Stick" by selecting the index screen.

Before operation

Insert a "Memory Stick _'into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.

(2) Press PLAY or _ PB. The last recorded image is displayed.

(3) Press /+ to select the desired still image.

: To see the previous image

+ : To see the next image

2
q

or

To stop memory photo playback
Press CAM, VCR on your camcorder or MEMORY PLAY on the Remote Commander.

Note

You may not be able to play back images \\,ith your camcorder:

When playing back image data modified on your computers

When playing back image data shot with other equipment

Playback still images recorded on the "Memory Stick"
Playback images are not output fl°om the i.LINK (MICROMV Interfhce).

File name

• The directory number may not be displayed and only the file name may be displayed

if the structure of the directory does not conf_rm to the DCF standard.

• "_ _ DIRECTORY ERROR" may appear on the LCD screen if the structure of the

directory does not conform to the DCF standard. If this message appears, you can play

back images but cannot record them on the "Memory Stick."

• The file name flashes on the LCD screen if the file is corrupted or the file is
unreadable.
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Viewing a stir image = Memory photo playback

To play back recorded images on a TV screen
• Connect your camcorder to tile TV with tile A/V connecting cable supplied with your

camcorder befl)re the operation.

• When operating memory photo playback oil a TV or oil tile LCD screen, tile image
quality may appear to have deteriorated. This is not a malfunction. Tile image data is

as good as ever.
• Turn tile audio volume of tile TV down before operation, or noise (howling) may be

output fl'om the TV speakers.

Still image
You can select still images also with /+ on PAGE1, PAGE2 or PAGE3.

7

_00 _

k

Image size

Image nmnbel/Total nmnbel of lecolclecl images

-- Print mark

-- Protect

Recolcling clate/time/Valious settings

k When tile POWER switch is set to VCR, VCR is

Data file munber displayed instead of CAM (camela)

O
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When no imagesare recordedon the "Memory Stick"
When you pless MEMORY PLAY on tile Remote Conmlander, "_ NO FILE" appeals.

Recording data
To display tile recording data (date/time or various settings when recorded), press

DATA CODE durii'_g playback. You can also use tile Remote Commander fur this
operation (p. 43).

To make LCDscreen indicators disappear
Pless DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL.
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Viewing a still image = Memory photo playback

You can play back six recolded images at a time. This fimction is especially useful wben

searcbing fur a particular image.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.
(2) In VCR mode. press _ PB.

In MEMORY mode, go to step 3.
(3) Press INDEX to display the index.

A red !_ mark appears above tile image that is displayed befL_re cbanging to the index
screen mode.

• To display the previous six images, press *--.

• To display the following six images, press -_.
You can also use /+ on tbe Remote Commander.

F

I_fl 2 3

4 5 6

1/40 _

_" rllark

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To return to the normal playback screen (single screen)
Press the image you want to display.

Note

When displaying tbe index srleen, the nui_lhel appears above each image. This
indicates the order in which images are recorded on tbe "Memory Stick." These
numbers are diffFrent Dora the data file names (p. 100).

image data modified with your computer or shot with other equipment
These files may not he clisplayed on tbe index screen.
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Viewing a moving picture
= MPEG MOVIE playback

You can play back moving l_ictm es lecolded oil a "Memory Stick." You can also play

back six images including still images in older at a time by selecting tile index screen.

Before operation
Inse]t a "Memoly Stick" into your camcordel.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.

(2) Press PLAY or _ PB. The last recorded image is displayed.

(3) Press /+ to select the desired moving pictures.

: To see the previous picture

+ : To see the next picture

(4) Press MPEG _ Ill to start playback.

(5) Press VOL or VOL+ to adjust the volume.
VOL : To decrease the volume

VOL+ : To increase the volume

When the LCD panel is closed with the LCD screen facing inwards, no sound

is beard flom your camcorder.

2

OF

To pause MPEG MOVIE playback
Pless MPEG 11_ Ill. To resume playback, pless MPEG 11_ Ill again.

To change the screen size
Pless SCRN SIZE. The screen size changes as fffllows:

0
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Notes on the screen size

• The picture may not be displayed at the middle of the LCD screen, depending on the
Illovie.

• Even if you s\x, itch the screen siz€ the picture may not be displayed fifll screen size,

depending on the movie.

Note

You may not be able to play back images with yore camcolder:

When playing back image data n-lodified on yore" computer

When playing back image data shot with other equipment 139



Viewing a moving picture = MPEG MOVIE playback

MPEG MOVIE recordedwith your camcorder:
• Is MPEG MOVIE AD
• Cannot be played back oil a digital still camera or a camcordel that has no MPEG

MOVIE AD f_mction.
• Cannot be output from tile i.LINK (MICROMV Interface).

To play back recorded images on a TV screen
• Connect your camcorder to tile TV with tile A/V connecting cable supplied with your

camcorder before opelation.
• Turn the audio volume of the TV down befL_reoperation, or noise (bowling) may be

output fl'om tbe TV speakers.

Moving picture
You can select moving pictures also with /+ on PAGE1, PAGE2 or PAGE3.

When no images are recorded on the "Memory Stick"
When you press MEMORY PLAY on the Remote Commander, "_ NO FILE" al0peals.

Data file number
o-. Picture numbel/Total numbel of recolcled

{_ _ _ Protect

\ Wben the POWER switch is set to VCR, VCR is

displayed instead of CAM (camera)

pictures

Recording date/time (Various settings are displayed

as .... .)

Recording date/time
To display tbe recording date/time, press DATA CODE during playback. You can also
use tbe Remote Commander f_r this operation (p. 43).

To make screen indicators disappear
Press DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL.
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Copying still images recorded on a
"Memory Stick" to a tape

You can copy still images recorded oil a "Memo1T Stick" and record them to a tape. You
carl also use tile Remote Commander R_rthis operation.

Before operation
• Insert a tape for recording into your camcorcler.
• Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to VCR.
(2) Using the video control buttons, search a point where you want to record the

desired images and stop playback.
(3) Press _ PB. The last recorded image is displayed.
(4) Press /+ to select the desired image.

: To see the previous image
+ : To see the next image

(g) Press FN and go to PAGE3.
(6) Press [E_ REC CTRL, then REC START.

Copying starts.
Press REC PAUSE at the scene where you want to stop recording.

(7) If you have more to copy, repeat steps 4 to 6.

3

6
II 0:00:07

_REC CTRL MEMORYPLAY

0

_7
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To stop copying in the middle
Press [_ on the LCD screen or STOP on the Remote Commander.

To return to FN

Press :_ RET. after step 6, then press EXIT.
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Copying still images recorded on a "Memory Stick" to a tape

To start copying using the Remote Commander
After step 4, press both • REC and tile right button simultaneously to st_ut copying.

Notes

• You cannot copy MPEG MOVIE files to tile tape when "{_ NOT RE(-'" is displayed.
• You cani"_ot copy the ii"<lex screen to the tape.

During copying
You cannot operate the following fimctions:

MEMORY PLAY
MEMORY INDEX
MEMORY DELETE
MEMORY +/
MEMORY MIX

image data modified on your computer or shot with other equipment
You may not be able to copy modified im_ges with your c_uncorder.
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Enlarging still images recorded on a
"Memory Stick" - Memory PB ZOOM

You can enlarge still images recorded on a "Memory Stick." You carl select and view a

desired part fi°om tile enlarged still image. Also, you can copy tile desired part of the

enlarged still image to a "Memory Stick."

Before operation

Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) In the memory playback mode, press FN and go to PAGE2.

(2) Press PB ZOOM. PB ZOOM screen appears.

(3) Press the area that you want to enlarge in the fiame on the PB ZOOM screen.

The area you pressed moves to the center of the LCD screen, and the playback

image is enlarged at twice the size. If you press the other area, the area moves
to the center of the LCD screen.

(4) Adjust the zoom ratio by the zoom lever.

You can select the image from 1.1 times up to five times its size.
"W' side: Decrease the zoom ratio.

"T" side: Increase the zoom ratio.

4
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/00 0003

To cancel the Memory PB ZOOM function
Press _ END.
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Enlarging still images recorded on a "Memory Stick"
= Memory PB ZOOM

images in the Memory PB ZOOM mode
Images are not output through tile i.LINK (MICROMV Interf_ce).

In the Memory PB ZOOM mode
If you pless DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL, tile flame oil tile Memo1T PB ZOOM screen
disappears. You cannot move tile palt you plessed to tile eentel of tile LCD scleen.

Edge of an enlarged image
The edge of an enlarged image cannot be clisplayed in the centel of the LCD scleen.

Moving pictures recorded on the "Memory Stick"
The PB ZOOM fkmction does not work.

To record an image processed by PB ZOOM on the "Memory Stick"
Press PHOTO to record the image processed by PB ZOOM. (Images are recorded at
640 × 480 size.)

When FOCUS is set to ZOOM
You can change the zoom ratio using the zoom ling.
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Playing back images continuously
- SLIDE SHOW

Yore camcoldel can automatically play back images in sequence. This function is

especially useful when checking lecolclecl images or chn ins a presentation.

Before operation
Inse]t a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEM(-)RY.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU, then select SLIDE SHOW in _ in the menu settings (p. 182).

And press EXEC.

(4) Press START. Your camcorder plays back the images recorded on a "Memory

Stick" in sequence.

F_

2,3

÷

ffq

To stop the slide show
Press aP END.

To pause during a slide show
Press PAUSE.

To return to FN
Press aP END,then press EXIT.

To start the slide show from a particular image
Select the desired image using /+ buttons befLre step 4.

To view the recorded images on TV
Connect your camcorder to a TV with the A/V connecting cable supplied with your

camcorder (p. 46) before operation.

if you change the "Memory Stick" during operation
The slide show does not operate. If you change the "Memory Stick," be sure to fffllow

the steps again flora the beginning.

O
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When there are no images on the "Memory Stick"
"_ NO FILE" appears. 145



Preventing accidental erasure
- image protection

To prevent accidental elasure of important images, you can plotect selected images.

Before operation

Inselt a "Menlory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.
(2) In VCR mode. press _ PB.

In MEMORY mode, go to step 3.
(3) Press INDEX to display tile index.
(4) Press o--. MARK. Tile screen to protect the image appears.
(5) Press the image you want to protect. Tile "on" appears above the protected

image.

To return to FN
Pless EXIT.

To cancel image protection

Pless tile image you \v_mt to cancel image protection ill step 5 again. Tile "on"
disappears.

Note

Fom_atting erases all infbunation on tile '_Memory Stick." including tile protected
image data. Check tile contents of the "Memory Stick" before fi_nmatting.

if the write-protect tab on the "Memory Stick" is set to LOCK
You Call]lOt carry out image plotectioi1.
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Deleting images- DELETE

You can delete images Stoled in a "l\4emory Stick." You can delete all images Ol seleetect
images.

Before operation

Inselt a "Memory Stick '' into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.

(2) Press PLAY or _ PB, then press /+ to select the image you want to delete.

(3) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(4) Press DELETE. "DELETE?" appears on tile LCD screen.

(5) Press OI<. The selected image is deleted.

3
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To return to FN

Press EXITafter step 5.

To cancel deleting an image
Press CANCEL in step 5.

Notes

• To delete a protected image, first cancel image protection.
• Once you delete an image, you cannot restore it. Check the images to delete caref\flly

beff_re deleting them.

If the write-protect tab on the "Memory Stick" is set to LOCK
You cannot delete images.
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Deleting images = DELETE

Before operation
Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcolcler.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.

(2) In VCR mode, press _ PB.

In MEMORY mode, go to step 3.

(3) Press INDEX to display the index.

(4) Press DEL, then press the image you want to delete. The number of the

selected image is highlighted.

(5) If there is other image you want to delete, press the image.

(O) After selecting the image to be deleted, press EXEC. "DELETE?" appears on
the LCD screen.

(7) Press OK. The selected images are deleted.

3

4
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To return to FN

Press EXIT after step 7.

To cancel deleting an image

Press CANCEL in step 7.
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Deleting images = DELETE

You can delete all tlle unprotected images in a "Memory Stick."

Before operation
Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set tile POWER switch to MEM(-)RY.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU. then select DELETE ALL in Q in tile menu settings (p. 182).

And press EXEC.

(4) Press _/,L to select OK, then press EXEC.

"OK" changes to "EXECUTE".

(5) Press EXEC.

DELETING appears on the LCD screen. When all the unprotected images are

deleted, COMPLETE is displayed.

O
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To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To cancel deleting all the images
Press _/,_ to select RETURN in step 5. then press EXEC.

While "DELETING" appears

Do not ttun the POWER switch to the other position or press any buttons.
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Writing a print mark = PRINT MARK

You can specit}/tile recorded still image to print out by putting marks. This function is
useti/1 tor printing out still images later.
Your camcorder confiorms with tile DPOF (Digital Print Order Format) standard tot

specit}/ing tile still images to print out.

Before operation
Insert a "Memo1 T Stick" into your camcorder.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY or VCR.
(2) In VCR mode, press _ PB.

In MEMORY mode, go to step 3.
(3) Press INDEX to display the index.
(4) Press 72_" MARK. The screen to write a print mark appears.
(5) Press the image you want to write a print mark. The a:N" appears on the

selected image.

To return to FN
Press EXIT.

To cancel writing print marks
Press the image you want to cancel the plint mark in step 5 again. The ,!2_" disappears.

if the write-protect tab on the "Memory Stick" is set to LOCK
You cannot \\,rite print marks on still in-lages.

Moving pictures
You cannot write print marks on moving pictures.
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= Viewing images Using your Computer =

Viewing images on your computer
= introduction

There ale tile fffllowing ways of connecting your camcorder to a computer in orclel to

view images saved oil a "Memory Stick" or lecolded oil a tape oil yore computer.

To view images on a computer which has a Memo W Stick slot, first lemove the

'_Memory Stick" from your camcordel and then insert it into the computer's Memory
Stick slot.

Tapeimage

Camcorder
Connection

jack

USB jack

i.LINK
(MICROMV
Intelface)

Connection

cable

USB cable
(supplied)

i.LINK cable
(optional)

Computer
environment

requirements

USB connectol,

ecliting softwal e

i.LINK (IEEE
1394), connector

editing softwal e

Reference pages

For
Windows

users

154 156
158 159

164 168

For
Macintosh

users

153

154 157
"Memory USB cable USB connector,

160 172 174
Stick"image USBjack* (supplied) editing so_ware 169 171

* When connecting to a computer without a USBjack
Use an optional floppy disk adaptor for Memoly Sticks or a PC card adaptor fbl

Memory Sticks.
When purchasing an accessory, check its catalog beff_rehand ff_r the recommended

operating environment.

When connecting to a computer, complete installation of the LLINK driver, the

USB driver or the application softwares before connecting your camcorder to
the computer. If you connect your camcorder to your computer first, you will
not be able to install the i.LINK driver or the USB driver correctly.

Fol details about your computer's connectors and editing software, contact the

conlputer nlal)uf_lCtUlel.
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Viewing images on your computer - introduction

"Memory Stick"
• "Memcn T Stick" operations on your camcordel cannot be assured if a "Memcn T Stick"

fiarmatted on your computer is used oil your camcorder, or if the "Memo1 T Stick" in

your camcorder was formatted flora your computer \\,ben the USB cable was
connected.

• Do not compress the data on the "Memory Stick." Compressed files cannot be played

back on your camcorder.

Software

• Depending on yore application soft\\,are, the file size may increase \\,ben you open a

still image file.

• When you load an image modified using retouching software fl'om your computer to

your camcorder or when you directly modify" the image on your camcorder, the image

format will differ so a file error indicator may appear and you may be unable to open
the file.

Communications with your computer
CollllllLInications betx_:eell your calllColdel and yoLIr C'Onlputel nlay not lecovel after

recoveling fl_om Suspend Resume cn Sleep.
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Connecting your camcorder to your
computer using the i.LINK cable (For
Windows users)

You call view or edit tile images recorded on a tape using your computer. You call also
record images edited with tile computer on tile tape.

To view images oil your computer, tile application sof_x_,are MovieShaker Vet.3.1 fbr
MICROMV (supplied) and i.LINK cable (optional) is required.

Computer _ i.LINK connector

i.UNK (MICROMV
interface)

i.LINK cable (optional)

Before installing the i.LINK driver and the application software into your |

1

computer, be sure not to connect your camcorder to the computer. J
Note

To view images on your romputeL you have to install the i.LINK driver and the

application software into your computer. They are included in the supplied application
software MovieShaker Ver.3.1 for MICROMV.

For details on installing and on an i.LINK connection, refer to the operating instructions

supplied _ith MovieShaker Vet.3.1 fur MICROMV.

<
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Recommended Windows environment
OS: Mic]osoft Windows Me, Winclows 2000 Professional

CPU:

Main memoly':

Display:

Hard disk:

Windows XP

Home Edition, Windows XP Professional.

Standard installation is required.

Operation is not assured if the above environment is an upgraded OS.
Pentium lII 600 MHz or fiister (Required)
(Pentium III 800 MHz or fhster (Recommended))

128 MB or larger (Required)
(256 MB or large1 (Recommended))

800 x G00 or larger screen size/1024 × 480 or larger screen size, 16 bit

color or higher
100 MB hard disk space (for installation). ATA66 or higher speed
(required fur capturing an image)

The i.LINK temlinal (IEEEI394) shall be equipped.

Note

Opelations ate not gumanteed fbl all the lerommended computer environments
nlentioned above. 153



Connecting your camcorder to your
computer using the USB cable (For
Windows users)

Complete installation of the USB driver before connecting your camcorder to |
your computer, if you connect your camcorder to your computer first, you will Jnot be able to install the USB driver correctly,

When connecting to a computer via the USBjack
You I_]L/St install a USB driver onto your computer in ordel to connect you] ramroldel

to the computer's USB connector. Tile USB driver can be fk0und oil tile CD ROM

supplied, along \\,ith the application software required ft_r viewing images.

If you connect your camcorder and your computer using the USB cable, you can vie\\,

pictures live fl'om your camcorder and pictures recorded on a tape on your computer

(1JSB Streaming ftnlction).

Furthermore, if you download pictures flora your camcorder to your computer, you can

process or edit them in image processing software and append them to e mail.

You can view images recorded on a "Memory Stick" on your computer.

OS:

Microsoft Windows 98SE, Windows Me, Windo;_,s 2000 Professional, Windows XP
Home Edition or Windows XP Professional

Standard installation is required.

However, operation is not assured if the above environment is an upgraded OS.
You cannot hear sound if your computer is running Windows 98, but you can read still

images.
CPU:

Pentium III 500 MHz or faster (800 MHz or f_lster recon'anei"_ded)

Application:
DirectX 8.0a or later

Sound system:
16 bit stereo sound card and stereo speakers

Memory:
64 MB or more

Hard disk:

Available memoly" lequiled for installation:
at least 200MB

Available hard disc memoly recommended:

at least 1GB (depending on the size of the image files edited)

Display:
4 MB VRAM video card, Minimum 800 × G00 clot High color (16 bit color. 05 000 colors).

Direct Draw display driver capability (At 800 × 600 clot or less, 256 colors and less, this
product will not operate correctly.)
Others:

This product is based on DirertX technology, so it is neressa] T to install DirertX.

The USB connector must be provided as standard.

You cannot use this function in the Macintosh environment.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)
r

Recommended Windows environment

OS:

Microsoft Windox_,s 98, Windo\\,s 98SE, Windows Me, Windows 2000 Professional,
Windows XP Home Edition o1"Windows XP Professional

Standard installation is required.

However, operation is not assured if tile above environment is an upgraded OS.
CPU:
MMX Pentium 200 MHz or fhster

The USB connector must be provided as standard.

Windows Media Player must be installed (to play back moving pictures).

Notes _

• Operations are not guaranteed for the Windows environment ifyou connect two or _<

more USB equipment to a single computer at the same time, or when using a hub. __.

• Some equipment may not operate depencling on the type of USB equil_ment that is n

used simultaneously. _"

• Operations are not guaranteed for all the recommended computer environments ,_
mentionecl above.

• Winclows and Winclows Media are registered trademarks of Micr osof_ C ou_or ation in

the United States and/or other countries. =

• Pentium is trademark or registered trademark of Intel Cou_oration.

• All other product names mentioned herein may be the trademarks or registered
o

trademarks of their respective companies. Furthermore, "TM" and "_(_" are not o
mentionecl in each case in this manual.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

Start the following operation without connecting the USE} cable to

your computer.
Connect the USB cable according to "Making the computer recognize
your camcorder".

If you are using Windows 2000 Professional, log in with permission of administlators.

If you are using Windows XP, log in with permission of compute1 administlators.

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.

(2) Insert the supplied CD ROM in the CD ROM drive of your computer. Tile

application software starts up and the title screen appears.

(3) Move the cursor to "USB Driver" and click. This starts USB driver installation.

(4) Follow tile on-screen messages to install the USB driver.

(5) Remove the CD ROM and then restart the computer, in accordance with the
instructions on the screen.

Notes

" If you connect the USB cable befc)l'e USB driver installation is complete the USB driver

will not he properly registered. Car W out installation again in accordance with tile
steps on page IG1.

• Tile title screen is not displayed if tile screen size of your computer is set to less than

800 × G00 clots and 25(; colors or less. See page 153 about tile recommended computer
environl_lent.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

This fimction enables image data lecolded oil a "Memory Stick" to be automatically

transfelled (copied) to your compute1.

If you are using Windows 2000 Plofessional, log in with l?ermission of administlatols.
If you are using Windows XP, log in with permission of coml_uter administrators.

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.

(2) Insert the supplied CD ROM in the CD ROM drive of your computer. The

application software starts up and the title screen appears.

(3) Move the cursor to "Image Traosfer" and click. This starts Image Transfer
installation.

(4) Follow the on screen messages to install Image Transfer.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

Make sine USB chive1 installation is complete.

You need to install PIXELA ]mageMixer to view images oil your compute1. Install it

fl°om tile CD ROM supplied with yore camcolcler.

To install and use this software in _'inclows 2000 Professional, you nlust be authorizecl

as Power Users ol administrators. For Windows XP, you must be authodzed as
administ] atol s.

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.

(2) Insert the supplied CD ROM into the CD ROM drive of your computer.

The application software starts up and the title screen appears. If the title

screen does not appear, double click "My Computer" and then "hnageMixer'

(CD ROM Drive). The application software screen appears after a while.

(3) Move the cursor to "PIXELA hnageMixer" and click.

The Install Wizard program starts up and the "Select Settings Language"

screen appears.

(4) Select the language %r installation.

(5) Follow the on screen messages.

The installation screen disappears when installation is complete.

(6) If DirectX 8.0a or later is not installed on your computer, continue installation

after installing hnageMixer.

Follow the on screen messages to install DirectX 8.0a. After installation is

complete, restart your computer.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

Viewing images recorded on a tape

(1) Connect tile AC power adaptor to your camcorder. Set tile POWER switch to
VCR.

(2) Select USB STREAM in _ to (-)N in the menu settings (p. 184).
(3) With tile CD ROM inserted, coimect the _"(USB) jack on your camcorder to tile

USB connector on your computer using the supplied USB cable.
Your computer recognizes your camcorder, and the Windows Add Hardware
Wizard starts.

_' ack

USB connectol

USB cable (supl_liecl)

(4) Follow the on screen messages so that the Acid Hardware Wizard recognizes
that the USB drivers have been installed. The Add Hardware Wizard starts
three times because three different USB drivers are installed. Be sure to allow

the installation to complete without interrupting it.

For Windows 2000 Professional, Windows XP users:

(5) After the "Files Needed' screen appears.

Open "Browse..." ---* "My Computer" ---* "ImageMixer" ---* "Sonyhcb.sys",
and click "OK."
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

Viewing images recorded on a "Memory Stick"

(1) Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

(2) Connect the AC power adaptor and set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

(3) Connect tile _' (USB) jack on your camcorder to tile USB connector on your

computer using the supplied USB cable.

USB MODE appears on the LCD screen of your camcorder. Your computer

recognizes your camcorder, and tile Add Hardware Wizard starts.

'_"(USB) jack

USB connectol

USB cable (SUl?plied)

(4) Follow the on screen messages so that the Add Hardware Wizard recognizes

that the USB drivers [lave been installed. Tile Add Hardware Wizard starts

two times because two diflbrent USB drivers are installed. Be sure to allow tile

installation to complete without interrupting it.

You cannot install the USB driver it a "Memory Stick" is not in your camcorder
Be Stlre to insert a "l_'[enlOly Stick" into yOtll ° canlcol°del ° befol°e installing tile USB
dloivelo.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

Tile USB driver has been registered incorrectly as your computer was connected to your
camcordel befble installation of the USB driver was completed. Perfblm tile fbllowing
l_loceclure to correctly install the USB driver.

Viewing images recorded on a tape

Step 1: UninstaR the incorrect USB driver
(_ Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.
(_) Connect the AC power adaptor, and set the POWER switch to VCR.
(_) Connect the USB connector on your computer to the _' (USB) jack on your

camcorder using the USB cable supplied with your camcorder.
(_) Open your COlnputeffs "Device Manager".

Windows XP:

Select "Start" ---+"Control Panel" ---+"System" ---+"Hardware', and click the
"Device kaananer" button, g_

<
If there is no "System" inside "Pick a category" after clicking "Control Panel", g'
click "Switch to classic view" instead. -_.
Windows 2000 Professional: _a

g
Select "My Computer" --+ "Control Panel" --+ "System" --+ "Hardware" tab, ,_
and click the "Device Manager" button.
Windows 98SE/Windows Me:
Select "My Computer" ---+"Control Panel" ---+"System", and click "Device
Manager".

¢3
0(_) Select and delete the underlined devices below.

CDROI4

_ Keyboald
:) Mouse

N_twolk adaptel_

Windows 98SE Windows Me
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

÷z_ p
_:_ Dis_ drives

_ Floppyd_skcontlollers

_ Floppydiskdrives

_ [DE ATAIATAPl contr_lers

_ Keg/boards

Windows 2000 Professional

Fjle AJLi_ _ew H_p

_ Di_k drive_

_ Floppy disk controllers

I _ FloppY/disk drives

!I _ IDE ATA/ATAPI controlle_

ii _ Key_ards

i!_Proce_sors

Legacy Video Capture Devices

MeSa Con ol Devices

! _ MPU=401 Compatible MID1 Device

_J _>_ System devices

:J _ Universal Serial Bus controllers

i e_ Intel(r) 8280IBA!BAM USB Univer_J Host Controlrer 2444

Windows XP

@ Turn the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF on your camcorder, and then

disconnect the USB cable.

@ Restart your computer.

Step 2: Install the USB driver on the supplied CD-ROM
Pel°forn-i the entil°e l_roceclure clescl°ibecl in "Installing the USB cldver" on pa_e 156.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Windows users)

Viewing images recorded on a "Memory Stick"

Step1: Uninstall the incorrect USB driver
@ Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.
@ Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder.

@ Connect the AC power adaptor, and set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

@ Connect the USB connector on your computer to the t_ (USB) jack on your

camcorder using the USB cable supplied with your camcorder.

@ Open your computer's "Device Manager".

®

®

®

Windows 2000 Professional:

Select "My Computer" _ "Control Panel" _ "System" _ "Hardware", and

click the "Device Manager" button.
Other OS:

Select "My Computer" _ "Control Panel" _ "System", and click "Device

Manager".
Select "Other devices".

Select the device prefixed with the "?' mark and delete.

Ex: (?)Sony Handycam

Turn the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF on your camcorder, and then
disconnect the USB cable.

Restart your computer.

Step2: Install the USB driver on the supplied CD-ROM
Perfkarm the entire l_roceclure described in "Installing the USB driver" on page 15G.
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Viewing images recorded on a tape on
your computer
= USB Streamin (For Windows users)

You need to install the LTSB driver and PIXELA ImageMixel to view images lecolclecl

on a tape on yore compute1 (p. 156 158).

Viewing images recorded on a tape

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.

(2) Connect the AC power adaptor, and insert a cassette into your camcorder.

(3) Set the POWER switch to VCR on your camcorder.

Select USB STREAM in [] to ON in the menu settings (p. 184).

(4) Select "Start" _ "Programs' _ "PIXELA" _ "hnageMixer" _ "PIXELA

ImageMixer VeIL 1.0 fear Sony".

The "PIXELA ImageMixer Ver.l.0 fbr Sony" startup screen appears on your

computer.

The title screen appears.

(5) Click _ on the screen.
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Viewing images recorded on a tape on your computer
= USB Streaming (For Windows users)

(6) Click @.

P1 eview window

(7) Connect tile _ (USB) jack on your camcorder to the USB connector on your

computer using the supplied USB cable.

ack

l JSB connector

USB cable (SUl?plied)

tg_

g
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(8) Press _ on tile LCD screen to start playback.

Tile picture from tile tape appears on preview window on your computer.

Viewing pictures live from your camcorder

(1) Follow the steps 1, 2 on page 164.

(2) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA.

Select USB STREAM in _ to ON in the menu settings (p. 184).

(3) Follow the steps 4 to 7 on pages 164, 165.

The picture floin your camcorder appears on the preview window on your

computer.
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Viewing images recorded on a tape on your computer
= USB Streaming (For Windows users)

Capturing still images

Pleview window Tlmml)nail list window

(1)Click
(2) Looking at the preview window, move the cursor to (_) and click it at the

point you want to capture.

The still image on the screen is captured.

Captured images are displayed in the thumbnail list window.

Capturing moving pictures

Preview window Thumbnail list window

(1) Click_.

(2) Looking at tile preview window, click _O')_ at tile first scene of the movie you
S \ -

want to captuce _\O changes to \I

(3) Looking at the preview window, click \ 19 at the last scene you want to
capture.

Tile moving picture is captured. Tile captured images appear in the thumbnail
list window.
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Viewing images recorded on a tape on your computer
= USB Streaming (For Windows users)

Notes
• When you view in-lages on your computer with tile USB connection, tile fbllowing

may occur. This is not a mall\ruction.
The image shakes up and down.
Some images are not displayed correctly due to noise, etc.
Images of diffbrent color systems to that of your camcorder are not displayed
correctly.

• When your camcorder is ill tile standby mode with a cassette inserted, it turns off
automatically after five minutes.

• We recommend setting DEMO MODE to OFF in tile menu settings when your
camcorder is in tile standby mode. and no cassette is inserted.

• Indicators in your camcorder LCD screen do not appear on images that are captured
iiltOyour computer.

• If you capture a f_st moving picture, tile preview window may not move smoothly.
You can make tile picture move more smoothly by shifiing tile slider on tile bottom of
tile previex\, \\,iildo\v to tile left. although this reduces tile picture quality.

If image data cannot be transferred by the USBconnection
Tile USB driver h_s been registered incorrectly as your computer \\,as connected to your
camcorder before installation of tile l JSB driver was completed. Reinstall tile USB driver
following tile procedure on page 161.

If any trouble occurs
Close all running applications, then restart you] computer.

Carry out the following operations after quitting the application:
Disconnect tile USB cable.
Change tile POWER switch to tile other position or set tile POWER switch to (CHG)
OFF on your camcorder.

When operating the following functions, they do not function for the image to be
output, or the image cannot be output

Super NightShot
Color Slow Shutter
Digital effbct
PB ZOOM
MEMORY MIX

g
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Viewing images recorded on a tape on your computer
= USB Streaming (For Windows users)
m

A "PIXELA ImageMixer Ver.l.O %r Sony" oil line help site is available where you can

find tile detailed opelating method of "PIXELA hnageMixer Vel.l.O f}_l Sony".

(1) Click (_ located in the upper right corner of the screen.

The hnageMixer's Manual screen appears.

(2) You can find the information you need from the list of contents.

To close ondine help
Click @ at the top light of the sc]een.

If you have any questions about "PIXELA IrnageMixer Ver.l.0 for Sony"
"ImageMixer Ver. l.O ff_r Sony" is a trademark of PIXELA corporation. For more
inff_rmation, refer to the operating instructions of the CD ROM supplied _ith your
camcorder.

Communications with your computer

CoIlll]lLlIlic_ltions be[_veell yOUF cal]l(Ol_del _lnd yOLIF (o1]llDU[el _ 1lilly not l_e(ovel _lftel _

recoveling flora Suspend, Resume, ol Sleep.
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Viewing images recorded on a "Memory
Stick" on your computer (For Windows
users)

The image data recorded oil a "Memoly Stick" is automatically transf_n_ed (copied) to

your computer with Image Transfer. You can view images with PIXELA ImageMixer.

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.

(2) Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder, and connect the AC poweF

adaptor to you camcorder.

(3) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

(4) Connect the _,: (USB) jack on your camcorder to the USB connector on your

computer using the supplied USB cable.

(g) Image Transfer automatically starts up and the transfi_r of image data begins.

(6) ImageMixeF automatically staFts up, enabling you to view the copied image.

Cal_ttu e button

g

¢¢1

0

0
0

"0

(7) Select an album and the image, then press the capture button. The image is

added in your album, and you can edit the image.
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Viewing images recorded on a "Memory Stick" on your computer
(For Windows users)

Before operation

An application such as Windows Media Player must be installed to play back moving

pictures in _'inclows envilonment.

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Windows to load.

(2) Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder, and connect the AC power

adaptor to your camcorder.

(3) Set tile POWER switch to MEMORY.

(4) Connect the _ (USB) jack on your camcorder to the USB connector on your

computer using tile supplied USB cable.

USB MODE appears on the LCD screen of your camcorder.

(USB) jack

USB connector

USB cable (supplied)

(5) (-)pen "My Computer" on Windows and double click the newly recognized
drive (Example: "Removable Disk (E:)').
The folders inside tile "Memory Stick" are displayed.

(6) Select and double click the desired image file fiom the folcler.
For tile detailed fi)lder and file name, see "Image file storage destinations and
image files."

Desired tile type DouNe-cliek in this order

Still image/Moving pictu]e" "DCIM" f_Hclel° -+ "100MSDCF" fffldel° -+ Image file

* Copying a file to tile hind disk of your computel °befbl°e viewing it is l°ecommended. If
you play back tile file dilectly flora tile _'Memory Stick," tile image and sound may
break off.
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Viewing images recorded on a "Memory Stick" on your computer
(For Windows users)

Image files recorded with your camcor clef are grouped in fblders by recording mode.

The meanings of the file names are as fb]]ows. E3E3E3E3stands fbr any numbel °witfiin

the range fi_om 0001 to 9999.

For Windows Me users
(The drive recognizing your camcorder is [E:].)

_ Desktop
[+] _ My Documents

!,_j_ Local Disk [C:I

:+)_ Compacl Disc [D:I

:zl/_ Removable Disk {E:/
_/_J DCIM

_Z_100MSDCF-- Folder containing still image and moving picture data

Folder File Meaning

DSCODDDD.JPG Still image file
100MSDCF

MOVI E3E3E3E3.MPG Moving picture file

- For Windows 2000 Professional, Windows Me, Windows XP users

(1) Move the cursor to the "Unplug or Eject Hardware" icon Oil the Task Tray and
click to cancel the applicable drive.

(2) After the "Safe to remove" message appears, disconnect the USB cable and
remove the "Memory Stick" or set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF.

g

c

O

O
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Connecting your camcorder to your
computer using the USB cable (For
Macintosh users)

When connecting to a computer via the USBjack
You I_lt/st ingtaJ[ a USB driver onto your computer in ordel to connect yore camccndel

to the computer's USB connector. The USB driver can be f_aund oil tile CD ROM
supplied, along _ith the application software required fur viewing images.

Mac OS 8.5.1/8.6/9.0/9.1/9.2 or Mac OS X (vl0.0/vl0.1) standard installation is

required.

However, note that the update to Mac OS 9.0/9.1 should be used fkorthe following
models.

• iMac with the Mac OS 8.6 standard installation and a slot loading type CD ROM drive
• iBook or Power Mac G4 with the Mac OS 8.6 standard installation

The USB connector must be plovicled as standard.

QuickTime 3.0 or newer must be installed (to play back moving pictmes).

Notes

Operations are not guaranteed for the Macintosh environment if you connect tx_,o or
more USB equipment to a single computer at the same time, or when using a hub.

• Some equipment may not operate depending on the type of USB equipment that is
used simultaneously.

• Operations are not guaranteed for all the recommended computer environments
mentioned above.

• Macintosh and Mac OS, QuickTime are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
• All other product names mentioned herein may be the trademarks or registered

trademarks of their respective companies. Furthermore. "TM" and ''(_)'' are not
mentioned in each case in this manual.
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Connecting your camcorder to your computer using the USB cable
(For Macintosh users)

I o not connect the USB cane to your computer before instaRation of the USBdriver is completed.

For Mac OS 8.5.1/8.6/9.0 users

(1) Turn on your computer and allow the Mac ©S to load.

(2) Insert the supplied CD R©M in the CD ROM drive of your computer.

The application software screen appears.

]

(3) Click tile "USB Driver" to open tile folder containing the six files related to
"Driver."

!_!!_i!_!_!_!_!_!_!_!_!_!_!_!_!_J_!_;!_;_i_ii!_;!_!_!_;_!_;_i_i_i_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_ii_iii_ii_ii_i_i_i_i!i!i!i!i!i_!ii!i!ii!!_!_!_i_i!_!_i!_!!i!i_i_i!i!i__i!iil;)iiii_i_i!iii_i_i!ii,li!ii_!ii_i_i_i__:iiiiilililili!i!i!!ii{_iiiiii_ii_i!;!i_#_!i_i_!#_!_;i_i_i!i!_ii_i_;_#ii_i_;_!_i!i_i_!i_!i_!_i_i!_!_:!_:!_:!!!i!ii!iii_iiii_i_iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_i_i_i_i_i!;!i_i_i!__i!_i_ii!i_!_ii!_ii

$ au C_rr¢ol ge_ USr_O_i,_r $_g _ SNm ?_0ngg'er_her _l USB Dr_ver

Sor_ card,terser UgBShim _0_g US_ r_rfver S0r#__:<_t,er _1US8 SNm

g

1¢a

o
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o
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(4) Select the fiAlowing two files, and drag and drop them into the System Folder.
• Sony Camcorder USB Driver
• Sony Camcorde_ USB Shim

(g) When the message appears, click "(-)K."
The USB driver is installed on your COlnputer.

(6) Remove the CD ROM froln the computer.
(7) Restart your computer.

For Mac OS 9.1/9.2/Mac OS X (vl0.0/vl0A)

The USB driver need not be installed. You] camcorder is automatically recognized as a

drive just by connecting your Mac using the USB cable.
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Viewing images recorded on a "Memory
Stick" on your computer (For Macintosh
users)

Before operation
You need to install the USB driver to view the "Memo17 Stick" images oil your

computer (p. 156).

QuickTime 3.0 o1"newer must be installed to play back moving pictures.

(1) Turn on your computer and allow Mac OS to load.

(2) Insert a "Memory Stick" into your camcorder, and connect the AC power

adaptor to your camcorder.

(3) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY.

(4) Connect the _" (USB) jack on your camcorder to the USB connector on your

computer using the supplied USB cable.

USB MODE appears on the LCD screen of your camcorder.

(g) Double click the "Memory Stick" icon on the desktop.

The folders inside the "Memory Stick" are displayed.

(6) Select and double click the desired image file flom the folder.

Desired file type ] Double-click in this order
Still image/Moving picture _ _"DCIM" ffHcler --_ "100MSDCF" fblclel --_ Image file

* Copying a file to the hind disk of your computer before viewing it is recommended. If

you play back the file directly flora the "Memo W Stick," tim image and sound may
break of£

(1) Close all running applications.
Make sure that tile "Memory Stick" access lamp of your camcorder is not lit.

(2) Drag the "Memory Stick" icon into the "Trash". Alternatively, select the
"Memory Stick" icon by clicking on it, and then select "Eject disk" from the
"Special" menu at tile top left of tile screen.

(3) Disconnect the USB cable and remove the "Memory Stick" or set tile POWER
switch to (CHG) OFF.

For Mac OS X (vl0.0) users
Shut down your computer, then disconnect the USB cable and lemove the "Memory
Stick" or set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF.
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-- Using the Network function --

Accessing the network

- DCR-IP220 only
You can access tile lntemet using a Bluetooth equipped device that is complied to your

camcorder. Once tile access is made, you carl vie_\, a Web page, send/receive your

e mail. etc. This section describes only how to open tile Network Menu.

(1) Set the POWER switch to MEMORY/NETWORK.

(2) Press NETWORK.

Network Menu appears.

For tile details, refer to tile Network Function Operating Insn uctions supplied with

yol/r carllcor der.

(Bluetooth) lamp

NETWORK

On trademarks

• Tile Bluetooth trademarks are owned by their proprietor and used by Sony

Corporation under license.

• All other product names mentioned herein may be tile trademarks or registered

trademarks of their respective companies. Furthermore "TM _' and "®" are not

mentioned in each case in this manual.

About _ (Bluetooth) lamp

The bhle lamp lights up when your camcor tier is exchanging data \vith a device which
has Bluetooth fimction.

Notes

• Make sure that your camcorder is in tile standby mode with tile POWER switch set to
MEMORY/NETWORK.

• Do not remove tile power source while operating tile net\\,ork functions or your

NETWORK mode settings may be erased. Also, close NETWORK mode befL_re you

mrn tile POWER switch to (CHG) OFF or change tile mode.

¢¢a

z

O

O
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Accessing the network

When operating tile network functions, put your camcorder in a stable place and adjust

tile LCD panel to tile best viewing angle.
Tile operation buttons needed in NETWORK mode are displayed on tile LCD screen.

Press tile buttons with tile supplied stylus.

After using the stylus
Put it bark in the bolder on the grip belt. Insert it until it clicks as shown below.

Note

While opelating the netwolk f_mrtions

Press the buttons lightly \\,ith your finger or the supplied styh/s supporting the back
of the LCD panel.

Do not cover the part sho\\,n in the illustration or radio \\,ayes may be blocked.
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-- Customizing Your Camcorder --

Changing the menu settings

To change the mode settings in the menu settings, press _/_ to select tile menu items.

Tile default settings can be partially changed. First, select the icon then the menu item
and the mode.

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA, MEMORY/NETWORK (DCR IP220

only), MEMORY (DCR IP210 only) or VCR.

(2) Press FN to display PAGE1.

(3) Press MENU to display the menu.

(4) Press _./_ to select a desired icon, then press EXEC.

(g) Press _/_ to select a desired item, then press EXEC.

(6) Press _/_ to select a desired setting, then press EXEC.

(7) Repeat steps from 4 to 6 if you want to change other items. Press _ RET. to

return to step 4.

For details, see "Selecting the mode setting of each item" (p. 178).

2,3

÷

CAMERA ]
MANUAL SET

FLASH LVL
WHT BAL
SHARPNESS
AUTO SHTR

VCR

MANUAL SET

_ p EFFECT

_F

L [::::::E3_ _

[ MEMORY/NETWORK*

MANUAL SET
_* PROGRAM AE

RED EYE R
FCASH LV

: WHT BAL
< SHARPNESS

L [::::::Z_ _

F-V-nr--m © F aq

4
AREA SET
DST SET

_ BEEP

O'_ COM _ANOER
i_ D_SPLAY

REC LAMP

[ZZEEZZ3_

5
I OTHERS _l

_r_ AREA SET

DST SET
_ BEEP

_!'!ICOMMANOERN oN I

i i D_HLAY OFF

[ZZ1 [ZZ1 _ _
_ REC LAMP

6
OTHERS _l

AREA SET I

DST SET II_ BEEP

_!_ _ OFF

• REC LAMP

[ZZ1[ZZ1_

O

-<
O

O

3.

* Only the DCR IP220 has NETWORK mode. 17 7



Changing the menu settings

To return to FN
P]ess EXIT.

Menu items are displayed as the Following icons:
MANUAL SET
CAMERA SET

{_ VCR SET
LCD/VF SET

MEMORY SET
[] CM SET

D TAPE SET
SETUP MENU

OTHERS

Menu items cliffbr clepencling on tile position of tile POWER switch.

Tile LCD screen shows only tile items you call operate at tile moment.

POWER

Icon/item Mode Meaning switch

[_ MANUAL SET

PROGRAM AE To suit your spe(ific shooting lequirement CAMERA

(p. 62) MEMORY

P EFFECT To add special effects like those in films or on CAMERA

the TV to images (p. 58, 70) VCR

RED EYE R @ OFF Red eye reduction does not function. CAMERA

ON Pl_eliminary flash befo]e reco]ding prevents led MEMORY

eye.

HIGH To make the flash level higher than nolmal. CAMERA

@ NORMAL To use tile no]_mal setting. MEMORY

LOW To make the flash level lower than normal.

To adjust the white balance (p. 52)

FLASH LVL

WHT BAL CAMERA

MEMORY

SHARPNESS To adjust tile sharpness of the image outline CAMERA

with "_/_. MEMORY

A
soften image sharpen image

AUTO SHTR @ ON To automatically activate the electl onic shuttei CAMERA

when shooting in bright conditions

OFF To not automatically activate the electronic

shutter even when shooting in bright conditions

FLASH LVL

You cannot adjust FLASH LVL if the extelnal flash (optional) is not conq_atible with the
flash level.
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Changing the menu settings

POWER

Mode Meaning switchIcon/Rein

CAMERA SET

D ZOOM

EXPANDED F

16:gWIDE

STEADYSHOT

@ OFF

20;<

120×

OOFF

ON

• OFF

ON

• ON

OFF

HOLOGRAM F • AUTO

OFF

N.S. LIGHT • ON

OFF

To deactivate the digital zoom. Up to 10x zoom CAMERA
is carried out.

To activate tile digital zoom. More than 10× to

20x zoom is perfbnTled digitally (p. 33).

To activate tile digital zoom. More than 10× to

120;< zoom is performed digitally (p. 33).

Not to activate the expanded focus MEMORY

While fbcusing manually, the center of tile

screen is displayed at twice the size.

Not to record a 16:9 wide picture CAMERA

To _ecord a 16:9 wide pictln e (p. 54)

To compensate for camera shake CAMERA

To cancel tile SteadyShot. Natural pictures are

produced when shooting a stationary subject

with a tripod.

Tile HOLOGRAM AF emits when fbcusing on MEMORY

subjects is difficult in clark places (p. 117).

The HOLOGRAM AF does not emit.

To use the NightShot Light fmlction (p. 38) CAMERA

To cancel the NightShot Light fmlction MEMORY

Notes on the SteadyShot
*Tile SteadyShot may not correct excessive camera shake. Even if STEADYSHOT is set

to (-)N.

, Attachment of a conversion lens (optional) may influence tile SteadyShot.

If you cancel the SteadyShot

Tile SteadyShot off indicator °@; appears. Your camcorder prevents excessive

compensation fbr camera shake.

(continued on tile fbllo\\dng page)
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Changing the menu settings

POWER

Mode Meaning switchIcon/Rein

[] VCR SET

VIDEOINPUT @ VIDEO To use the video pluo of the A/V COI]T]e(ILll]g VCR

cable when recording flora a player

S VIDEO To use the S video plug of the A/V connecting

cable x_hen recording florrl a player

LCD/VF SET

LCD B.L. • BRT NORMAL To set the brightness on the LCD screen nolmal CAMERA

BRIGHT To blighten the LCD screen MEMORY
VCR

LeD COLOR

VF B.L.

To adjust the color on the LCD screen with /+ CAMERA
MEMORY

VCR
A

low intensity _ high intensity

• BRT NORMAL To set the brightness on the viev_fit'<lel screen to CAMERA
nornlal MEMORY

BRIGHT To brighten the viev_,findel _ screen VCR

LCDB.L and VF B.L

• When you select BRIGHT, battel y life is reduced by about I0 percent during
recording.

• When you use powel supplies other than the battery pack. BRIGHT is automatically
selected.

Even if you adjust LCD B,L,, LCD COLOR and/or VF B,L
The ]ecorded picture will not be affected.
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Changing the menu settings

POWER

Mode Meaning switchIcon/item

[] MEMORY SET

ST&L SET

BURST • OFF Not to record continuously MEMORY

NORMAL To record flora flour to 25 images continuously

(p. 113)

HIGH SPEED To record up to 32 images continuously fast

EXP BRKTG To _ecord three images continuously with

diffe[ent exposure

MULTI SCRN To_ecord nineimages continuously

QUALITY @ SUPER FINE To record still images in the finest image quality

mode (p. 105)

FINE To _ecord still images in the fine image quality
mode

STANDARD To record still images in the standard image

quality mode

IMAGESIZE • 1600 × 1200 To record still images at 1600 × 1200 size (p. 109)

640 × 480 To [ecord still images at 640 × 480 size

MOVIE SET

MOVIEMODE @ SUPER FINE

FINE

STANDARD

LIGHTMODE

REMAIN @ AUTO

ON

To _ecord moving pictu[es with super fine

image quality (p, 107)

To record moving pictures with fine image

quality

To _ecord moving pictxn es with standard image

quality

To record moving pictures to be used as an
e mail attachment

To display the remaining capacity of the

"Memory Stick" in the flAlowing cases:

o For five seconds after inserting a "Memory

Stick" into you_ camco_der

o When the capacity of the "Memory Stick" is
less than one minute after the POWER switch

is set to MEMORY

o For five seconds after completing recording

To always display the remaining capacity of the

"Memory Stick"

MEMORY
VCR

MEMORY

MEMORY
VCR

MEMORY
VCR

If you select QUALITY
The number of images you can shoot in the currently selected image quality appears on
the LCD screen.

(continued on the following page)
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Changing the menu settings

POWER

Icon/item Mode Meaning switch

{_ MEMORY SET

SLIDE SHOW To play bad< images in a continuous loop MEMORY

(p. 145)

FiLE NO. • SERIES To assign numbers to file in sequence even if tile MEMORY
VCR

RESET

• RETURN

OK

"Memory Stick" is changed

To reset tile file numbering each time tile

"Memory Stick" is changed

DELETE ALL To delete all tile unprotected images (p. 149) MEMORY

FORMAT To cancel formatting MEMORY

To format an inselted "Memoly Stick"
Formatting erases all infolmation on tile

"Memory Stick"

1, Press _/_ to select FORMAT then press EXEC.

2. Press _/'_ to select OK, then press EXEC.
3. After "EXECUTE" appears, press EXEC.

"FORMATTING" flashes during fbrmatting,

"COMPLETE" appears when fbrmatting is
finished.

Notes on formatting

• Tile "Memory Stick" supplied with your camcorder has been formatted at factory.

Formatting with your camcorder is not required.

• Do not do any of tile %l]ox_dng \\.bile FORMATTING is displayed:

Ttrrn tile POWER switch to tile other position

Operate buttons

Eject tile "Memor)_ Stick"

• You cannot fomlat tile "Memory/ Stick" if tile write protect tab on tile "Memory Stick"
is set to LOCK.

• Format tile "Memory Stick" \\dth your camcorder if ",_9 FORMAT ERROR"appears.

• Tile original sample images recorded on tile supplied "Memory Stick" will be erased.

• Formatting erases protected image data on tile "Memory Stick."
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Changing the menu settings

POWER

Icon/item Mode Meaning switch

CMSET
TITLEERASE To erase tile title you have supe]imposed (p. 93) CAMERA

VCR

TITLE DSPL • ON To display the title you have superimposed VCR

OFF Not to display tile title

TAPE TITLE To label a cassette (p, 98)

ERASE ALL

CAMERA
VCR

To erase all tile data in cassette meTnory (p, 99) CAMERA
VCR

g217[NFODSPL • ON To display the cassette infbrmation of the tape CAMERA
This is displayed riot five seconds iT]the VCR
fbllowing cases (p. 97):

, When insetting a cassette iT]CAMERA mode
. When setting the POWER s_qtch to VCR

OFF To not display tile cassette infbm]ation of the

tape.

D TAPE SET

REMAIN • AUTO To display the remaining tape bar: CAMERA

. For about eight seconds after a cassette is VCR

inserted and you] camco]de] calculates the

remail]in_ alllOUl]t of tape
° For about eight seconds after the playback

button [_ is pressed in VCR mode

° For about eight seconds after DISPLAY/

TOUCH PANEL is pressed to display the
screen indicators

To ahvays display tile Teinaining tape indicator.ON

(continued on the %l]owing page)
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Changing the menu settings

POWER

Mode Meaning switchIcon/item

SETUP MENU

CLOCK SET To set the date or time (p. 22).

USB STREAM • OFF

ON

LANGUAGE • ENGLISH

DEMO MODE

FRANCAIS

ESPAIX!OL

PORTUGUI_S

_o_
• ON

OFF

CAMERA
MEMORY

CAMERA
VCR

To deactivate the USB Streaming function.

To activate the USB Streaming flmction (p. 164).

To display the fbllowing information indicators CAMERA

in English: rrun, STBY, REC, CAPTURE, VOL, MEMORY
END SCH and START VCR

To display the information indicators in French

To display the information indicators in Spanish

To display the information indicators in

Pom/guese

To display the infkgimation indicators in Chinese

To display the infbrmation indicators in Korean

To make the demonstration appear CAMERA

To cancel the demonstration mode

Notes on DEMO MODE

• You cannot select DEMO MODE when a cassette or the "Memo1 y Stick" is inserted in

yOUr cal_'lcorder.

• When using the NightShot, the "NIGHTSHOT" indicator appears on the LED screen

and you cannot select DEMO MODE in the menu settings.

• If you press the touch panel during the demonstration, the demonstration stops fbr a

while, then it starts again after about 10 minutes.

• DEMO MODE is set to STBY (Standby) at the default setting and the demonstration

starts about 10 minutes after you have set the POWER switch to CAMERA without a
cassette inserted.

To cancel the demonstration, insert a cassette, set the POWER switch to other than

CAMERA, or set DEMO MODE to OFF. To set to STBY (Standby) again, leave DEMO

MODE at ON in the menu settings, turn the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF, and return
the POWER switch to CAMERA.
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Changing the menu settings

POWER
Mode Meaning switchIcon/item

[] OTHERS

DATA CODE

(On the Remote

Commander)

AREA SET

DST SET*

BEEP

COMMANDER

DISPLAY

REC LAMP

@ DATE/CAM

DATE

• OFF

ON

When you press DATA CODE on tile Remote MEMORY
E;ommandel, the date, tittle arm vail@us settings VCR
ate displayed during playback (p. 43).

The date and tittle ate displayed dtaing
playback.

To set yotu alea tempo1 arily when using your CAMERA
camE@taler in a new location (p. 24) MEMORY

To be used when your area is not in daylight CAMERA
saving time MEMORY

To be used when your area is in daylight saving
tittle

@MELODY

NORMAL

OFF

@ON

OFF

To output the melody when you start/stop CAMERA
recol ding ol when an unusual condition @CEreS MEMORY
on youl camcoldet VCR

To output the beep instead of tile melody

To cancel melody attct the beep sound

To activate the Remote Commander supplied CAMERA

with your camcordel MEMORY

To deactivate the Remote Commandel to avoid VCR

remote control misopel ation caused by othel
VE;R's _emote connol

@ LED To show the display on the LCD screen at'<t CAMERA
viewfinder MEMORY

VCR
V OUT/LED To show the display on the T\, screen, LED

screen and viewfinder

@ON

OFF

To light up the camera recording lamp at tile
flont of your camcorder

To mm the came_ a _ecot ding lamp ofl so that
the subject is not aware of recording

CAMERA
MEMORY

5
O
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Instead of [)ST, SUMMERTIME is displayed on the screen fbt some models.

Note

If you press DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL with DISPLAY set to V OUT/LCD in the menu

settings, the picture from a TV or VCR will not appear on the LCD screen even when

your camcot tier is connected to the output jacks on the TV or VCR.

When recording a close subject
When REC LAMP is set to ON, the red camera recording lamp on the front of your

camcorder may reflect on the subject if it is close. In this case, we recommend you set
REC LAMP to OFF.

In more than five minutes after removing the power source
The PROGRAM AE, FLASH LVL. WHT BAL and COMMANDER items return to their

defimlt settings.
Other menu items ate held in nlemory even when the batter T is taken out.
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-- Troubleshooting --

Types of trouble and how to correct
trouble

If you run into any problem using your camcorder, use tile following table to

troubleshoot tile problem. If tile problem persists, disconnect tile power source and

contact your Sony dealer. If "C:K]K1:K]K1" appears oil tile LCD screen, tile sel4 diagnosis

display function has activated. See page 192.

Symptom

START/STOP does not operate.

The power goes off.

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

• The POWER switch is not set to CAMERA.

÷ Set it to CAMERA (p. 29).
• The tape has rtm out.

+ Rex_,ind the tape or insert a new one (p. 25, 42).

• The write protect tab is set to expose tim red mark.
÷ Use a nex\, cassette or slide the tab (p. 25).

• The tape is stuck to the drum (moisture condensation).

÷ Remove the cassette and leave your camcorder fk_r at
least one hour to acclimatize (p. 201).

• When your camcorder is in the recording standby mode

for more than five minutes, your camcorder automatically
ttrr i"_soff to save batter T power and to prevent battery and

tape wear.
+ Set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF and then to

CAMERA.

• The batte W pack is dead or nearly dead.
÷ Insert a fully charged batte W pack (p. 17, 18).

The image on the viewfinder scleen • The viex_,finder lens is not adjusted correctly.

is not cleal. ÷ Adjust the viewfinder lens (p. 32).

The SteadyShot fkmction does not • STEADYSHOT is set to OFF in the nlei"_u settings.

work. ÷ Set it to ON in the menu settings (p. 179).

The autofk0cusing fmlction does not • The setting is the manual fk__cusmode.
work. -> Set FOCUS to AUTO (p. 67).

• Shooting conditions are not suitable for autofk_cus.
+ Adjust to focus manually (p. 67).

The pictule does not appeal in the • The LCD panel is open.
vie_findel. ÷ Close tim LCD panel \\,ben you record using the

viewfinder (p. 9).

A vertical band appears when you • The contrast between the suloject and background is too
shoot a subject such as lights or a high. This is not a malfZmction.
candle flame against a dalk
background.

A vertical band appears when you • This is not a malf_mction.

shoot a very bright subject.

Some tiny white, red, blue or green • SLOW SHUTTER, Super NightShot or Color Slow Shutter
spots appear on the LCD screen, mode is activated. This is not a malf_mction.
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Types of trouble and how to correct trouble

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

An unknown picture is displayed oil • If 10 minutes elapse afle] you set tile POWER switch to
the LCD screen or in the viewfinclel. CAMERA without a cassette inselted, your camcolcler

automatically starts the demonstration.
O Insert a cassette or press the LCD screen. The

clemonsnation stops. You can also cancel DEMO MODE
(p. 184) in the menu settings.

Tile picture is recorded in incon_ect ol • The NightShot is activatecl.
unnatural colors. ÷ Set it off (p. 37).

Picture appeals too bright, and tile • The NightShot is activatecl.
subject does not appear on the LCD ÷ Set it off (p. 37).

scleen. • The backlight ftmction is active.
÷ Set it off (p. 37).

The click of the shutter does not • BEEP is set to OFF in the menu settings.
sound, -) Set it to MELODY or NORMAL (p. 185).

A black band appears when • Set STEADYSHOT to OFF in the menu settings (p. 179).
Fecol_dirlg a TV scFeen Ol comptffel
scleen,

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

Playback is not possible. • The tape has run out.
÷ Rewind the tape (p. 42).

Thele ale holizontal lines on the • The video head may be dirty.
picmle ol the playback picmle is not + Clean the head using the cleaning cassette (optional)

cleal ol does not appeal. (p. 202).

No sound or only a low sound is Volume is turned to minimum.

heald when playing back a tape. ÷ Turn up the volume (p. 42).

The multi picmle sealch ol date The tape has a blank portion in the beginning of the tape
search fimction does not work. or bet\\,een record portion.

The title sealch function does not • There is no title in the tape.
wolk, ÷ Superimpose the titles (p. 88).

• The tape has a blank portion in the beginning of the tape

or betxx,een recorded portion.

The title is not displayed. TITLE DSPL is set to OFF in the menu settings.
÷ Set it to ON in the menu settings (p. 183).

The playback picmle fleezes fol When playing back a transition of recordings, the

about one second, playback picture fl'eezes for about one second. This is not a
malfunction.

(continued on the following page)
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Types of troub|e and how to correct trouble

Symptom
Tile POWER switch does not turn on.

The battery pack is quickly

dischal ged.

The battery remaining indicator does
not indicate the cou ect time.

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

, Tile battel T pack is not inselted, or is dead or nearly dead.
÷ Insert a charged battery pack (p. 17, 18).

, The AC pox_.er adaptor is not connected to a x_.all outlet.
+ Connect tile AC power adaptor to a x_.all outlet (p. 21).

, The temperature of tile environment is too low.

• The batte W pack is not fully charged.
÷ Charge the batte W pack fully again (p. 18).

• Tile batte W pack is completely dead, and cannot be
recharged.

+ Replace \\.ith a new battery pack (p. 17).

• You have used tile battery pack ill all extremely hot or

cold enviromnent fL_ra long time.
• Tile batte W pack is completely dead, and cannot be

recharged.
+ Replace x_.ith a new battery pack (p. 17).

, Tile batte W is exhausted.
+ Use a charged battery pack (p. 17, 18).

, A deviation has occurred in tile remaining time.
+ Charge tile battery pack f\llly again so that tile indication

oil tile batte W remaining indicator is correct (p. 18).

The powei goes off although the • A deviation has occurred in tile remaining batte W time.

battery lemaining indicatol indicates ÷ Charge tile batte W pack fully again so that tile indication
that the battely pack has enough oil tile batte W remaining indicator is correct (p. 18).
powel to opelate.

Tile cassette cannot be removed film , Tile power source is disconnected.

the bolder. + Connect it firmly (p. 21).
, Tile battely" is exhausted.

+ Use a charged battery pack (p. 17 18).

Tile [] and --_indicators flash and no • Moisture condensation has occurred.

f\mctions except fbr cassette ejection ÷ Remove tile cassette and leave your camcorder fL_rat
work. least one hour to acclimatize (p. 201).

Remaining tape indicator is not , Tile [_ REMAIN is set to AUTO in tile menu settings.

displayed. ") Set it to ON to always display tile remaining tape
indicator (p. 183).
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Types of trouble and how to correct trouble
r

Symptom

The "Memory Stick" does not

fmlction.

Recording does not fhnction.

The image cannot be deleted.

You cannot format tile "Memory
Stick."

Deleting all tile images cannot be
carried out.

You cannot protect tile image.

You cannot write a print mark on tile

still image.

You cannot play back images in
actual size.

You cannot play back image data.

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

, The POWER switcb is not set to MEMORY.

÷ Setit to MEMORY (p. 111).

, Tile "Memory Stick" is not inserted.

÷ Insert a "Memory Stick" (p. 102).

, The "Memory Stick" has already been recorded to its full

capacity.

÷ Delete unnecessary images and record again (p. 147).

• Tile "Memory Stick" formatted incorrectly is inserted.

÷ Format tile "Memoly Stick" using your camcorder or

use another "Memory Stick" (p. 182).

,Tlle write protect tab on tile "Memory Stick" is set to
LOCK.

÷ Release tile lock (p. 100).

, Tile image is protected.

÷ Cancel image protection (p. 146).

Tlle write protect tab on tile "Memory Stick" is set to
LOCK.

÷ Release the lock (p. 100).

The write protect tab on tlle "Memory Stick" is set to
LOCK.

÷ Release tile lock (p. 100).

The write protect tab on tlle "Memory Stick" is set to
LOCK.

÷ Release tile lock (p. 100).

The write protect tab on tlle "Memory Stick" is set to
LOCK.

÷ Release tile lock (p. 100).

Tlle INDEX screen is not displayed.

÷ Press INDEX to display tile index screen tben protect the

image (p. 146).

The write protect tab on tlle "Memory Stick" is set to
LOCK.

÷ Release tile lock (p. 100).

Tlle INDEX screen is not displayed.

÷ The print marks cannot be \\,ritten to tbe single screen

(p. 15o).
You are toying to write a print mark on a moving picture.

÷ Print marks cannot be written to moving picture (p. 150).

• You may not be able to play back images in actual size

when you try to play back images recorded by otber

equipment.
This is not a malfunction.

• Your camcorder cannot play back some images processed

with your computer (The file name flashes on tlle LCD

screen).

• Your camcorder may not be able to play back the image

recorded using other camcorder.

(continued on tlle following page)
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Types of trouble and how to correct trouble

Symptom
A title is not recorded.

A cassette label is not lecolclect,

Tile Remote Conmlander supplied

with yOkll camcoldeF does not \voFk,

Tile picture from a TV or VCR does

not appear even whei] yollF
calllcorder is coilnected to tile

outputs oll the TV or VCR.

Dubbing cannot be made _ben using

the A/V connecting cable.

The melody or beep sounds fur

five seconds.

No fmlction works thougb the power
iS Oll.

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

, 20 titles have been recorded.

÷ Erase unnecessa W title (p. 93).

, The cassette is set to prevent accidental erasure.
÷ Slide the wlite protect tab so that red portion is not

visible (p. 25).

• The tape has a blank portion ii'_the recorded portion.
÷ Superimpose the title to the recorded position (p. 91).

• The tape is set to prevent accidental erasure.
÷ Slide the wlite protect tab so that red portion is not

visible (p. 25).

• COMMANDER is set to OFF in the ine]'_u setti]'_gs.
÷ Set it to ON (p. 185).

• Something is blocking the inDared rays.
") Remove the obstacle.

• The batteries are inserted in the batte W bolder with the +

polarities incorrectly matching the + marks.
÷ Insert the batteries with the correct polarity" (p. 217).

, The batteries are dead.

÷ Insert new ones (p. 217).

, DISPLAY is set to V OUT/LCD in the menu settings.
÷ Set it to LCD (p. 185).

, VIDEOINPUT is i'_ot set correctly in the menu settings.
÷ Set it to tim appropriate setting (p. 180).

• VIDEOINPUT is ]'lot set correctly in the nle]'_u setti]'_gs.
÷ Set it to the appropriate setting.

, Moisture condensation has occurred.

÷ Remove the cassette and leave your camcorder fk)r at

least one hour to acclimatize (p. 201).
• Some troubles have occurred in your camcorder.

÷ Remove the cassette and insert it again, then operate
your caIllcorder.

, Disconnect tim AC power adaptor fl'om a wall outlet or

take out the battery, then reconnect it in about o]'_e mi]'_ute.
Turn tim power on. If the functions still do not work, press

RESET using a sharp pointed object. (If you press RESET,
all the settings (DCR IP220: except the NETWORK mode

settings) including the date and time return to tim def_mlt)
(p. 211).
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Types of trouble and how to correct trouble

Symptom Cause and/or Corrective Actions

While d_arging the battery pack , Charging is completed.

inserted in your camcorder, the • Tile battery pack is not properly inserted.

battely CHG lamp does not light up. ÷ Inselt it properly (p. ] 7).

You cannot chmge the battery pack , The POWER switch is not set to (CHG) OFF.

inserted in your camcorder. O Set it to (CHG) OFF.

While charging the battery pack , The barrel T pack is not properly inserted.

inserted in your camcorder, the O Inselt it properly (p. 17).

battely CHG lamp flashes. " Something is wlong with the battel°y pack.

+ Please contact your Sony dealer or local autholized Sony

service f_cility.

When you set the POWER switch to , This is because some fmlctions use a lineal mechanism.

\/CR o1"(CHG) OFF, if you move This is not a malfunction.

yOtll" canlCOl_deF, yOtl lllay hear a

clattering sound fron-i inside your
camcordel.

The buttons do not appear on the • DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL is plessecl.
touch panel. "}' Pless the LCD scl°een lightly.

+ Pless DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL on your camcorder ol
DISPLAY on the Remote Commander (p. 43).

The buttons on the LCD screen do ÷ Acljust the LCD screen (CALIBRATION) (p. 204).
llOt work.

The indicators appear minol , The minol mode is activatecl. This is not a malfunction

reversed in the viewfinder. (p. 35).

The characters on the T\/screen ale • It occurs if you set DISPLAY to V OUT/LCD in the 111ellu

revelsed, settings when using minol mode. This is not a
malfimction.

Image data cannot be transfened to • The USB cable was connectecl before installation of the

yotu compute1 by the USB USB chive1 was completecl.
connection, ÷ Uninstal] the incorrect USB driver and reinstall the USB

driver (p. 161).
• IISB STREAM is set to OFF in the menu settings.

÷ Set it to ON (p. 184).

A cassette cannot be removed even if • Moisture condensation has startecl to condense in yore

the cassette lid is open. camcolclel (p. 201).
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Self.diagnosis display

Your camcorder has a selfdiagnosis display
f\mction.

This f\mction displays tile current condition of

your camcorder as a five digit code (a combination

of a letter and figures) on the LCD screen. If a five

digit code is displayed check tile fL_llo\\,ing code

chart. Tile last two digits (indicated by DE]) will

differ depending on the state of your camcorder.

LCD screen or Viewfinder

Self-diagnosis display
• C:E3E]:C3E]

You can service your camcorder
>ourself.

• E:E]EE]:E]EE]

Contact your Sony dealer or local
authorized Sony facility.

Five-digit display
C:04:E]EZ]

C:21:E]K]

C:22:E]K]

C:31:E][]
C:32:E]E]

E:20:E]E]

E:61:E]E]

E:62:E]E]

Cause and/or Corrective Actions

• You are using a battel T park that is not an

"Inf_oLITHIUM" battery pack.
") Use an "InfBLITHIUM" battery pack (p. 196).

. Moisture condensation has occurred.

÷ Remove the cassette and leave your camcorder fbr at

least one hour to acclimatize (p. 201).

. The video heads are dirty.
") Clean the heads using the cleaning cassette (optional)

(p.202).
. A malfunction other than the above that you cai"_ sel",_ice

has occurred.

÷ Remove the cassette and insert it again, then operate
your camcorder. Do not perfbrm this operation if
moisture starts to condense (p. 201).

÷ Disconnect the power cord of the AC power adaptor or

take out the batte W pack. After reconnecting the pox_.er

source, operate your camcorder.

. A malftmction that you cannot service has occurred.

") Contact your Sony dealer or local authorized Sony
service fi_cility ai"_d ii"_fkorm them of the 5 digit code.

(example: E:61:10)

If you are unable to rectif}r" the problem even if you tl T corrective actions a fe\\, times,

contact your Sony dealer or local authorized Sony sel_lice facility.
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Warning indicators and messages

If indicators and messages appear on tile LCD screen, check the following:

See tile page in parentheses "( )" fLn" more infbrmation.

Warning indicators
100-0001 C:21:00

(6®

I00-0001 Warning indicator as to file
S]ox\, flashing:
• Tile file is corrupted.
• Tile file is unreadable.

• You are trying to can T out MEMORY MIX
function on a moving picture (p. 125).

C:21:00 Self-diagnosis display (p. 192)

cXn The battery is dead or nearly dead
Slow flashing:
• The battel T is nearly dead.

Depending on operational environmental or
battery conditions the c\n indicator may flash,
even if there are approximately five to 10
minutes remaining.

[] Moisture condensation has occurred*

Fast flashing:
• Eject the cassette turi'_ off your cameorder,

and leave it fur about one hour \\,ith the

cassette compartment open (p. 201).

_ Warning indicator as to micro Cassette
Memory*
Slo_, flashing:
• Eject the cassette, and insert it again. If even

then tim indicatol flashes, the micro Cassette

Memory of the cassette may be f;mlty.

Fast flashing:
• The micro Cassette Memory of your

camcorder may be frailty.

Warning indicator as to "Memory Stick"
Slow flashing:
• No "Memory Stick" is inserted.

Fast flashing:
• The image cannot be recorded on "Memory

Stick."

_] Warning indicator as to "Memory Stick"
formatting*
Fast flashing:
• The "Memory Stick" data is corrupted

(p. 100).
• "Memo W Stick" is not formatted correctly

(p. 182).

Warning indicator as to incompatible
"Memory Stick"*
Slow flashing:
• An incompatible "Memory Stick" is inserted.

_ Warning indicator as to tape
Slox\, flashing:
• The tape is near the end.
• No cassette is inserted.*

• The x_,rite protect tab on the cassette is out
(red) (p. 25).*

Fast flashing:
• The tape has run out.*

_= Warning indicator as to a cleaning
cassette (DCR-IP220 only)
Slow flashing:
• A cleaning cassette is inserted in MEMORY/

NETWORK mode (p. 202).

You need to eject the cassette*
Slow flashing:
• The x_,rite protect tab on the cassette is out

(red) (p. 25).

Fast flashing:
• Moisture condensation has occurred (p. 201).

• The tape has mn out.
• The self diagnosis display f_mction is

activated (p. 192).

o_ The image is protected*
Slo_\, flashing:
• The image is protected (p. 14(;).

{= Warning indicator as to the flash
Slow flashing:
• During charging.

Fast flashing:
• The self diagnosis display f_mction is

activated (p. 192).*

• There is something wrong with the flash.

{@]0 Warning indicator as to recording of
still image
S]ox\, image:
• The still image cai'_i'_ot be recorded on a

"Memo1 y Stick" (p. 47).

* You hear tim melody or beep souncl.
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Warning indicators and messages

Warning messages
• CLOCK SET

• FOR "hffoLITHIUM"
BATTERY ONLY

• r& CLEANING CASSETTE

• COPY INHIBIT

• _ FULL

• _ NO FILE

• _ NO MEMORY STICK

. _:_MEMORY STICK ERROR

• _ FORMAT ERROR

, _ o_ DIRECTORY ERROR

• _ PLAY ERROR

• _ REC ERROR

• k_TAPEEND

• L_ NO TAPE
• DELETING

• FORMATTING

• ,_ NOW CHARGING

• EE__ CLEANING END

• _ _= CLEANING TAPE END

• _ TITLE FULL

• INPUT ERROR

• _ NOT REC

• CHANGE TO '_CAM" or "VCR"

• _ INCOMPATIBLE MEMORY
STICK

• READ ONLY MEMORY STICK

Set tile date and time (p. 22).

Use an "In%LIHIUM" battery pack (p. 196).

Tile video heads are dirty (p. 202). (TileO indicator
and "1_ CLEANING CASSETTE" message appear
one after another oil tile LCD screen.)

You uied to lecolcl a picture that has a copyright
control signal (p. 195).*

Tile "Memo W Stick" is full (p. 114).*

Tile write protect tab on tile "Memo1T Stick" is set
to LOCK (p. 100).

No image is recorded on tile "Memory Stick"
(p. 137).*

No "Memory Stick" is inserted.*

Tile "Memory Stick" data is corrupted (p. 102).*

Tile "Memo W Stick" is not recognized (p. 182).*
Check tile tbrmat.

There is more than two same directories (p. 136).*

Tile image is distorted and cannot be played back.*

Check tile input signal, then record again (p. 124,
lS5).*

Tile tape has reached tile end of tile tape.*

Insert a cassette.*

You press PHOTO while deleting data ill a

"Memory Stick."*

You press PHOTO while tbunatting a "MemolT
Stick."*

Charging flash does not work correctly.*

Tile cleaning is complete. Eject tile cleaning cassette
(p. 202).

Tile cleaning tape has run out.

20 titles have been recorded (p. 90).*

A picture in an incompatible fLrmat (such as one
recorded with tile DV tbrma0 is input (p. 87).*

You tried to copy MPEG MOVIE files recorded on a
"Memo W Stick" to tile tape (p. 142).*

A cleaning cassette cannot be used in MEMORY
mode (p. 202).

Tile "Memory Stick" inserted is not compatible
\\,ith your camcorder.*

A read only "Memo W Stick" is inserted.*

* You hear tile melody or beep souncl.

Refbl to tile Netwolk Function Operating Instructions supplied with your camcolcler

194 about warniilg nlessages ill NETWORK mode.



-- Additional information --

Usable cassettes

You can use | I I I_ MICRO MV cassette only. You cannot use any other [] 8 ram, Hi[]
Hi8, l) Digital8, _g$ VHS, IVI!SI-_IVHSC, SSHS S-VHS, SiViiSl_l S-VHSC, m Betamax,

ED Betamax, I_ DV, or I_ miniDV cassettes.

All of the MICROMV cassettes have micro Cassette Memorv.

M,...... and I I I Itl MICRO MV are trademarks of Sony Corporation.

When you play back
If the tape you play back on your camcord_q _contains copyright signals, you cannot

copy it with other equipment connected to your camcorder.

When you record
You cannot n, cord softwan, on your eamcord_,r that contains copyright control signals

for copyright protection of software.
COPY INHIBIT appears on the LCD screen or on the TV screen if you try to record such

software. Your camcorder does not record copyright control signals on the tape when it
l_cords.

When affixing a label on the MICROMV cassette
B_,sure to affix a lab_,l only on the location illustrated Nqow [a] so as not to cause
malfunction of VoLtr caJ_rleord_+r.

[a]

After using the iVlICRONIV cassette
Rewind the tal-_' to the, beginning,,, I:_ut the, eass_,tte_ in its case, and ston, it in an upright

position.

When the micro Cassette Memory function does not work
Reins_,rt the cassette.

O
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About the "|nfoLiTHiUIVl" battery pack

What is the "lnfoLITHIUIVl" battery pack?
The, "InfoLITHIUM" batwry pack is a lithium-ion battery pack that has functions for

communicating information related to operating conditions between your cameorder.

The "InfoLITHIUM" battery pack calculates the power consumption according to the

operating conditions of your eameorder, and displays the remaining battery time in
minutes.

Charging the battery pack
° Be sure, to charge the, battery pack be,fore you start using your cameorder.

®We reeonrmend charging the battery pack in an ambient tempe, rature of be4ween 10'C

to 30°C (50'F to 86°F) until the battery CHG lamp goes off, indicating that the, battery

pack is fully charged. If you charge, the battery outside of this Wmperature rango, you

may not be, able to e,fficiently charge, the battery pack.

° After charging is eomplewd, eithe, r diseonne,et the cable from the, DC IN jack on your

camcorder or take out the, battery pack.

Effective use of the battery pack
° Battery pack pe, rformance de,creases in low-tempe,ratun, surroundings. So, the, time,

that the battery pack can be used is shorter. W_, recommend that you put the batwry

pack in your poeke_t to warm it up, and insert it in your eamcorder inrme, diately before

you start taking photos. This enables you to use the battery pack longe, r.

° Frequently using the LCD panel or frequently operating playback, fast-forward or

rewind wears out the battery pack faswr.

° Be certain to turn the, POWER switch to (CHG) OFF when not taking shots or playing

back on your camcorder. The battery pack is also consumed when vour eameorder is

in the standby mode or playback is paused.

° Haw, spaw battery packs handy for two or three times the expected recording time,

and nrake trial recordings before, taking the actual recording.

° Do not expose the battery pack to waWr. The battery pack is not water resistant.

Remaining battery time indicator
° If the powor goes off although the, n, nraining batwry time indicator indicate, s that the

battery pack has enough power to operate, charge the battery pack fully again so that

the indication on the remaining battery time indicator is correct. Note, however, that

the correct battery indication sometimes will not be restored if it is used in high

temperatures for a long time or left in a fully charged state, or the battery pack is

frequently used. Regard the remaining battery time indication as the approximate

shooting time.

* The c\_ mark indicating little remaining battery time sometimes flashes depending on

the operating conditions or ambient temperature and environment even if the

remaining battery tinre is about five to 10 minutes.

How to store the battery pack
° If the batWry pack is not used for a long time, do the, following proce, dun, once, per

ye, ar to maintain proper function.

1. Fully charge the, batwry.

2. Discharge on your e, lectronic e,quipme,nt.

3. Take out the battery from the, equipment and store, it in a dry, cool plae*,.

° To use the battery pack up on your canreorder, leave your eameorde, r in the, re, cording

mode, until the, pow_,r go_,s off without a cassette, inse, rted.
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About the "lnfoL|THIUM '° battery pack

Battery life
o The, battery life is limited. Battery capacity drops little, by little, as you use, it more, and

more, and_as time passes. When the available battery time is shortened considerably, a

probable cause is that the battery pack has reached the end of its life. Please buy a new

battery pack.
o The battery life varies depending on how it is stored and operating conditions and

environment for each battery pack.
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About i.LiNK

The, i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) on this unit is an i.LINK-conrpliant MICROMV
interface. This section describes the i.LINK standard and its features.

What is i.LINK?

i.LINK is ;1digital serial interface for handling digital video, digital audio and other
data in two directions between equipment having the i.LINK jack, and for controlling

other equipment.
i.LINK-compatible equipment can be connected by a single i.LINK cable. Possible

applications are operations and data transactions with various digital AV equipnrent
When two or more i.LINK-compatible equipment are connected to this unit in a daisy

chain, operations and data transactions are possible with not only the equipment that
this unit is connected to but also with other devices via the directly connected

equipment
Note, however, that the method of operation sometimes varies according to the

characteristics and specifications of the equipment to be connected, and that operations
and data transactions are sometimes not possible on some connected equipment.

Not_

Normally, only one piece of equipment can be connected to this unit by the i.LINK
cable. When connecting this unit to i.LINK-compatible equipment having two or more

i.LINK (MICROMV Interface), ref_,r to the operating instructions of the equipment ro be
connected.

i.LINK is a more familiar term for IEEE 1394 data transport bus proposed by Sony, and

is a trademark approved by many corporations.
IEEE 1394 is an international standard standardized by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers.

The maximum baud rate of your camcorder is "$400".

i.LINK's maximum baud rate varies according to the equipment Three maximum baud
rates are defined:

$100 (approx. 100Mbps*)
$200 (approx. 200Mbps)

$400 (approx. 400Mbps)

The baud rate is listed under "Specifications" in the operating instructions of each
equipment It is also indicated near the i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) on some

equipment
The maximum baud rate of equipment, except for this unit, on which it is not indicated
is "$100".

When units are connected to equipnrent having a different maximum baud rate, the
baud rate sometimes differs from the indicated baud rate.

*What is Mbps?

Mbps stands for megabits per second, or the amount of data that can be sent or received

in one second. For exanrple, a baud rate of lOOMbps means that 100 nregabits of data
can be sent in one second.
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About i.LINK
r

For details on how to dub when this unit is connected to other video equipment having

DV jacks, see page 82, 86.
This unit can also be connected to other i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) compatible

equipment made by Sony (e.g. VAIO series personal computer) other than video

equipment.
Before connecting this unit to your computer, make sure that application software
supported by this unit is already installed on your computer.

For details on precautions when connecting this unit, also reh, r to the operating
instructions for the equipment to be connected.

Use the Sony i.LINK 4-pin-to-4-pin cable (during MPEG2 dubbing).

i.LINK and _,are trademarks.

K
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Using your carncorder abroad

Countries and areas where you can use network functions are restricted. For details,

refer to the separate Network Function Operating Instructions (DCR-IP220 only).

You can use your camcorder in any country or area with the AC power adaptor
supplied with your camcorder within 100 V to 240 V AC, 50/60 Hz.

Use a commercially available AC plug adaptor [a], if necessary, depending on the

design of the wall outlet [b].

AC-L20A

[al {bl

Your camcorder is an NTSC system based camcorder. If you want to view the playback
picture on a TV, it must be an NTSC svstem based TV with VIDEO/AUDIO input jack.

The following shows TV color systems used overseas.

NTSC system

Bahama Islands, Bolivia, Canada, Central America, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana,
Jamaica, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Peru, Surinam, Taiwan, the Philippines, the U.S.A.,
Venezuela, etc.

PAL system

Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, Germany,
Holland, Hong Kong, Hungary, Italy, Kuwait, Malaysia, New Zealand, Norway,

Poland, Portugal, Singapore, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand,
United Kingdom, etc.

PAL-M system
Brazil

PAL-Nsystem
Argentina, Para,mav,_, Uruguav,,

SECAM system

Bulgaria, France, Guiana, Iran, Iraq, Monaco, Russia, Ukraine, etc.
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Maintenance information and
precautions
r

If your camcorder is brought directly front a cold place to a warm place, moisture may

condense inside your camcorder, on the surface of the tape, or on the lens. In this
condition, the tape may stick to the head drunr and be danrag_,d or your camcorder may

not operate correctly. If there is moisture inside your camcorder, the beep sounds and
the [] indicator flashes. When the _ indicator flashes at the same time, the cassette is

inserted in your camcorder. If moisture condenses on the lens, the indicator will not

appear.

if moisture condensation occurred
None of the, functions e,xce,pt c'asse4W ejection will work. Eje,ct the cassette,, turn off your
camcorder, and leave, it for about one hour with the, cassette compartme, nt open. Your

camcorder can be, use, d again if the, [] indicator doe, s not appear whe, n the powe, r is
turned on again.

If nroisture starts to condense, your eanrcorder sonretime_s cannot detect condensation.
If this happens, the cassette is some, time_s not ejected for 10 se,conds after the cassette, lid

is opened. This is not a malfunction. Do not close, the cassette, lid until the cassette is
e,jected.

Note on moisture condensation

Moisture may condense when you bring your canrcorder from a cold place into a warnr
place (or vice versa) or when you use your camcorder in a hot place as follows:

o You bring your camcorder from a ski slope into a place warmed up by a heating
device.

o You bring your camcorder from an air-conditioned car or room into a hot place
outside.

o You use your camcorder after a squall or a shower.
o You use your camcorder in a high temperature and humid place.

How to prevent moisture condensation

When you bring your camcorder front a cold place into a warm place, put your
camcorder in a plastic bag and tightly seal it. Remove the bag when the air tenrperature

inside the plastic bag has reached the surrounding temperature (after about one hour).
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Maintenance information and precautions

Cleaning the video head
To ensure normal n, cording and cl_,ar pictun, s, clean the, vid_,o head. The, vid_,o head
may be dirty when:

Mosaic-pattern noise appears on the playback picture.
Playback pictures do not move.

Playback pictures do not appear.
The _ indicator and "r_'_CLEANING CASSETTE" message appear one after another

or the _ indicator flashes on the LCD screen during recording.

If the above problem, [a] or [b] occurs, clean the video heads with the Sonv MGRCLD
cleaning cassette (optional). Check the picture and if the above problem persists, repeat

cleaning

[a] [b]

202

If the video heads gets dirtier, the entire screen becomes blue [b].

The video head

The video head wears out if vou use the camcorder for a long time. When use of the

cleaning cassette does not nrake the picture clear, the video head mav have worn out. In
such cases, you nrust replace the video head. For details, contact your Sony dealer or

local authorized Sony service facility.

Using a cleaning cassette

(1) Set the POWER switch to CAMERA or VCR.

(2) Insert the cleaning cassette.

(3) Press OK on the LCD screen. The message "NOW CLEANING" appears.

After the cleaning is finished, the message "_ _--CLEANING END" appears.

(4) Eject the cleaning cassette.

To cancel cleaning
Press CANCEL.

Notes

oWhen cleaning the video head, do not use any equipir'teFtt other than the cleaning
cassette.

o The cleaning cassette does not work in MEMORY/NETWORK mode.

Cleaning the LCD screen

If fingerprints or dust make, the LCD scw_,n dirty, w_, recommend using a cl_,aning cloth
(supplied) to clean the LCD screen. When you use the LCD Cleaning Kit (optional), do

not apply the cleaning liquid directly to the LCD screen. Clean the LCD screen with a
cleaning paper moistened with the liquid.



Maintenance information and precautions

Your camcorder is supplied with a built-in rechargeable battery installed so as to retain

the date and time, etc., regardless of the setting of the POWER switch. The built-in
rechargeable battery is ahvays charged as long as you are using your camcorder. The

battery, however, will get discharged gradually if you do not use your camcorder. It
will be completely discharged in about three months if you do not use your

camcorder at all. Even if the built-in rechargeable battery is not charged, it will not
affect your canrcorder operation. To retain the date and tinre, etc., charge the battery if

the battery is discharged.

Charging the built-in rechargeable battery

Connect your camcorder to a wall outlet using the AC power adaptor supplied with
your camcorder, and leave your camcorder with the POWER switch turned off for
more than 24 hours.

Or insert the fully charged battery pack in your canrcorder, and leave your camcorder
with the POWER switch turned off for more than 24 hours.

(1) Open the LCD panel.

(_') Remove the screw with a screwdriver (optional).

(3) Slide the viewfinder about 1.5 mm (1/16 in.) to the left and then pull it to

remove the eyecup.

(4) Remove dust from inside the eyecup and viewfinder with a commercially
available blower.

(5) Reverse the above steps 2 and 3 to attach the eyecup. Then replace the screw.

Caution

Do not remove any other screws. You may remove only the screw to remove the

eyecup.

Notes

o Do not clrop or bend the eyecup shaft.
o Be careful when handling the eyecup.

12L
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Maintenance information and precautions

The buttons on the touch panel may not work correctly. If this happens, follow the

procedure below.

(1) Set the POWER switch to (CHG) OFF.

(2) Eject the tape from your camcorder, then disconnect any connecting cable from

your camcorder.

(3) Close the LCD panel with the LCD screen facing out.

DISPLAYITOUCH PANEL

(4) Set the POWER switch to VCR while pressing DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL,

then keep pressing DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL for about five seconds.

(5) Follow the procedure below with your finger or the supplied stylus (DCR-

IP220 only).

@ Touch X at the upper left corner.

@ Touch X at the lower right corner.
@ Touch X in the middle of the LCD screen.

XCALIBRATE10̧CALBRATEOCALBRATEXX
If you do not press the right spot, X always returns to the position at the upper
left corner.

Note

You can onlv carry out this operation with the LCD screen in the step 3 position.
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Maintenance information and precautions
r

Camcorder operation
o Opt,rate, your calrlcord_,r oi_t7.2 V (battery pack) or 8.4 V (Aft powe, r adaptor).
o For DC or AC operation, use the accessories recommended in this operating

instructions.

o If anv solid object or liquid get inside the casing, unplug your camcorder and have it

checked by a Sony dealer before operating it any further.
oAvoid rough handling or mechanical shock. Be particularly careful of the lens.

o Keep the POWER switch set to (CHG) OFF when you are not using your canrcorder.
o Do not wrap your camcorder with a towel, for example, and operate it. Doing so

might cause heat to build up inside.
o Keep your camcorder away from strong magnetic fields or mechanical vibration.

o Do not touch the LCD screen with a sharp object other than the stylus supplied (DCR-
IP220 only).

o If your canrcorder is used in a cold place, a residual image may appear on the LCD
screen. This is not a malfunction.

oWhile using your canrcorder, the back of the LCD screen may heat up. This is not a
malfunction.

o Do not use the network function in a medical institution or in an aircraft (DCR-IP220

only).

On handling tapes
o Do not insort anything into tho small holes on the, roar of the, casse, tte. The,se, holes are

use,d to sense the, type and thickne, ss of the, tape, and if the, re,cording tab is in or out.

o Do not open the tap_, protect cove, r or touch the tape.
oAvoid touching or damaging the terminals. To re,move dust, clean the ternrinals with

a soft cloth.

Camcorder care
o Remove the tape, and periodically turn on the power, operate the CAMERA and VCR

sections and play back a tape for about three minutes when your camcorder is not to
be used for a long time.

o Clean the lens with a soft brush to remove dust. If there are fingerprints on the lens,
remove them with a soft cloth.

o Clean your camcorder body with a dry soft cloth, or a soft cloth lightly moistened
with a mild detergent solution. Do not use any type of solvent which may danrage the
finish.

o Do not let sand get into your camcorder. When you use your canrcorder on a sandy

beach or in a dusty place, protect it from the sand or dust. Sand or dust may cause
your camcorder to malfunction, and sometimes this malfunction cannot be repaired.

>
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Maintenance information and precautions

AC power adaptor
oUnplug the unit from a wall outlet when you are, not using the, unit for a long time.

To disconnect the power cord, pull it out by the plug. Never pull the power cord itself.
o Do not operate the unit with a damag_,d cord or if the unit has been dropped or

damagc, d.
o Do not bend the power cord forcibly, or place a heavy object on it. This will damage

the cord and may cause fire or electrical shock.
o Prevent metallic objects from coming into contact with the metal parts of the

connecting section. If this happens, a short may occur and the unit may be danraged.
oAhvays keep metal contacts clean.
o Do not disassemble the unit.

o Do not apply mechanical shock or drop the unit.

oWhile the unit is in use, particularly during charging, keep it away from AM receivers
and video equipment. AM receivers and video equipment disturb AM reception and

video operation.
o The unit becomes warm during use. This is not a malfunction.

o Do not place the unit in locations that are:
Extremely hot or cold

Dusty or dirty
Very humid

Vibrating

About care and storage of the lens
oWipe, the surface_ of the l_,ns clean with a soft cloth in the following instance,:

When there are fingerprints on the lens surface
In hot or humid locations
When the lens is used in environments such as the seaside

o Store the lens in a well-ventilated location subject to little dirt or dust.

To prevent mold from occurring, periodically perform the above.

We recommend turning on and operating your camcorder about once per month to
keep your camcorder in an optimum state for a long time.

Battery pack
oUse, only the, spe,cifi_,d charg_,r or vide, o equipment with the charging function.
o To prevent an accident front a short circuit, do not allow metal objects to come into

contact with the battery terminals.

o Keep the battery pack away from fire.

o Never expose the battery pack to temperatures above 60'C (140'-'F), such as in a car
parked in the sun or under direct sunlight.

o Store the battery pack in a cool, dry place.
o Do not expose the battery pack to any nrechanical shock.

o Do not disassemble nor modify the battery pack.
oAttach the battery pack to the video equipnrent securely.

o Charging while some capacity remains does not afft, ct the original battery capacity.
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Maintenance information and precautions

Notes on dry batteries
To avoid possible damage from batt{,ry k,akag_, or corrosion, obs_,rv_, the following:

o Be sure to insert the batteries with the + polarities nratched to the + marks.
o Dry batteries are not rechargeable.
o Do not use a combination of new and old batteries.

o Do not use different types of batteries.

o Current flows from batteries when you are not using them for a long time.
o Do not use leaking batteries.

if batteries are leaking
oWipe off the liquid in the battery compartment carefully before replacing the batteries.

o If vou touch the liquid, wash it off with water.
o If the liquid get into your eyes, wash your eyes with a lot of water and then consult a

doctor.

If any problem occurs, unplug your camcorder and contact your nearest Sony dealer.
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Specifications
m

Video recording system

2 rotary heads
Helical scanning system

Audio recording system
MPEG] Audio Layer2

(Fs 48 kHz, stereo)
Video signam
NTSC color, EIA standards
Usable cassette
MICROMV cassette with the

l I l U mark printed

Tape speed
Appl:ox. 5.66 mm/s

Recording/playback time
(using cassette MGRdO)
] hour

Fastforward/rewind time

(using cassette MGR60)

Approx. 1 rain. and 30 seconds
VJewfinder

Eh, ctric viewfinder (color)
image device

5.0 mm (1/3.6 type) CCD

(Charge Coupled Device)
Gross: Approx. 2 110 000 pixels
Effective (still):

Approx. 1 920 000 pixels

Effective (moving):
Approx. 1 080 000 pixels

Lens

Carl Zeiss Vario-Sonna r T*

Combined power zoom lens
Filter diameter 37 mm (1 ]/2 in.)

10× (Optical), ] 20x (Digita[)
Foca_ length
4.5 -45 mm (3/16 - 1 13/16 in.)
When converted to a 35 mm still

camera
CAMERA:

52 - 520 mm (2 1/8 - 20 ]/2 in.)
MEMORY:

39 - 390 mm (1 9/16 - 15 3/8 in.)

Color temperature
AUTO, HOLD,/ND(XIR (3 200K),

OUTDOOR (5 800K)
Minimum illumination

7 Ix (lux) (F 1.81

0 [x (lux) (in the NightShot mode)*
* Objects unable to be seen due to

the dark can be shot with

infrared lighting.

Audio/Video input/output
10-pin connector

Input/output auto switch
Video signal: 1 Vp-p, 75 K_(ohms),

unbalanced_ sync negatix e
Luminance signal: ] Vp-p, 75 _*
(ohms), unbalanced

Chrominance signal: 0.286 Vp-p,
75 K_(ohms), unbalanced

Audio signal: 327 mV, (at output

impedance more than 47 I<_
(kilobms))

[nput impedance with more than
47 k_ (kilohms)

Output impedance with less than
2.2 k£_ (kilohms)
i.LINK (MICROMV Interface)

input/output

4-pin connector $400
LANe Jack

Stereo mini-minijack (o 2.5 ram)
USBJack
mini-B

Headphone jack

Stereo minijack (o 3.5 ram)

Picture

6.2 cm (2.5 type)
Total dot number

211 200 (O60 x 220)

Communication system
Bluetooth specification Ver.l.l
Maximum communication

speed _)2)

Approx. 723 kbps
Maximum output

Bluetooth specification Power
Class2
Communication distance 2_

Approx. ] 0 m (33 feet) (Open

space, when using a Sony BTA-
NW1/NWIA Modem Adaptor
with Bluetooth Function)

Compatible Bluetootb profiles :_1
Generic Access Profile

Dial-up Networking Profile

Usable frequency band
2.4 GHz band

(2.400 - 2.483 5 GHz)

_)The maximum rate defined by
Bluetooth specification Vet.].]

z)Depends on obstacles between
the BI uetootb devices, radio
wave conditions, etc.

a/Defined by Bluetooth

specification for intended use
between the Bluetooth dm ices

Power requirements

7.2 V (battery pack)
8.4 V (AC power adaptor)
Average power consumption

(when using the batterypack)

During camera recording using
LCD: 5.0 W
Viet_ finder: 4.4 W

Operating temperature
0_'C to 40°C (32_'F to I04_'F)

Storage temperature
-20°C to +60_'C (-4°F to +140_'F)

Dimensions (approx.)
98 × 75.5 x 136 mm

(3 7/8 x 3 × 5 3/8 in.) (w/h/d)
Mass (approx.)

520 g (1 /b 2 oz)

excluding the battery pack and
cassette

630 g (1 /b 6 oz)
inchding the batte D pack,
NP-FF70, cassette MGRd0, lens cap

and stylus
Supplied accessories

See page 16.
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Specifications
r

Power requirements
100 - 240 V AC, 50/60 Hz

Power consumption
23 W

Output voltage
DC OUT: 8.4 V, ] .5 A in the

operating mode

Operating temperature
0°C to 40_'C (32°F to [04°F)

Storage temperature
-20°C to +60_'C (-4°F to + [40_'F)

Dimensions (approx.)
125 x 3c_x 62 mm (5 x ] _/16 x

2 ]/2 in.) (w/hid) excluding

projecting parts
Mass (approx.)
280 g (9.8 oz)

excludiilg power cord

Memory

Hash memory
8MB: MSA-SA

Operating voltage
2.7- 3.6 V

Power consumption
Approx. 45 mA in the operating
n/ode

Approx. ] 30 F/A in tile standby
mode

Dimensions (approx.)
50 x 2.8 x 21.5 mm

(2 × 1/8 × 7/8 in.) (w/h/d)

Mass (approx.)

4 g (0.14 oz)

Design and specifications are

subject to change *_ithout notice.

Maximum output voltage
DC 8.4 V

Output voltage
DC 7.2 V

Capacity

9.6 Wh (1 350 mAh)
Operating temperature
0°C to 40_'C (32°F to t04°F)

Dimensions (approx.)
40.8 × 24.1 × 49.1 rnm

(1 5/8×31/32×1 15/16in.)
(w/h/d)

Mass (approx.)

90 g (3.2 oz)
Type
Lithium ion

CL
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-- Quick Reference --

identifying the parts and controls

[]

[]

[]

[]

[] Lens cap (p. 29)

[] FOCUS/ZOOM switch (p. 34, G7)

[] BACK LIGHT button (p. 37)

[] Viewfinder (p. 32)

[]

[]

[]

[] LCD screen/Touch panel (j_3.9, 27, ]03)

[] START/STOP button (p. 29, ]30)

[] Speaker

[] Eyecup
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[]

[]

identifying the parts and controls

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[] LCD BACKLIGHT switch (p. 31)

[] MEMORY EJECT lever (p. 102)

[] DISPLAY/TOUCH PANEL button (p. 43)

[] "Memory Stick" access lamp (p. 102)

[] RESET button

If you press RESET, all tile settings

(DCR-IP220: except the NETWORK

mode settings) including tile date and
time return to the default.

[] _ (OSB)jack (p. 151)

[] #,_(LANC)jack (blue)
LANC stands for Local Application
Control Bus System. Tile #._control jack
is used for controlling the tape transport
of video equiplnent and other
peripherals connected to the video
equipment. This jack has the same
f\mction as tile jack indicated as
CONTROL L or REMOTE.

[] ,Q(headphones)jack (green)
When you use headphones, the speaker
oil your camcorder is silent.

[] i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) (p. 82, 86,
124, 135, 198)
Tile i.LINK (MICROMV Interface) is
i.LINK compatible.

o
ii
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identifying the parts and controls

[]

[]

[]

[]
[]
[]

MEMORY/NE_3/ORK []

[]
[]

[] ZOOM lever (p. 33)

[] PHOTO button (p. 47, ]11)

[] infrared rays (NightShot Light)
emitter (p. 37)

[] Remote sensor

[] Camera recording mamp (p. 29)

[] POWER switch (p. 8)

[] CHG lamp (p. 18)

[] CAMERA lamp (p. 8)

[] MEMORY/NETWORK lamp

(DCR 1P220) or MEMORY lamp
(DCR IP210) (p. 8)

[] VCR lamp (p. 8)

[] _ (Bluetooth) lamp (]-)CR-IP220 only)
(]_.]75)

[] HOLOGRAM AF emitter (p. ]]7)
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identifying the parts and controls

,[]

[]

[]

[] _ (flash) button (p. 49, JIG)

[] Grip belt

Fastening the grip belt
Fasten the grip belt firmly.

[]
) []

[]

[] OPEN/_- EJECT _j switch (p. 25)

[] Cassette lid (p. 25)

[] Stylus (DCR-IP220 only) (p. 176)

[] Stylus holder (DCR-IP220 only) (p. 176)

£3

Pc

¢0
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identifying the parts and controls

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[] Flash (p. 49,116)

[] Lens

[] Focus ring/Zoomring (p. 34,67)

[] Microphone

[] DC INjack

[] A/V ID-2jack (p. 4G, 80, 84. 123. 134)

Note on the Carl Zeiss lens

Your camcorder is equipped with a Carl Zeiss lens \\,hich can reproduce a fine

image.

Tile lens ff_r your camcorder was developed jointly by Carl Zeiss, in Germany, and

Sony Corporation. It adopts the MTF _ measurement system fk_r video camera and

offers a quality as the Carl Zeiss lens.

The lens fk_r your camcorder is also T* coated to suppress unwanted reflection and

faithf\flly reproduce colors.

MTF is an abbleviation of Modulation Tlansfer Function.

The value numbel indicates the amount of light of a subject penetrating into the
lens.
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identifying the parts and controls

[]

[]

[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[] "Memory Stick" slot (p. 102)

[] OPEN 7 switch (p. 17)

[] Viewfinder mensadjustment lever
(p.32)

[] Battery compartment lid

[] Tripod receptacle
Make sure that the length of the tripod
screw is less than 5.5 mm (7/32 inch).
Otherwise. you cannot attach the tripod
securely and the screw may damage
yOtll" calllcordei'.

[] FADER button (p. 57)

[] SUPER NS/COLOR SLOW S button
(p. 38)

[] NIGHTSHOT/NIGHTFRAMING switch
(p.37,119) ;o

$,

=
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identifying the parts and controls

The buttons that have the same name on the Remote Conlnlander as oil yotlr canlcol°del °

f\mction identically to tile buttons oil your camcordel.

[]

[]
[]

[]
[]

C []
[]
[]

[]

[]

[] PHOTO button (p. 47, 111)

[] DISPLAY button (p. 43)

[] MEMORY control buttons

[] SEARCH MODE button (p. 78, 79)

[] MULTI SRCH button (p. 74)

[] Transmitter
Point toward the remote sensor to

control your camcorder after turning on

your camcorder.

[] DATA CODE button (p. 43)

[] START/STOP button (p. 29, 130)

[] Power zoom button (p. 33)

[] Video control buttons (p. 42, 45)

[] ¢'/,_/÷/÷/EXECUTE buttons
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identifying the parts and controls

To prepare the Remote Commander
Inselt two size AA (RG) battelies by 111atehillg the + alld polarities on the batteries to

tile + marks inside tile battery compartment.

Notes on the Remote Commander

• Point tile remote sensor a\\,ay from strong light sources such as direct sunlight or
overhead lighting. Othelwise, the Remote Commander may not fimction properly.

• Your camcorder works in the commander mode VTR 2. Commander modes 1,2 and 3
are used to distinguish your camcorder flora other Sony VCRs to avoid remote control
misoperation. If you use another Sony VCR in the Commander mode VTR 2, xx,e
recommend changing the commander mode or covering the sensor of the VCR with
black paper.

R
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identifying the parts and controls

218

LCD screen and viewfinder

[]

AUTO ']
_ _o;', 60 AWB_ MPEG IN' []

F1,8 9dB ,_ []
t00_0001.

....
[] micro Cassette Memory (p. 36, 195)

[] Remaining battery time (p. 36, 44)

[] Zoom (p. 33)/Data file name (p. 100)

[] Digital effect (p. 59, 71)/MEMORY MIX
(p. 125)/FADER (p. 56)

[] 16:9W[DE (p. 54)

[] Picture effect (p. 58, 70)

[] Data code (p. 43)/Date (p. 36)

[] PROGRAM AE (p. 62)

[] BACK LIGHT (p. 37)

[] SteadyShot off (p. 179)

[] Manual focus (p. 67)/Expanded focus
(p. 67)/Zoom ring (p. 34)

[] Self-timer (p. 40, 51, 1%, 132)

[] HOLOGRAM AF (p. 117)

[] STBY/REC (p. 29)/Video control mode
(p. 45)/Image size (p. 109)/Image

quality mode (p. 105)/Picture quality
mode (p. 107)

[] NIGHTSHOT/SUPER NIGHTSHOT
(p. 37)/COLOR SLOW SHUTTER (p. 38)/
NIGHTFRAMING (p. 119)

[] Tape counter (p. 3fi)/Self-diagnosis
(p. 192)/Memory photo (p. 111)

[] Remaining tape (p. 30)/Memory
playback (p. 137)

[] END SEARCH (p. 41)

[] MPEG IN (p. 87)

[] Data file name (p. 100)
This indicator appears when the
MEMORY MIX functions work./

Time (p. 36)

[] Warning (p. 1{)3)

[] Flash (p. 49, 110)

[] Continuous photo recording (p. 113)



index

A,B
AC power adaptor ............ 18, 21
Adjusting viewfinder ............. 32
Adjusting volume ................... 42

Auto red eye reduction
........................................ 49, 116

AUTO SHTR .......................... 178

A/V connecting cable
.................... 46, 80, 84, 123, 134

BACK LIGHT .......................... 37

Battery pack ............................. 17
BEEP ....................................... 185

BOUNCE .................................. 56
B&W ......................................... 58

C,D
CALIBRATION ..................... 204

Camera chtoma key ............. 125
Carl Zeiss lens ....................... 214

Cassette infbnnation .............. 97
Cassette memory .................... 97

Charging batte@ ..................... 18

Charging built in
i echm geable battery .......... 203

Cleaning cassette .................. 202
Clock set ................................... 22
COLOR SLOW SHUTTER .... 38

Continuous photo recording
.............................................. 113

Data code ................................. 43
DATE SEARCH ...................... 79
DEMO MODE ....................... 184

Digital effect ...................... 59, 71
DISPLAY ................................ 185

Dubbing a tape ........................ 80

E
END SEARCH ......................... 41

Expanded focus ....................... 67
EXP BRKTG ........................... 113

Exposure .................................. 65

F,G,H
Fade1 ......................................... 56
FADER ..................................... 56
Fade in/out .............................. 56

Flash .................................. 49, 116
FLASHMOTION .................... 59
Flexible Spot Meter ................. 66
FOCUS ...................................... 67

Focusing manually ................. 67
FORMAT ................................ 182

Full charge ............................... 18
Grip belt ................................. 213
Heads ...................................... 202
HIGH SPEED ........................ 113

HOLOGRAM AF .................. 117

I, J, K, L
i.LINK (MICROMV Interface)

.................. 82, 86, 124. 135,198

hnage protection ................... 146

hnage quality rhode ............. 105
hnage size .............................. 109
Index screen ........................... 138

"InfBLITHIUM" battery
........................................ 20. 196

Infi ared rays emitter .............. 37
JPEG ........................................ 100
Labeling a (assette .................. 98

I,_ (LANC) jack ...................... 211
LUMINANCE KEY ................ 59

M,N
Manual fkocus ........................... 67

Merl-lory chrorl-la key ............ 125

Memory luminance key ....... 125
MEMORY MIX ...................... 125

Memory overlap ................... 125
Memoly PB ZOOM .............. 143

Memoly photo playback ..... 136
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